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Groundbreaking set

Colorblind

The $7 million Brown Lupton Baseball Stadium
will break ground in October.

For many interracial couples in America, love is a
more complex issue than simply black and white.

See Sports, page 12.

See Issues, page 8.
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Secretary of State Colin Powell named Osama bin
Laden Thursday as the prime suspect in the federal
investigation. See page 5.
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New York City
Firefighter Patrick
Parrott lights
candles at one of
the makeshift
memorials set up
throughout the city
honoring those
who died in the
terrorist attack on
the World Trade
Center and rescue
workers who were
trying to help them.
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Black boxes from two of the hijacked planes have
been located as the search for the terrorists and
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associates continues. See page 7.
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Three TCU students and one almna were forced to
delay their return from Germany when international
flights were canceled. See page 9.
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Glimmers of hope
Small number of
survivors pulled from
rubble Thursday

Congress expected
to allot $20 billion
in anti-terrorism bill
By Jesse J. Holland
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — In an extraordinary show of bipartisan unity, congressional leaders said they intended
to begin pushing an emergency antiterrorism package through Congress
as early as Thursday with a price tag
that could exceed $20 billion.
But a request by President Bush for
congressional backing for the use of
force against terrorists hit a snag because the White House wanted the
authority to extend to future incidents
as well. The dispute was described by
congressional aides from both parties.
Even so, leaders said they believed
agreement would come by next week
on a measure stating Congress' support for the use of force by Bush
against the terrorists who crashed airliners into New York's World Trade
Center and the Pentagon on Tuesday,
inflicting massive casualties.
Bush sent House Speaker Dennis
Hasten a formal request Thursday for
$20 billion and suggested he could request more money. Quick passage
"will send a powerful signal of unity
to our fellow Americans and to the
world," Bush said.
"If additional resources are necessary, I will forward another request
for additional funding," he said.
Background documents say the
money is needed to provide assistance to victims and address other
consequences of the attack, including
"support to counter, investigate or
prosecute" terrorism and increase
money for transportation.
Emerging from a meeting of Congress' top Democrats and Republicans, Senate Majority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., told reporters:
"There is a unanimous understanding that whatever we do this
week is a very minimal down payment to what will be required and
what we will do in the days and
weeks ahead."
House Majority Leader Dick
SEE
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By Larry McShane
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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A New York City firefighter places a cross honoring his fallen colleagues on a makeshift memorial set up on a
fire truck near the World Trade Center ruins Thursday.

NEW YORK — The light of a
new day brought small comfort to
a city in shock, as rescue crews
pulled five firefighters alive from
the smoking ruins of the World
Trade Center in a hunt Thursday
for nearly 5.000 missing people.
President George Bush announced he was coming to New
York on Friday in an effort to calm
the jittery city.
Bush, in a conference call with
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and Gov.
George Pataki. said he was heading to Manhattan. "I'll be there
tomorrow." the president said.
After spending more than 50
hours pinned inside an SUV
buried in rubble, the five firefighters were pulled alive from the
twisted remains of the World
Trade Center, city officials announced.
Three of the five were able to
walk away after the improbable
rescue early Thursday afternoon,
authorities said. There was no immediate word on the condition of
the other two men who cheated
death in the terrorist attack that
left nearly 4.763 people missing.
The missing, if added to the
deaths in Washington and Pennsylvania when hijacked airliners
crashed into the Pentagon and a
grassy field near Pittsburgh,
would bring the death total to near
5,000 — higher than the death toll
from Pearl Harbor (2,390 Americans) and the Titanic (1.500)
combined.
"It could turn out we recover
fewer than that, it could be more,"
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani said at a
news conference Thursday morning. "We don't know the answer."
The mayor said that the parts of

70 bodies were also recovered by
workers digging through the rubble left by Tuesday's terrorist attack on that collapsed the World
Trade Center.
The total of missing people included all the passengers and crew
on the hijacked planes that hit the
twin towers. "It's as inclusive as
we can make it," the mayor said.
Fire Commissioner Thomas
Von Essen said rescue workers,
now into a third day of their grim
duty, remained optimistic.
"There's a good probability
there are people in that building
who are alive," Von Essen said.
"This is not (only) a recovery operation.
But earlier, workers at ground
zero had warned of the imminent
report of unprecedented carnage
on U.S. soil.
"Let's just say there was a
steady stream of body bags coming out all night." said Dr. Todd
Wider, a surgeon who was working at a triage center. "That and
lots and lots of body parts."
The city had some 30.000 body
bags available to hold human remains. Giuliani said. Still, he said,
there were just 94 confirmed dead;
less than 30 had been identified.
As authorities hunt for accomplices to the heinous attack, a car
that may have been connected to
the terrorist attack evaded authorities by slipping into Staten Island.
Police
Commissioner
Bernard Kerik said. Officials from
the Joint Terrorism Task Force has
targeted the suspicious vehicle.
And in Queens, a terminal at
LaGuardia was briefly evacuated
as police detained a man at an
American Airlines security check
SEE
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Victim compensation next focus of airlines
By Chrissy Braden
SENIOR REPORTER

David Dunai/SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER

Passengers grounded at Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport Tuesday
wait for taxi cabs to take them to nearby hotels.
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While the country copes with the emotional
repercussions of Tuesday's attack on America,
airlines are beginning to deal with the economic repercussions.
American Airlines said Wednesday that it
will give $25,000 to each victim's family as a
cash advancement to help pay costs they may
be incurring from the accident, according to
MSNBC's Web site (www.msnbc.com).
United Airlines could not be reached for
comment on whether or not they were offering
a similar cash advancement.
After plane crashes, many airlines deal with
such payments as well as settlements and law
suits to compensate victims or their families.
Fort Worth attorney Roger D. Brown handles
personal injury suits and said an airline's neg-

ligence must be proved before the airline is liable to pay.
A representative from the Federal Aviation
Administration said an airline is responsible
for Ihe security of its airplanes, boarding and
concourse areai. He said American and United
airlines arc accountable for the hijackings
Tuesday if the airlines are in charge of the concourse areas in which the passengers were
checked.
Brown said when airlines do offer a compensation. Ihe amount of money is a calculation based on several factors.
"It's not just a high compensation, it's a
measure of the danger someone was in. personal injury, any personal suffering, medical
suffering or a loss of income." he said. "If the
victims are living, they have to show costs of
their medical care."

In ors the airspace over
der
to
guarantee
the United States
assis[Opens and
tance to
Americans take to the
victims
skies,TCU students and
and their
their families express
families.
their fears toward flying.
Congress
passed
See page 6.
the Aviation Disaster Family Assistance Act after the Trans
World Airlines flight 800 crash in 1996. The
act requires airlines to reserve hotel rooms.
provide food, provide transportation to and
from the crash site and offer victims crisis

In Tuesday's Skiff:
Americans of all ages are learning to cope with a large-scale tragedy. Children, however,
require special attention to overcome feelings of insecurity and helplessness. Learn how early
education majors are being taught to answer questions from local elementary students.
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Today in history
1978 — The first show of
Mork & Mindy, starring Robin
Williams as Mork and actress
Pam Dawber as Mindy, aired
on ABC-TV.
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CAMPUS LINES

WORLD DIGEST

Aiiniiitniements of campus event*, public meetings and other general campus information
should be brought to the TCU Daily Skiff of- ^
fice at Maudx Building South, Room 291, mailed ifM
_..,
to TCU Box 298050 or e-mailed to (skiffletters@tcu.edu). Deadline for receiving announcements is 2 p.m. the day before they are to run. The Skiff
reserves the right to edit submissions for stxle, taste ami space available.

JERICHO. West Bank — Israeli tanks and bulldozers shelled buildings and exchanged tire with
Palestinian gunmen in the West Bank towns of Jenin
and Jericho early Thursday, killing three Palestinians and wounding at least 21 others.
The Israeli army said the latest incursions into
Palestinian territory, which lasted several hours,
were intended to "root out terror." Palestinians accused the government of Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon of exploiting (he world's preoccupation with
terror attacks in the United States to escalate its military strikes.
Amid the tensions, Secretary of State Colin Powell called Sharon and Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat late Wednesday.
Arafat agreed to a Powell request that he meet as
soon as possible with Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres. Meanwhile, Peres said there was tentative agreement on a meeting for truce talks, but
details were not yet finalized.
The prospect of truce talks did not calm the
highly charged atmosphere.
Sharon compared Arafat to accused terrorist
Osama bin Laden, a leading suspect in the attacks
against the United States this week.
"Everyone has his own bin Laden. Arafat is our
bin Laden," Israel radio quoted Sharon as saying in
his telephone conversation with Powell.
The prime minister reiterated his assertion that
Arafat is responsible for bombings and shixiting attacks against Israel during the past year of fighting,
said Sharon spokesman Raanan Gissin.
Palestinians, meanwhile, said Sharon's comment
was intended to give Israel an excuse to escalate
military action against the Palestinians.
"The Israelis are using the tragedy of the events
in New York and Washington, feeling that the attention of the world is elsewhere," said Palestinian
Cabinet minister Saeb Erekat, who lives in Jericho.
The Israeli actions in Jenin and Jericho began in
the early hours of Thursday and Ihe forces pulled
out several hours later, in line with previous Israeli
incursions.
In Jenin. Israeli forces destroyed the rest of a police compound they altacked the day before, and
then withdrew, the army said.
Palestinians said the tanks shelled houses and
tired machine guns, killing three people — a man
and woman in a house and a gunman. Nine other
people were wounded during the Jenin incursion,
they said.
In the desert oasis of Jericho, flares lit up the
night sky as tanks rolled into town. Residents said
several greenhouses were destroyed and at least one
house was damaged by tank tire. The local hospital reported 12 people wounded.
A cloud of smoke and an orange glow could be
seen at the Aqbat Jaber refugee camp area at the

■ Olivia Coggin Eudaly, deputy director of the 'Ian-ant Area Food
Bank, will be speaking t<> the nutritional sciences department's Food Issues
in Society classes at 3 p.m. Sept. 19 in the Bass Building, room 107. The
lecture is open to all students, faculty and staff.
■ Public Relations Student Society of America will meet at 5:30 p.m.
Sept. 20 In Moudy Building South nx>m 271. For more information send
an e-mail to (tcuprssa@hotmail.com).
■ Alpha Epsilon Delta. Ihe PreHealth professions honor society will be
selling rattle tickets for more than $1,800 prizes from II a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sept. 17 to Sept. 21 and Sept. 24 to Sept. 2X. Raffle tickets will cost $2 for
one ticket, $5 for 3 tickets and $10 for 10 tickets. For more information call
(817) 257-3949.
■ Student Development Services and SOA present the University Retreat
and TCU LEAPS. Studenls. faculty and stuff interested in participating may
return registration cards to Student Development Services in room 220 in
the Student Center or register online at (www.tculeaps.tcu.edu). The last official day to register for the retreat or TCU LEAPS is Sept. 21 if you want
to register for both the retreat and TCU LEAPS or just the community service day. The University Retreat will be at A:3() p.m. until 9 p.m. Sept. 28 in
the Student Center. TCU LEAPS will be at 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. Sat. 29 starting at the Rickel Building. For more information call Student Development
Services at (817) 257-7855.
■ Madeleine Jacobs, the find female editor-in-chief of Chemical & Engineering News, will speak at 8 p.m. Sept. 24 in the Sid W. Richardson Building, Lecture Hall I. The title of her lecture will he "From Sputnik to Gene
Splicing: Attracting the Best and Brightest into Science." She will also give
a lecture at 11 a.m. in Ihe Sid W. Richardson Building, Lecture Hall 3 entitled "The Challenges of Editing the Newsmagazine of the Chemical
World." Both events are free and open to the public. For more information
contact Ihe chemistry department al (817) 257-7195.
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south end of the town, near the Oasis Casino, a main
Jericho attraction that was closed at the beginning
of the Palestinian-Israeli fighting a year ago.
Israeli Defense Ministry spokesman Yarden
Vatikay said the military had information that Palestinian militants in Jericho were preparing attacks
against Israelis, but gave no details.
He noted that on Sunday, two Israelis were killed
in a shooting ambush several miles north of the
town.
Israel started easing restrictions adopted after the
attacks in the United States, gradually opening its
air space, said Pini Schiff, Ports Authority
spokesman.
He said planes would be cleared for landing from
22 foreign airports in the first stage. Most of the airports were in Europe, but they also include Cairo,
Egypt and Amman, Jordan.
Israel's land border crossings would remain
closed until further notice, he said.

Israeli forces shell buildings;
three dead, at least 21 wounded
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China, Mexico reach agreement
about China's WTO membership
MEXICO CITY — Mexico and China announced Thursday they had reached agreement on
Chinese membership in the World Trade Organization, clearing one of the last stumbling blocks to the
Asian colossus' entry to the trade group.
Mexico is the last WTO member to strike a deal
with China on joining the rules-making body for
world trade, and the agreement could offer crucial
momentum as the WTO faces a self-imposed deadline next week for ironing out final details on Beijing's entry.
Members meeting at WTO headquarters in
Geneva had set a Thursday deadline, but postponed
it until Monday after the terror attacks in the United
States. One sticking point — a timeline for Mexico
to phase out protective duties on Chinese imports
that violate WTO rules — was apparently resolved,
with China agreeing not to challenge such duties for
six years.
"As a result of the agreement, Mexico will have
a six-year period to adjust its industry and competitiveness in the face of Chinese competition," Mexico's Economy Department wrote in a press
statement.
WTO members are struggling to solve disputes
over the insurance industry and price controls on
products such as cotton and sugar before finalizing
an agreement between the world trade body and
China.
An agreement between China and the WTO
would open the way for China's formal approval at
a November meeting of WTO trade ministers in
Doha, Qatar. China could then become a full member early next year, capping a 15-year effort.
The bilateral agreement between Mexico and
China was signed by Sha Zukang, China's ambassador to the United Nations office in Geneva, and
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defended in Fort Worth,
Arlington, and elsewhere in
Tarrant County only.
No promises as to results. Fines and
court costs are additional.

R. MALLORY
Auorney at Law

JAMES

3024 Sandage Ave.
Fort Worth, TX 76109-1793

EMPLOYMENT

Applebee's Now
Hiring Servers and
Bartenders. Great pay,
benefits, and flexible
schedules available.
6600 W. Freeway
Green Oaks 1-30
Ridgmar Mall.

Young, healthy, nonsmoking women
neeeded for egg
donation program.
Excellent compensation for time.
WEB DESIGN
Call 817-540-1157
Runner-clerk needed
SandoteWebsites.com
for law firm.
"eBusiness solutions
Call 817-924-9000.
that bring Business"
Part-time Help
Designl Strategy +
Consultingl Hostingl
Needed The English
Maintenance!
Cottage and Designs
Marketingl
Publicityl
for children gift and
Contact Chris Diggs
t.oystore. 4802 Camp
817-257-3401
Bowie, competitive
www.sandote websites, com
pay, flexible schedule,
must work holiday
CHILDCARE
season.
817-732-6711.
Child Care Wanted
Part-time at
Live in or out .
Aquamassage in hulen Tuesday, Wednesday
Mall. 20-25 hours
off. Weekend
required. Call
including Sunday.
for details
Call Joe
817-714-4514.
817-423-3855.
Entry and Executive
FOR SALE
level Managment
Positions Part or full
time. Flexible schedQueen size mattress
ule. Excellent oppor- set. Brand new in plastunity for advancetic, retail $500. Will
ment. Pay $ 12-$ 19/hr.
sell for $160.
Full time benefits.Call
(817)907-3600
888-621-7195.

FOR RENT
Now Available 2733
Sandage Huge 3000
sq ft. house for rent for
3-6 people; 4bdr,
2bath, Jacuzzi tub, all
appliances, central air,
alarm, gas grill, deck.
Hurry and Call
817-797-6803.
Room-mate needed,
Medical Center area.
Washer and dryer, on
bus line, preferably
female, $375/month
$100 deposit 817992-8322.
Arkatents Outdoor
Gear
www.arkatents.com
Eureka! Camp Trails
501-394-7893
Nice TCU Area
duplex. 2 Bedroom,
plus loft. W/D connection, $900/mo., $500
security deposit. Call
(817)528-9004.

Call to Advertise
TCU Daily Skiff
(817)257-7426
fax 257-7133
300 per regular word
40^ per bold word

(817) 924-3236

Mexican
ambassador to
the
WTO,
Eduardo
Perez
Mota.
By waiting
until the last minute
to reach an agreement with
the Chinese, Mexico asserted it had "achieved the
best treatment of any WTO member by China on
the issue of unfair trade practices."
Mexico imposed antidumping tariffs in the 1990s
against Chinese textiles, clothing, shoes and toys.

Bus carrying Muslim children,
Lebanese church targeted
BRISBANE, Australia — A school bus carrying
Muslim children was stoned and vandals tried to set
fire to a Lebanese church in apparent acts of retaliation for terrorist attacks in the United States, officials said Thursday.
Queensland slate Islamic Council chaimian Sultan Deen said stones and bottles damaged Ihe side
of the bus Wednesday in the northeastern city of
Brisbane. Nobody was injured.
'The children are quite shaken up," Deen said.
Three Australians are confirmed dead and a further
85 are missing in Ihe wake of the terrorist attacks in
the United States, the government said Thursday.
Deen said public outrage over the attacks had also
led to abusive phone calls to mosques.
"It is very disturbing. They are saying things like,
'You will be held responsible' and 'We'll get you,'"
Deen said.
Suspicion for the terrorist attacks has fallen on
Saudi national Osama bin Laden, who has been accused of numerous attacks against U.S. targets, including the bombing of its embassies in Africa three
years ago. He is believed to be sheltered by the Taliban rulers in Afghanistan.
In Sydney overnight, vandals attempted to sel fire
to the St. Mary's Antiochian Orthodox church —
which has a Lebanese congregation — and racist
slurs and swastikas were scrawled on the walls of
another Lebanese church, said police inspector
Norm Russell.
Meanwhile, pro-Islamic slogans were daubed on
a building in Melbourne's central business district
overnight, police said.
Australia's Islamic community condemned the
terrorist attacks.
'Terrorism, the killing of innocent people, is a
crime against God and against humanity," said
Yasser Soliman, chairman of the Islamic Council of
Victoria.
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20% Off'Any Service

Find
buried
treasure
in your
basement

3309 Wintdrap

, c^.^±j]OSAVINGS

Kutz & Styfz
buite 67

Tort Worth, TX 76116
(817) 738-3605
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Do you have old Savings Bonds?
Check out the Savings Bond Calculator I
at wvro.saving5boncts.gov to discover f
their value. 1-80O 4US BOND ,-.

I A public service of this newspaper

^^

4600 Altamesa
(2 miles South of Hulen Mall at the comer of Altamesa & Hulen)
Phone: 817.294.1260
www.aitamesa.org

Sunday Morning
*
10:00 a.m. Bible Class
11:00 a.m. Worship
Sunday Night 6:00 p.m. Small
Groups
^Wednesday Night 7:00 p.m. Praise
College Minister
MarkAldriege@altamesa.org
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Our views

Looking
left finds
emptiness

SACRIFICING
Security outweighs right to privacy
Freedom in America did not crumble with the World
Trade Center nor burn with the Pentagon.
America is known as a nation of personal freedoms and
as the champion for the rights of an individual, and in the
days ahead, there will no doubt be discussions about what
must be sacrificed to fight and deter terrorism.
We can never go back to the way things were because
our definition of normalcy has been shattered.
Countless questions are being raised about the attacks,
and we must think about the changes necessary to prevent more tragedies.
One question emerges: Are we willing to give up our
freedoms in order to have a safer, more protected country?
We have taken our civil liberties for granted so often,
never imagining the day may come when we must decide
as a nation the price we are willing to pay for them.
Where do civil liberties end and encroachment on another person's right of safe passage begin?
How far will we go to protect ourselves?
How far should we go to prevent another atrocity?
No easy solutions are available to these questions and
the others that will develop as we move forward.
As the country begins to heal and commercial airliners
return to the skies, we must determine the difference between infringing on our freedom and protecting life.
Heightened security at airports, even to the extent of
using guards to search luggage and intensive interrogation sessions, is not an attack on personal freedom.
Rather, these security measures are attempts to increase
safety for all of us.
America has learned some tough lessons this week. Realizing the very freedoms we cherish were the same traits
that made us vulnerable to attack is perhaps the most difficult lesson to endure.
As a nation, we must carefully examine the balance of
security and the right to privacy.
Thorough consideration on the part of all patriots will
lead this nation to the right answer.
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Your views
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Greek leaders apologize
for inappropriate speaker
On behalf of the Panhellenic and
Interlraternity Council, we would
like to address the concerns expressed in regard
to Anka
Radakovich, the speaker our councils brought to campus Sunday afternoon.
Our intention and understanding
was she would be speaking about
relationships and healthy lifestyles.
Unfortunately, her presentations did
not meet our expectations and was
at times inappropriate and even offensive.
In fact, we discussed with her
prior to the presentation our expectations and felt we had a mutual understanding as to the content of her
speech.
Needless to say, we were quite
surprised during her presentation,
as were many of those who attended.
To those who were offended, we
sincerely apologize. We hope you
realize that Panhellenic and IFC
did not intend for this to happen
and are doing everything possible
to rectify this unfortunate situation, including a personal apology
tn each chapter. Thank you for
your understanding.
— Kali* Urban,
Panhellenic president and
K\le Gore,
Intcrfralernity Council

president
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this attack, and to prevent them
from supporting similar actions
against similarly innocent people.
May we learn from this event
through the sharing of love across
the imaginary lines that divide
Texas and New York, and America and the rest of the world.
The most peaceful path I can
see is to take a few weeks or
months and make serious
changes in the "American way
of life." No person could seriously believe these people were
implying envy and a desire to
imitate our lifestyle after real
considerations of the lengths to
which these terrors were committed. We attend a school
where some students live on
$50 to $100 a day. where in
some areas of the world individuals live on $1 a day.
Our opulence springs from
their suffering due to the system
of international finance and
trade, represented by the World
Trade Center. Again I cannot
justify the attacks or the disgusting disparity in living conditions around the world. Open
your hearts and minds to the
suffering around the world before you seek to add to it.

On my way to school every
morning for as long as I
can remember, I always
took a second to stand outside
my apartment
building and
Commentary
breathe in the
judd
new morning.
Kessler
Looking
right, up
Fifth Avenue, the Empire State
Building stared back at me. It
dominates the neighborhood,
casting a long morning shadow
on the buildings below.
Looking left, the twin towers
of the World Trade Center shone
in the morning sun as the jeweled scepters of New York City.
The towers represented achievement, success and prosperity as
they rose high into the city air.
Looking left on windy days,
the expertly engineered skyscrapers of steel and glass would rock
gently in the wind. As a child I
was afraid that they would fall,
tumbling in the force of the
howling winds. But as I grew
older. I learned the 110-story
buildings were specifically designed to sway so they would
not blow over. Feeling slightly
more at ease, I would imagine
the pair performing a quiet dance
that 1 watched from a distance in
a silent meditation.
Looking left some mornings, I
would focus on the tops of the
man-made wonders. On these
mornings the buildings reminded
me of an exhibit at the Museum
of Natural History. The exhibit
displayed a model of New York
City after the melting of the polar ice caps, predicted to occur
in 10,000 years.
The image is a frightening
one: a New York swallowed by
water. In the model, tiny men in
boats make their way across an
expansive ocean spotted only by
the tops of the city's tallest
structures: the Chrysler Building.
Ihe Empire State Building and
the monstrous heads of the
World Trade Center's twin towers. Staring at these monstrous
heads. I was reassured by the exhibit's promise that even when
New York is gone, these buildings will remain tall — proof of
the power and history of a fallen
city.
Looking left on foggy days.
there was nothing to be seen. A
cloudy sky veiled downtown
Manhattan, and the twin towers
appeared to be gone. As if
stolen, the magnificent architectural masterpieces were nowhere
to be seen. On these mornings I
wondered if Carmen Sandiego
had plucked the towers out of
the World Trade Center and carried them off to her secret hideout.
Those mornings outside my
apartment building seem far
away Wednesday. Tuesday morning, the buildings fell from their
place in Manhattan's sky. They
were not knocked down by ferocious wind. They were not stolen
by a fictional thief. They were
not hidden in the precipitation of
a chilly New York morning.
The buildings fell, without
giving more than two hours
warning.
They took a city's innocence
and a nation's naivete. Worst of
all. the tumbling buildings took
thousands of lives.
Under the smoke. New York
City remains, choking in soot
and rubble.The city bleeds from
multiple wounds; it has lost a
part of itself.
With the crumbling of these
towers, the city has been made a
victim.
Terror has bonded its citizens
in struggle and hope, but it has
forced them to mourn.
Today, as the television news
shows an aerial view of Manhattan, I can recognize the place I
stood outside my apartment
building on my way to school. I
look left and try to convince myself the towers are just hidden in
fog.

Chris Dobson is a senior history anil political science major from Arlington. He
can be contacted at (c.p.dobson@student.tcu.edu).

Judd H. Kessler is a columnist Joi lite
Harvard Crimson at Harvard University. This column WO$ distributed by VWire.
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Now is a time to reflect
We must not give up the ideals we seek to defend
After the events that have held
our nation's focus for the
last few days, let's take a
moment to inhale and then exhale,
slowly.
The tendency now is to want a
quick, sweeping, retaliatory kind of
"justice." We
have been
Commentary
damaged and
Tim
want to strike
Dragga
back quickly in
a misguided attempt to console ourselves and restore some false sense of security.
In this rush for retribution, the inclination is to do whatever it takes
to find who committed this act of
faceless, contemptible cowardice as
quickly as possible and punish them
as severely as allowable.
However, we must be very careful how we proceed because once
certain rights, such as privacy and
protection against search and
seizure, are relinquished, they may
never be regained.
Granting government agencies
unmonitored access to private information and allowing them to perform investigations by turning over
the individual's protection against
unreasonable searches and seizures
may do more damage to our nation
than any terrorist attack could.
When we surrender our rights to
our own government in order to
combat an enemy, our actions are
self-defeating. We are relinquishing
the very things we seek to defend.
We must also be careful not to violate our own principals when con-

ducting our search for these culprits.
We will be doing no great service to
ourselves by striking out irrationally
and disobeying our own ideologies
overseas. We can do equal damage
to our country by betraying the tenants we claim to stand for.
Now is not the time for outrage
and ill-advised revenge, even when
outrage is certainly warranted by
the »tnxily we've fallen under.
Now is the time for quiet reflection.
Now is the time when our focus
should be kept on those who died.
Now is when we should work to
help those still alive and console the
families of those who are not.
What we often forget about our
government is that no other nation
in the world is as adept at balancing
the rights of the individual against
the need to maintain and protect the
welfare of the group. There is no
other nation that grants such widespread freedoms and rights to its citizens. We are the greatest free
society the world has ever seen.
Is limiting these freedoms in order to protect against such tragedies
worth the price? This is a weighty
question and it's difficult to come to
any reasoned conclusion.
What I do feel is backsliding on
our convictions in the face of terrorism plays right into the hands that
we seek to wrest ourselves from.
The people who commit these
acts don't understand buildings can
be destroyed, but ideas cannot. People cannot be forced to reverse their
stance on the ideologies their country was founded on. A symbol and

many lives may be ruined, but the
essence of our country is not.
Tuesday 1 watched Catholics and
Protestants join hands with Jews and
Muslims to pray.
Dallas citizens waited four hours
to donate blood. In Fort Worth, the
wait climbed to two hours and people had to be turned away.
Republicans and Democrats tossed
aside debate about the budget and
strxxl united on the steps of the Capitol singing "God Bless America."
Those actions show our true mettle — people banding together in
the face of great adversity, people
helping in any capacity then can.
people saying to one another "what
little I have you can borrow."
The actions of every member of
our national community are a testament to the greatness and splendor
of this nation.
Despite the mixed reactions from
some Middle-Eastern countries, the
United States has seen an outpouring of support form the global community. Nations such as Cuba and
Libya have pledged whatever resources we may need. These actions
show how quickly people's instinct
to help one another overcomes political and state boundaries.
Now is the time to take solace,
not in vengeance, but in the strength
of our resolve and the undeniable
fact that in times of strife, humankind perseveres.
Tun DtaggB It a junior {xilillcal sarnie
major fmm Lttbbock. He can he contacted
at fl.c.drtlgRa@student.tcu.ctlu).

America, world needed a big wake-up call
Atrocities of war will now play center stage in a nation previously immune to such violence
I know many of you are upset,
even shocked and appalled,
at the recent destruction in
America. Please don't take this
as a justification of the
Commentary
violence, but
maybe this
_ £hns
■
Dobson
is precisely
the tragic incident needed to awaken the
people of America to the death
and destruction inherent in
every use of force the world
over.
I don't think terrorism should
be undervalued as an important
means of bringing people together. In a city such as New
York where people will ignore
pleas for help from rape victims, or step over homeless citizens like so many hurdles, can
anyone deny the beauty of people rushing to help injured
Americans or donating blood?
Imagine the special reports to
come as pictures of missiles
launched against unsuspecting
cities flood our TV stations. We
may use this as a justification to
spread the death and destruction,
visiting upon others what has
happened to us. Or we may seek
to end this fight once and for all
by denying the use of violence
as a means of persuasion.
Some might accuse me of being cruel or uncaring about the

plight of thousands of U.S. families with one or both parents
killed in this tragic incident.
Yes, quite honestly, while my
heart aches for those losing
loved ones, my heart has been
aching for many years.
Imagine the terror felt by
mothers in Iraq, as neither their
government nor ours cared
about their slowly dying infant,
without clean water, baby formula or simple medicines.
Imagine the life-shattering effect upon Japanese citizens who
lost brothers, sisters, mothers
and fathers at Nagasaki and Hiroshima due to the actions of
their government and ours. No
warning shot was given, simply
pure death visited twice in three
days. To say that their government played a role in their
losses is to admit that the policies of our government played a
role in our loss.
Likewise, for those who identify with the human population,
not just the American population, this is perhaps the most
meaningful opportunity in
decades to explain the horrors
of war, which are commonly absent from our nightly television
newscasts.
We must now turn a corner in
the development of this country
and end our position as a superpower, which to me is nothing

more than a grown-up term for
bully.
The other choice is obvious,
as it has been played out many
times before. Everybody puff
out your chest when our brave
and free American soldiers go
off to bring destruction upon
third world countries. While we
bomb them further into the
stone age, proudly salute our
very own American "terrorists"
sending missiles to create civilian unity, economic opportunity
and television specials the world
round.
Don't forget that while
spreading freedom and democracy to all, we are insuring a
new round of attacks continuing
our progress toward the Utopia
of isolation and militarism.
Who can honestly say before
whomever or whatever their
God may be or in front of the
six billion of us on Earth that it
is time to reign down more
death and destruction. After being insulated from the consequences of our actions for so
long, having not fought a war
on our land in nearly two hundred years, who can call in the
spirit of international brotherhood for this same event to be
passed on to others?
I pray fervently, in the ways
that I can, for love and peace to
enter the hearts of all touched by
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CAMPUS BRIKFS
Provost released from
hospital Wednesday
Provost William Koehler was
released Wednesday evening
from Harris Methodist HospitalFort Worth, said Donna Johnson,
exeeutive assistant for academic
affairs.
Johnson said, according to
Kochler's wife he had fully recovered and was at home resting
Koehler isn't expected back in
the office until Monday. Johnson
said.
Koehler was admitted to the
hospital Tuesday after experiencing convulsions while driving
William Slater, dean cadidate
from the College ol Communication, to TCU.

TCU alum to sign novel on campus Saturday
By Jill Sutton
STAFF REPORTER

Much has changed since Dan
Jenkins graduated from TCU in
1953, the most notable difference
being that Worth Hills is no longer
an lX-hole golf course.
Jenkins, a nationally renowned
sportswriter, will sign copies of his
latest novel, "The Money-Whipped
Steer-Job Give-Up Artist," 2 p.m.
Saturday at the TCU Bookstore.
"I have written many golf books
and this one is about a guy on the
professional lour." Jenkins said. "I
take you to the different courses

around the country, inside the club of the tour," he said. "I wrote these
houses and inside the hotel rooms facts on the stops and club houses,
even the Coloon the tour."
Jenkins says he
=^=== nial."
The Colohad a fun time
Who: TCU Alumni Dan Jenkins
nial
Golf
with this novel
What: Book signing of "The
Course in Fort
because he has
Money-Whipped
Steer-Job
Worth is part
played at many of
Give-Up Artist"
of the Profesthese same stops,
When: 2 p.m. Sept. 15
sional
Golf
and has interestWhere: TCU Bookstore
Association
ing
facts that
tour.
many
people
Jenkins has
might not know
written 17 books, seven of which
about.
"I added factual and unique in- have become best-selling novels,
formation about different aspects and has worked for many publica-

Jenkins said he is still proud of
the fact that he graduated from
TCU and enjoyed his time in the
college atmosphere.
"I formed many friendships at
TCU that I might not have otherwise," said Jenkins. "I was a part of
TCU when Davey O' Brien was
playing, and I got to cover those
events."
O'Brien, in 1938, became the
first and only player to win the
Heisman Trophy.
Jill Sutton
j.m.sutton@studeiit.tcu.edu

Graduate housing home to undergraduates

SWORDPLAY

Bush calls for national
day of mourning

By Aaron Chimbel
STAFF REPORTER

President George W. Bush
asked for all Americans to use
their lunch time Friday as a
time to pray for the victims and
families affected hy the attacks
in New York City and Washington.

Chapel open Friday
to students for prayer
John Butler, minister to the university, said Robert Carr Chapel
will be open Friday for people who
wish to use that time for prayer. A
minister will be available in the
chapel during this lime, he said.
ROTC members will also be
posted by the Hag poles outside
Sadler Flail from noon to 2 p.m. to
represent American citizenship
and to honor ihe victims and their
families. Butler said.

tions including the Fort Worth
Press, the Dallas Times Herald and
Golf Digest. He has also written
more than 500 articles for Sports Illustrated.
Jenkins began writing novels full
time in 1995, the same year the
Dan Jenkins Sportswriting Scholarship was established at TCU.
Tommy Thomason, journalism
department chairman, said the
scholarship was generous gift.
"A great number of these sportswriters have gone on to really great
positions as sports journalists," said
Thomason.

Caleb Wilhams/SKIFF STAFF

LaVar Veale and Robin Devoe, both senior theater
and RTVF majors, take a stab at fencing Wednesday.

There are 24 undergraduate
women living in the graduate
student apartments due to a lack
of interest from graduate students, said Roger Fisher, director or residential services. He
said they will only live there for
this school year.
The women, all juniors and
seniors, were on the waiting list
to get into the Tom Brown-Pete
Wright Residential Community
for the fall semester. Fisher said.
If space had not been available
in the graduate complex, the
women would have lived in
other residence halls, he said.
Fisher said he anticipates the
apartments to be filled by graduate students next year. He said
many graduate students did not
know about the complex because it is new this year. Twenty
apartments are filled with graduate students and their families

and undergraduates live in the
other 12 apartments.
Junior psychology major
Kristin Holt said she received an
e-mail this summer from residential services saying space
was available in the new complex. She said she enjoys living
with both undergraduates and
graduate students because she is
able to meet students she might
not otherwise be able to.
"We get the best of both
worlds," Holt said.
Her roommate, junior English major Martha Belden, said
it is different from living oncampus.
"The only thing that is similar is the telephone connection
and TV connection," she said.
"It is very much like living offcampus."
Belden and Holt said because
the Main is so far away they
have been cooking more than
they would if they lived on main

campus.
"If you want to eat at the Main
you have to allow 10-15 minutes
to walk there," Holt said.
Belden said since she has to
travel to visit her friends she has
been studying more.
"I can't go next door and hang
out with my friends." she said.
The building complex is located on McCart Avenue between Bowie Street
and
Lowden Street, two blocks from
Dan Rogers Hall. The three
Liebrock Village buildings in
the center of the complex are reserved for Brite Divinity School
students. The eight outer buildings are for TCU students.
Fisher said. He said three of
those buildings are occupied by
undergraduates. Each building
has four two-bedroom apartments, he said.
Each apartment has two bathrooms and its own washer and
dryer. Fisher said. He said the

bedrooms for undergraduates
were furnished with the same
beds, mattresses, dressers, desks
and chairs as Tom Brown-Pete
Wright apartments. The living
and dining rooms came unfurnished. Fisher said. Graduate
apartments are entirely unfurnished.
Belden said she and her
roommate were worried about
having to find furniture for the
living room. She said Holt was
able to get some furniture from
her parents.
Fisher said the undergraduates in the complex are being
treated the same as residents of
Tom Brown-Pete Wright. They
pay the same rental rate as Tom
Brown-Pete Wright residents
and must purchase the $400
meal plan, he said.
Aaron Chimbel
a.ti.chiinbeH® sludenl.lcu.edu
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Powell points to bin Laden as prime suspect
By Barry Schweid
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Report dated a day before attacks says bin
Laden represents a global threat to U.S.
By George Gedda
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The terrorist
organization headed by Saudi exile
Osama bin Laden has cells identified
or suspected in 34 countries or territories, and represents "a global
threat" to the United States, a congressional report says.
"In building this network, bin
Laden has assembled a coalition of
disparate radical Islamic groups of
varying nationalities to work toward
common goals — the expulsion of
non-Muslim control or influence
from Muslim-inhabited lands," said
the report, made available Thursday.
The Congressional Research Service report was dated Monday, the
day before the terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon. Secretary of State Colin Powell

on Thursday identified bin Laden as
a suspect in the attacks.
The assertion that bin Laden's AlQaeda organization has links in
dozens of countries is significant,
given Powell's promise to carry out
a global war on terrorism.
Once the United States has acted
against those responsible for Tuesday's attacks, Powell said, "We will
continue with a global assault on terrorism in general."
The report, written by Middle East
specialist Kenneth Katzman, said bin
Laden is estimated to have $300 million in personal financial assets with
which he funds a network of 3,000
Islamic militants.
The organization presents a
"global threat to U.S. citizens and
national security interests," the report said.

WASHINGTON — Secretary
of State Colin Powell identified
Osama bin Laden as a prime suspect in the terror attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon and was promised by the
president of Pakistan information
on bin Laden's operations.
When the Bush administration
is certain who sent suicidal hijackers on their horrific mission,
Powell said Thursday, "We will
go after that group, that network
and those that have harbored,
supported and aided that network,
to rip that network up."
And, he added grimly, "When
we are through with that network,
we will continue with a global assault against terrorism in general."
At a news conference, Powell
became the first senior Bush administration official to say openly
what many have been saying privately: that bin Laden is suspected of engineering the attacks.
"We are looking at those terrorist organizations who have the
kind of capacity that would have
been necessary to conduct the
kind of attack that we saw," Powell said.
Close to 5,000 people are unaccounted for in the coordinated
attacks that knocked down the
twin towers of New York's World
Trade Center and heavily damaged the Pentagon outside Washington. All three buildings were
rammed by hijacked jetliners.
Powell noted that the administration was not on the record with
the identity of the organization it
believed responsible and added.
"When you look at the list of candidates, one resides in the region."
Asked whether he was referring to bin Laden, the Saudi-born
exile who runs a terrorist network
from Afghanistan, Powell replied,
"Yes."
After the news conference.
Powell telephoned President Pervez Musharraf of Pakistan, a
neighbor of Afghanistan, to seek
"a specific list of things that we
think would be useful for them to
work on with us."

After they talked for nearly 10
minutes,
State
Department
spokesman Richard Boucher said
they had had a positive conversation and Powell had received a
commitment of cooperation.
Deputy Secretary of Slate
Richard Arrnitage met separately
with the Pakistani ambassador to
Washington. Maleeha Lodhi, and
the South Asian country's intelligence chief Mahmoud Ahmed.
Arrnitage gave them a list of
what the United States wants
from Pakistan, which includes information on terror networks, and
specifying a number of areas
where Pakistan can be helpful, a
senior U.S. official said.
In
Islamabad.
Musharraf
pledged "unstinted cooperation in
the fight against terrorism" and
said it was difficult to describe
his nation's sorrow and grief at a
time of tragedy for the American
people.
Bin Laden, a one-time Saudi
billionaire, has enjoyed sanctuary
in neighboring Afghanistan, most
of which is controlled by the Taliban, a staunchly Muslim fundamentalist movement.
Pakistan has close ties with
Taliban.
Powell's statements indicated
the United States could strike
Afghanistan if it concludes bin
Laden was behind the attacks.
Iraq's role in helping the terror
network also is under scrutiny, a
U.S. official told The Associated
Press.
Powell would not discuss a
connection to Baghdad but spoke
scornfully of President Saddam
Hussein as "one of the leading
terrorists on the face of the
Earth."
Meanwhile. Arrnitage scheduled a trip to Moscow on
Wednesday for a meeting on
Afghanistan and to follow up on
a Russian offer to help in the investigation.
The Soviet Union fought a 10year war with Muslim fundamentalists after invading Afghanistan
and setting up a puppet government in 1979. The United States
opposed the Soviet invasion and
provided weapons to the insurgents through Pakistan.

Chuck K*nnedy'KRT

At a news conference at the State Department Wednesday. Secretary of
State Colin Powell identified Osama bin Laden as the prime suspect in Tuesday's attacks in New York and Washington.

The Central Asian countries
that formed the underbelly of the
Soviet Union have emerged as the
battleground for an Islamic insurgency aided by Afghanistan that
threatens to destabilize the region.
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind..
said "this support of Russia
against terrorism will be critically important. ... The Russians

have a great deal of experience in
dealing with terrorism."
Sen. Charles Schumer. D-N.Y..
said the support of Russia. China
and the Europeans would influence "nations like Iran, Iraq and
Syria that aid and abet terrorists."
He predicted Armitage's visit
"will deal more with economic,
diplomatic and other kinds of
sanctions."
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Volunteers of America turns obstacles into
opportunities for thousands of homeless
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at-risk youth in communities across the
country. Your donation can help provide
the opportunity of a lifetime.
Volunteers of America—
changing lives, restoring hope.
Please call us at 1.800.899.0089 or
visit www.volunteersofamerica.org.
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Hijackings have implanted fear
of flying into some students
By Aaron Chimbel
STAFF REPORTER

Christina Hager. a junior English and vocal performance major,
was expecting to have her parents
visit tor Family Weekend Sept. 23.
Now she is not sure if they will
make the 550 mile trip from Leawood. Kan.
The terrorist attacks Tuesday in
New York and Washington have
forced students and their families
to rethink travel plans.
"I told my mom, please don't
feel like you have to come,"" she
said.
Marilyn Hager. Christina's
mother, said she has always been
fearful of flying, and in light of
what happened, she is more afraid.
She said right now the trip is on
hold.
"If we give (our plane tickets)
up, we give them up," Marilyn
Hager said. "That is not the concern."
She said her main concern is

safety. She and her husband were
planning to fly on American Airlines.
According to an American Airlines press release, customers
ticketed for travel between Sept.
II and Sept. 18 whose flights
have been canceled have three options.
American Airlines will either
re-issue tickets for the next available flight, change reservations for
future travel or customers can receive a full refund, the release
said. American will waive all
ticket change fees. Other airlines
including United Airlines, Delta
Air Lines, Continental Airlines
and US Airways are all offering
similar options to travelers, according to their Web sites.
Monica Kintigh, a licensed professional counselor for mental
health services, said she cannot
advise people to fly or not.
"Each person has to determine
for themselves if things are safe or

not," she said. "In a situation like
this you are talking about a realistic fear."
Kintigh said that for a period of
time people may feel fearful, but
if the fear persists for more than
one year, they should consider
seeking help.
"This is different than a fear of
flying." Kintigh said.
Junior English major Hallie
Cowden was planning to go to
New York to visit a family friend
during fall break. Her friend was
working in the city, but he is going home for a couple weeks, she
said.
Cowden said she would probably have gone to see him if he
were going to be there.
"Right now I'm not planning
another trip up there because in
his words, 'it's a war zone,'" Cowden said.
Aaron Chimbel
u.u.chimhett^ student. tcu.edu
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for allegedly making a remark
about a device in bag, which was
later declared unfounded.
A vast section of New York City
was sealed off Thursday, with the
stock markets to remain closed for
the longest stretch since World
War II. Work was slowed by hellish bursts of flame and the collapse
of the last standing section of one
of the towers taken out by twin suicide jets.
On Wednesday, five people
were pulled alive from the
Trade Center rubble — three of
them police officers.
The New York Times reported
that three financial companies
with offices in the complex —
Marsh & McLennan, Keefe
Bruyette & Woods, and Cantor
Fitzgerald, had more than 1,500
workers missing. Hundreds of
New York firefighters and police
officers were also lost in the destruction, along with more than
150 Port Authority employees.
A thick cloud of acrid, white
smoke blew north through Manhattan after the four-story fragment of the south tower fell
Wednesday. Gusts of flame occasionally jumped up as debris was
lifted from the smoldering wreckage.
The vast search to uncover the
terrorist plot stretched from Miami
to Boston to Portland, Maine, and
on to Canada and Germany. Up to
50 people were involved in the attack, the Justice Department said,
with at least four hijackers trained
at U.S. flight schools. Saudi fugitive Osama bin Laden remained a
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counseling.
Some airlines voluntarily offer
more support.according to the Plane
Crash Attorney Network's Web site
(www.plane-crash-network.com).
"Most of the time, after a plane
crashes, the airline's insurance company will contact survivors or the
families of victims," the Web site
said. 'The insurer may offer a settlement for your loss and pain and
suffering."
But The Plane Crash Attorney

top suspect.
"We're pursuing a couple thousand credible leads and I believe
we're making progress on those
leads," Attorney General John
Ashcroft said on ABC's "Good
Morning America."
In Washington, President Bush
worked with Congress on legislation authorizing military retaliation, and officials revealed that
the White House, Air Force One
and the president himself were
targeted a day earlier.
America's NATO allies bolstered Bush's case for military action, declaring the terrorist attacks
an assault on the alliance itself.
Gradually, some sectors returned to normal. Transportation
Secretary Norman Y. Mineta said
commercial and private planes
would be allowed to return to the
air at 11 a.m. EDT. Schedules
were expected to be in disarray,
and heavy security was the rule.
In New York, the landscape was
a haze of gray dust, splayed girders, paper and boulders of broken
concrete. Firefighters armed with
cameras and listening devices on
long poles searched for survivors.
German shepherds and golden retrievers clambered over the debris,
sniffing.
A morgue set up in a Brooks
Brothers clothing store received
remains a limb at a time.
Giuliani was among those who
escaped Tuesday's attack uninjured, bolting from a building
barely a block from the site when
the first of the towers collapsed.
More than 3,000 tons of rubble
was taken by boat to a former
Staten Island garbage dump,
where the FBI and other investigators searched for evidence, hoping

to find the planes' black boxes with
clues to what happened in the final terrifying minutes before the
crashes.
Wall Street and the rest of the
nation's financial center remained
closed for a third day Thursday,
with hopes they may reopen Friday. The shutdown on the New
York Stock Exchange was already
longer than the two-day closure at
the end of World War II; the next
longest was for a week after the
1929 market crash.
Insurance industry experts say '
the attack could become the nation's most expensive manmade
disaster, with payouts ranging
from $5 billion to $25 billion.
The densely packed bottom tip
of the island, an area roughly 5
square miles, temained off-limits
to everyone but emergency workers. Volunteers emerged from the
search-and-rescue mission with
grisly tales as they cleared away
the twisted steel and glass wreckage of the twin towers.
One body was carried out
wrapped in an American flag.
When workers hung another
American flag from a piece of a
transmission tower that apparently
survived the collapse, "everybody
stopped and saluted," said Parish
Kelley, a firefighter from Ashburnham, Mass.
Kelley spent the day working in
a crater left by the towers' collapse. As he picked through the

Network's Web site cautions that accepting a settlement or offer can
waive one's rights to a future claim,
which could be millions of dollars.
The potential of high payments to
victims' families sometimes leads to
fraudulent claims.
After TWA flight B00, children in
third-world countries falsely claimed
to be the illegitimate children of
some of the male victims, according
to an MSNBC Dateline report.
Brown said similar claims are
possible after Tuesday's attack.
"Unfortunately there are unscrupulous people who tend to do
that and say they're the product of

the deceased," he said. "But if they
can't prove this, then it's a false
claim."
Brown also warned of problems
with giving settlements to all of the
flight passengers' families.
"What's ironic is that you've got
hijackers that can't yet be identified
and their families may go after the
airlines for compensation," he said.
Brown said most aviation lawsuits
last from one year to five years,
while the memories of the crashes
last forever.
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body -- a cell phone still clutched
in his hand — was carried out.
"We're looking at a pile of rubble 30 to 40 feet high. Where do
you start'.'" said sheriffs Sgt. Mike
Goldberg of Hampden County.
Mass.

Chrissy Braden
l.c.bradenQ.student.tcu.edu
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The College and Young Singles Ministry
at Travis is a place that is committed to
glorifying God through our service to
Him. We have a great time of fun and
fellowship as we serve. I hope you will
come check us out.
Weekly Schedule:
Sunday Mornings -Worship 9:30 a.m.
•Bible Fellowship Groups 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Nights -Fellowships 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Nights • Midweek Worship 9:00 p.m.
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Search for terrorists continues; agents locate two 'black boxes'
By John Solomon
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — U.S. investigators pressed Thursday to identify terrorist collaborators who may still be in
a position to strike more Americans,
and agents located critical "black
boxes" from two of Tuesday's hijacked
planes.
Four U.S. officials, speaking on
condition of anonymity, told The Associated Press that authorities are investigating the possibility that some
terrorists involved with Tuesday's
plots are still at large.
The FBI searched the country and
abroad for possible suspects who had
recent flight training, ties to the hijackers or their backers, or attempted
to enter the United States recently, said
these officials, who spoke only on condition of anonymity.
Agents have been examining manifests of flights that were not hijacked
on Tuesday, to find matches with people who fit this profile, the officials
said.

Mental health
assistance
available to
ARC volunteers

The concerns are also being driven
by fresh intelligence suggesting a continuing threat, the officials added.
The data "suggests we haven't seen
the end of this current threat," one U.S.
official said. He cited concerns terrorists may strike in a different manner
now that airport security has been
beefed up.
Signs of fear were everywhere. The
U.S. Capitol was evacuated for a suspicious package and New York's airports were temporarily closed to
incoming flights. One man was arrested in New York with a fake pilot's
identification. A security ring around
the White House was widened.
In Minnesota, the possibility
emerged that the FBI knew before
Tuesday's attack of at least one Arab
man seeking the type of flight training
the hijackers received.
U.S. officials continued that a few
weeks ago the FBI detained an Arab
man in Minnesota when he tried to
seek flight simulator training for a
large jetliner. Those who hijacked the

four airliners received similar training.
Officials said the FBI had no reason
to charge him at the time and instead
began deportation proceedings. Those
proceedings were ongoing when the
attacks tcxik place Tuesday, and he was
re-detained. He was not cooperating
with the FBI.
Investigators recovered a black box
flight recorder from the hijacked plane
that went down in Pennsylvania, and
picked up a signal from the recorder
in the jet that slammed into the Pentagon.
The recorders could contain information about the last minutes of the
hijacked commercial jetliners.
FBI Special Agent Bill Crowley
said the recorder in Pennsylvania was
found at about 4:20 p.m. EDT in the
8-foot crater caused by the crash.
Crowley said the recorder would be
analyzed by the National Transportation Safety Board.
"We're hoping it will have some information pertinent to what happened
on the plane," Crowley said. This de-

velopment is going to help a lot."
Overseas, German authorities said
three of the terrorists who died in the
suicide attacks were part of a group of
Islamic extremists in Hamburg who
have been planning attacks on the
United States.
Hamburg investigators said two of
the terrorists were Mohamed Atta, 33,
and Marwan Alshehhi. 23, whose
training at a Florida flight school has
been the focus of intense FBI interest
this week. The German investigators
said the two were from the United
Arab Emirates.
Acting on a tip from the FBI, police
in Hamburg detained one man and
were seeking another. The police did
not say how the detainee might have
been linked to the attacks.
An FBI official was headed for the
Azores Islands to interview two Iranians detained a week ago after they
tried to travel to Canada with fake
passports, authorities said. Mexican
Defense Secretary Gen. Rafael
Macedo said officials are searching the

"My resolve is steady and strong about winning this
war that has been declared on America."
— President George W Bush

By James Zwilling

James Zwilling

j.g.zwiltinx@ student.tcu. edit

www.skift.tcu.edu
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President George W. Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney hold a meeting in the Cabinet Room of the White
House Wednesday with top security leaders to discuss the terrorist attacks.

posterous," Cohen said.
Al-Hallak appeared before a federal
grand jury in New York in the case of
the U.S. Embassy bombings in Africa
linked to bin Laden. He was never
charged with wrongdoing.
A number of people that could be
involved in the plot were detained
overnight for having false identification, Justice Department spokeswoman Mindy Tucker said.
One focus of the FBI is on flight
schools in Florida and Minnesota that
trained some of the men apparently involved in the hijackings. The owner of
a Minnesota flight sch(x>l said FBI
agents had contacted him asking about
specific people.
In Florida on Thursday, FBI agents
were interviewing three Saudi Arabian
flight engineers who are taking classes
al Flightsafety International's sctuxil
in Vero Beach, company spokesman
Roger Ritchie said. He declined to
name the engineers.
Associated Press writer Karen
Gullo amtribitted to this report.

TCU festival ensemble members
unable to return from Germany
By Kristin Campbell
STAFF REPORTER

STAFF REPORTER

Mental health of American Red
Cross volunteers responding to
the terrorists attacks on America
will be a top priority in the coming months, said an official from
the North Texas chapter.
Donna Roundsaville, chief development officer for the American Red Cross North Texas
chapter said no area volunteers
had been sent to the disaster sites
as of Thursday, but local chapters
remain on alert in the event that
they are needed.
"Once the disaster scenes are
evaluated and the Red Cross
knows exactly what type of specialties they need, we may have
some volunteers called up," she
said.
Roundsaville said maintaining
morale of the organization's volunteers is a top goal.
"We need to make sure that our
volunteers stay healthy by dealing
with their own emotions regarding
the tragedy," she said.
Susan Weeks, a TCU Harris
College of Nursing instructor and
American Red Cross volunteer,
said training of emergency personnel does not always include
extensive emotional training.
"Typically, training focuses on
preparing to carry out the details
of their specific job," she said.
"Emotional training has not always been a part of it."
Roundsaville said the Red
Cross developed an entire division
of support for volunteers in the
wake of the 1995 Oklahoma City
bombing.
Weeks said this group of disaster mental health volunteers,
which she belongs to, are trained
and qualified to offer support.
"Sometimes the most important
thing we do is provide a box of
Kleenex and a shoulder to cry
on," she said.
Weeks said one of the most important aspects of her job as a
mental health volunteer is to simply be available when workers
finish their shifts.
By being available at break
times, mental health volunteers
are able to discuss the emotions
other volunteers are experiencing
by performing what they call a debriefing. Weeks said.
Weeks said everyone is susceptible to mental health strains
caused by the terrorists attacks,
not just the volunteers directly involved with the rescue efforts.
"One of the most important
things people should do is shelter
themselves from some of the media," Weeks said. "Some people
are so saturated with news that it
is becoming dangerous."
Weeks said one of the things
mental health volunteers try to do
is urge people to return to a normal routine following a tragedy.
TCU Counseling Center staff
psychologist John Koechel said
the Center is prepared to help anyone at TCU who may be having a
difficult time with the recent terrorist attacks.
The Center has one psychiatrist, four psychologists and two
licensed counselors ready to assist
students, Koechel said.

country for at least nine people who
may have helped plan the attacks.
Attorney General John Ashcroft
said a total of IK hijackers took over
the four planes. The Justice Department had planned to release the hijackers' names and photos, but pulled
back late Thursday.
All were ticketed passengers but
some may have used aliases, officials
said.
Elsewhere, authorities were looking
for a Muslim cleric who previously
was questioned by prosecutors in the
1990s embassy bombings case linked
lo bin Laden.
The cleric, Moataz Al-Hallak, left
the Northeast on Monday, the day before the attacks, and.traveled to Texas,
according to authorities and his
lawyer.
Al-Hallak's lawyer, Stanley Cohen,
said FBI agents want to question his
client about whether he told people
about the attacks before Ihey occurred.
"I asked Moataz about it, and he
was shocked and just laughed. It's pre-

Three students and one alumna
visiting Berlin are uncertain when
they will be able to return to the
United Stales due lo the cancellation
of international flights, but all are
accommodated.
Christa Zimmer. a junior vocal
performance major. Zach Collins, a
junior music performance major. Jason De Water, a junior music performance major, and Nicole
McWilliams, a 2(XX) TCU graduate,
traveled to Germany to perform
with Ihe Festival Choir.
The students are staying at the
Golden Leaf Hotel in Berlin until in
lemational flights are allowed to arrive in the United Stales.
Zimmer said she and the other
Americans are at the top of the wailing list for flights returning to the
United States.
"At times like this, you really
want to be with your family," Zimmer said.
Zimmer was scheduled to arrive
at Dallas-Fort Worth International
Airport Wednesday. She said she
hopes to fly home on Air France as
early as Friday night. De Water said
he didn't expect to return to the
United States until Sunday or Monday.
The festival's contract with the
Bach-Akademie, the organization

they were working for in Germany,
expired Tuesday.
However. Zimmer said the academy continues to fund the choir and
orchestra member's hotel accommodations and food expenses. She
said she was amazed at their hospitality because the academy is not obligated to help them.
"I thought we were going to be
kicked out onto the street," Zimmer
said. "We owe so much to (the
Bach-Akademie)."
De Water was equally grateful.
"(Bach-Akademie) assured us
that we would be taken care of. no
matter what," he said.
For now. the ensemble members
are waiting in their hotel until they
have more flight information.
"We sit in the hotel and watch
CNN all the time," McWilliams
said. "We're still a little leery."
Festival Choir artistic director,
Helmuth Rilling, asked the audience
of over 3.000 to stand in silence instead of clapping after the last song
of their final concert, in memory
those killed in the tragic attacks on
the United States. Zimmer said.
Zimmer said she tried unsuccessfully to fight tears, but seeing the audience standing in memorial was
extremely moving and powerful.
Kristin Campbell

k.axampMl@student.uit.edu

Bush promises to lead the world
to victory in war against terrorism
By David Espo
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON —- Fighting back
tears, President Bush vowed Thursday that America would "lead the
world to victory" over terrorism in a
struggle he termed the first war of the
21 st century. Secretary of State Colin
Powell identified Osama bin Laden
as the prime suspect in Tuesday's attacks in New York and Washington.
'There is a quiet anger in America," Bush said, adding he would
travel Friday to New York, site of the
World Trade Center twin towers
obliterated in fearsome attacks earlier in the week.
Bush spoke as officials said 4,763
people were unaccounted for in New
York, where terrorists on Tuesday
flew hijacked jetliner* full of fuel
into first one tower and then the
other. The death toll was likely to
reach 190 at the Pentagon, which
took a similar hit.
The nation's anger rising as the
death count climbed. Congress has
tened to vote $20 billion as a first installment
on
recovery
and
anti-terrorism efforts. There also was
discussion about passage of legislation authorizing a military response
to the attacks, although administration officials made clear they believed the president already had the
authority he needed.
There was a jarring reminder of
the events of Tuesday at the White
House. At midaflernoon, streams of
people left the Old Executive Office
Building next to the White House,
saying they had been told to evacuate by the Secret Service. However,
White House press secretary Ari
Fleischer said there was no evacuation. Uniformed officers cleared
people from Lafayette Park across
from the White House in what Fleischer said was an expansion of the security
perimeter
around
the
presidential compound.
At the same time, spirits were
buoyed in New York when five firelighters, trapped in an S.UV since

i>

Tuesday's blast, were rescued from
the World Trade Center debris.
Two days after the terrorists hit,
officials said Ihey believed there had
been 18 hijackers in all on four
planes — one crashed in a field in
Pennsylvania — and were pursuing
thousands of leads in the investigation.
A few hours after Bush spoke,
Powell confirmed publicly what
other officials had been saying privately. He said bin Laden, linked to
the bombing of the World Trade
Center and attacks at American embassies in Africa in the 1990s, was
the prime suspect in Tuesday's attacks. Bin Laden uses Afghanistan as
his base of operations.
"We are looking at those terrorist
organizations who have the kind of
capacity that would have been necessary to conduct the kind of attack
that we saw," Powell said. Asked
later whether he was pointing to bin
Laden, he said, "yes."
The president and Powell both
said the United States had been in
diplomatic contact with Pakistan,
and wanted to give the government
there an opportunity to cooperate.
Pakistan has close ties with the Taliban government of Afghanistan.
One senior administration official,
speaking on condition of anonymity,
said some of the military options under consideration by Bush would go
beyond the low-risk unmanned
cruise missile strikes that have been
deployed in past anti-terrorist operations. Among them, bombings from
manned aircraft and the deployment
of special troops on the ground.
At a midday briefing. Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz said
the administration would mount a
"broad and sustained campaign" in
retaliation for the attacks. "It's not
just simply a matter of capturing
people and holding them accountable, but removing the sanctuaries,
removing the support systems, ending states who sponsor terrorism." he
said.

Asked later to amplify on that
statement. White House spokesman
Ari Fleischer said, "The U.S. will
use all our resources to conquer the
enemy. Anybody who chooses to be
America's enemy will have to think
about what that means."
For all the planning of retaliation,
ihe nation was struggling to return to
business three days after the attacks.
The Transportation Department
began giving clearance for airports to
open for the first time since Tuesday.
The New York financial markets remained closed until Monday. The
National Football League canceled a
full slate of games scheduled for this
weekend.
"My resolve is steady and strong
about winning this war thai has been
declared on America," the president
said. "It's a new kind of war. ... This
government will adjust and this government will call other governments
lo join us."
He spoke first in a telephone conference call with New York Gov.
George Pataki and Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani, then later answered questions from reporters.
"We have just seen the first war of
the 21 st century." he said. He said he
had consulted a broad range of foreign leaders, had found "universal
support" for the United States and
expected there would be backing for
whatever retaliation he ordered. "I'm
pleased with the outpouring of support — Jiang Zemin. Vladimir
Putin," he said, referring to the leaders of China and Russia
His eyes were red and wet as he
ended his news conference, his head
and hands trembling slightly as he
made his remarks.
His eyes still moist. Bush walked
a few minutes later into Washington
Hospital Center with the first lady to
visit victims. Mrs. Bush held her
husband's right arm.
In earlier comments to reporters.
Bush said firmly, "Now that war has
been declared on us, we will lead the
world to victory. Victory"
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Sean Grose said he posted 150 handwritten signs across campus to release his emotions after Tuesday's attack.

Student handwrites signs to
release 'pain for humanity'
By Erin LaMourie
STAFF REPORTER

"We must live together as brothers or perish together as fools," Martin Luther King Jr. said years ago.
Sean Grose, a senior English and
history major, said he posted King's
words and similar signs around
campus Wednesday to inspire people to rethink their beliefs.
He spent two hours Tuesday night
creating 150 signs with markers until he ran out of paper. He said he did
not want any recognition for the
signs.
Grose said the signs was a way for
him to deal with Tuesday's events.
"I felt this intense pain for humanity and I felt that was the only
way to release il." he said. "I thought
I had things figured out until this
happened Tuesday."
Keith Whitworth. sociology instructor, said Grose was likely attempting to reconstruct his values in
reaction to the terrorist attacks
"Catastrophic events such as this
one (the terrorist attacks) cause individuals to question their belief system and the belief system of the

society they are within." Whitworth
said.
Whitworth said the attacks made
our society feel powerless. He said
in an attempt lo regain control, people often become activists.
Maria Adamczyk, a junior speech
communication major, said she was
impressed someone took the time to
put up signs.
"Our nation does need to change,
especially spiritually, because I think
the moral decline in America is being exposed." she said. "But I have
seen America come together through
this, which is something 1 have never
seen before."
Justin Seabourn, sophomore
criminal justice major, said he read
the signs, but he did not think the
signs had a large effect on students.
"They were very visible but the
time between classes just wasn't
enough time to absorb what they
meant." Seabourn said. "I think they
are great signs, but you have to put
some action behind them."
Erin LaMourie
e.m.lamounc@sludent.1iii.edu
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Family worst
obstacle for
interracial duo
I must admit that I deeply regret not
being able to date until 1 turned 18.
I am glad to say, however, that the
extremely low number of beaus I have
had are due to the
fact that I was
Commentary
kept under lock
and key by my
parents.
The issue of
dating is a very
touchy topic
within my Chinese
household. Being
a first generation
American, there
Angie
were many things
Chang
that I could not do
and my strict father made sure he laid
down plenty of rules.
The crowning rule was the "no-dating-until-you-are-18-years-old" rule.
While my friends were just experiencing the tingly joy that comes from the
emotions of puppy love, I was eating
chips and watching "Saved by the
Bell" in front of the living room television after school.
But even before I had the delight of
experiencing my first love, my father
laid down yet another rule. 1 was told
that I could date whomever 1 wanted,
but that if I ever married outside of my
race 1 would face disownment.
That is a big price to pay for love.
Over the years, his thoughts have
changed. Before I came to TCU, he
said he would not disown me, but he
would never meet my husband nor
ever see my children. He stuck to this
claim much to my anguish.
Regardless of his threats, I came to
TCU and within three months of my
freshman year I started dating my current boyfriend, Richard McReynolds,
now a TCU alumnus.
Thankfully, we live in a nation that
embraces diversity. Richard and I have
not encountered any prejudice, nor
have I ever noticed'people staring or
glaring at us.
It was within my very own family
that I feared rejection for dating a
Caucasian. For the first six months of
our relationship, I didn't tell my father
or my mother who I was dating. I
feared their reaction, yet I felt they
were being prejudiced because they
are minorities themselves. Even my
younger sister, then 14-years-old, told
me that she didn't think that it was
right to marry anyone that was not
Chinese. I cared about what they
thought, but I believed more in the fact
that I deserved to be happy and my
happiness was with Richard. Moreover, it made me ashamed of my family and my race because they were so
narrow-minded. Richard's family never
had a problem that 1 was Chinese.
1 should have put more faith in my
family.
Much has happened in the past three
years. Richard has spent every New
Years at my home with my sisters and
my mother. My mother is always
happy to see Richard and even though
they cannot communicate because of
the language barrier, my mom always
tries to carry a conversation. Acceptance was not so easy from my father.
It took until July for my father to finally meet Richard at a family wedding. They had very little contact
during the wedding, but at the reception my father asked the both of us to
lunch the next day.
I was so relieved. Finally my entire
immediate family had met someone
that was a huge part of my life. I am
very content now and 1 am very proud
of the way my family has grown.
Richard and I are still learning in
our relationship about our different
cultures. To this day Richard is still
curious about my culture and why we
do the things we do. He will never understand how disownment of children
is so easy for the Chinese. He will
never understand why children in my
family are expected to be malleable to
their parent's wishes. Richard once
told me thai sometimes he feels that I
resent being Chinese and that I am
ashamed of my culture. I am still trying to figure this out. I consider myself
an American, but I know that upon
looking at me one would not immediately think so. I know stereotypes still
follow me wherever I go.
In America, we are taught to be colorblind, but I fear that day will never
come. Tuesday's events have put us
several step backward from that goal.
But on an individual basis, my family
has given me hope that at least love
still prevails over color and race
boundaries.
Feiinltes editor Angie Chang is a broadcast
journalism major from Sugar Land. She may
he contacted at ta.a.changt&yahoo.com)

Interracial couples still not fully accepted, some say
By Jacque Fetersell
STAFF REPORTER

At one time, interracial relationships
were thought of in terms of black and
white, but Linda Moore, the associate dean
of the College of Health and Human Sciences, said the issues involving interracial
dating extend further than two skin colors.
"It is interesting that our focus tends to
be on whites," Moore said. "When we
think of interracial dating we often think
in terms of whites and people of color such
as African-Americans. Hispanics and
Asians, but rarely we think about or discuss Hispanic and African-American (couples) or Asian and Hispanic (couples)."
In I960, interracial couples made up0.4
percent of married couples in the Unites
States, according to census information. In
1992, the number of interracial couples
rose to 2.2 percent of the married population, according to the report. Only information on interracial couples consisting of
black and white partners was available.
Numbers for the 2(KX) census won't be released until 2(K)2, according to the census

Web site.
Despite the slight increase of interracial
marriages, couples still may face problems
due to their race. M<x>re said issues surrounding interracial dating comes from society's unwillingness to see beyond skin
color.
"There are a lot of issues related to interracial dating that stem from our fear and
ignorance about people different from us,"
Moore said. "There are so many social
class differences that lead to larger issues
for couples, but our society is very focused
on skin color and ethnicity."
Darron Turner, associate dean and director of intercultural education and service, said the manner in which ethnic
groups view the couple is important to interracial dating.
"In terms of how society is going to look
at (interracial couples), it believes different
ethnic groups shouldn't mix," Turner said.
Moore said, for the most part, society
sees interracial dating as a bad thing. She
said it seems many students do as well.
"It will depend on the friendship group,

but there are many students who believe
interracial dating is a bad thing," Mixvre
said. "On the TCU campus 1 have seen students place a lot of pressure on (other) students who date outside their cultural
group. It means, for some couples, that
they will be isolated."
Mtxvre's husband, who died a year ago,
was black. She said she has had no major
problems on campus regarding her
choices.
"I have found TCU to be a very accepting place and even students who are
uncomfortable with the topic are open to
learning something new," Moore said.
"My friends, professional colleagues and
family were all supportive and did not see
(the relationship) as an issue. In restaurants, there were looks and occasionally
hostile glances, but for the most part, it was
ignored."
Another aspect of interracial couples is
biracial children. Turner said children of interracial couples usually run into the same
discriminations their parents have. However, he said biracial children have another

problem to deal with, where they fit in.
'They aren't allowed to claim both ethnic groups," Turner said. "People try to
(place) them into a certain area.
Moore said children's problems are typically related to identity. Moore said her
son has ran into problems when identifying himself in school.
"My son now considers himself biracial,
but the Fort Worth (Independent School
District) dws not have that category, so he
must choose one or the other in the
process, deny one or the other," Moore
said.
Moore said her son's classmates are diverse and she hopes this will move more
children to becoming comfortable with
other biracial children.
Turner said as people are educated
about different races, they begin to realize
that couples, regardless of color, have
something in common.
Jacque Petersell
j.s.petersell@sttutent.tcit.edif

For many interracial couples in America today,
love is a more complex issue than simply

Television, movies portraying more biracial couples
By Jordan Blum
STAFF REPORTER

For years, interracial relationships
were forbidden on television — in dramas, comedy sitcoms and even advertisements.
But now, things are changing.
Derek Kompare, a radio-TV-film professor, said media representations of interracial relationships have improved
somewhat, but not necessarily as much
they should have, and not always for the
right reasons.
"International relationships are not
represented a whole lot in the media
compared to what it could be and maybe
what it should be," Kompare said. "On
top of that, the interracial representatives
almost always seem to be between white
people and black people only."
Kompare said people in interracial relationships are often defined solely by
their color, while personalities and the
other areas of their lives are left ignored.
The decisions and investments of studios and television stations are made
with money and ratings in mind and that
is the reasoning for studios attempting to
connect to other markets that demographers feel need to be reached, he said.
"(Studios) still think through dollar

signs and demographics and that's why a
lot of those relationships are done,"
Kompare said. "They'll basically follow
the money and that's why you get these
increased representations. If there's no
money, there's no market.
"Also, to an extent, you can look back
at instances and say this (increase in interracial relationships) is a calculated reaction to criticism, and warranted
criticism, from groups such as the
NAACP and others." Kompare said. "But
in other instances, it could be producers
just wanting to expand their boundaries
and think outside the box."
The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People is one of
several groups in the nation devoted to
ending discrimination.
He said the lack of mixing of races
originated from the young, upscale audience in the early 1990s and the television
stations, particularly NBC, that pitched
shows like "Friends," "Seinfeld" and
"Frasier" that were very successful, but
all existed in a universe that rarely included color.
He said with teen movies, there have
been films like "Save the Last Dance"
where stereotypes are still portrayed to a
degree, but the race aspect doesn't en-

tirely define the story line, and he said
that's where the future is.
However, Richard Allen, a radio-TVfilm professor, said media representations of interracial relationships have
been able to change along with society
recently and become more accepting.
"I think we've seen more of these relationships (in the media) because it's
more the norm now." Allen said. "Before,
in a story line, people could only be
paired with others of that race, but now
writers have much more freedom because they don't have to worry about
that.
"Now, it's really refreshing because
actors of all races can have stories told
about the characters and not just about
their colors. It went from being a very
touchy issue to a non-issue."
In the time he has taught here, student
productions screened on campus have illustrated the change in opinions regarding interracial relationships, he said.
Allen said that in the first student production in 1995, "Close to Home," there
were no major interracial couples at all.
One interracial couple had just a few
scenes together. He said he thought there
was definitely some unspoken tension
between the actors when they just had a

few simple pecks on the cheek.
In the spring of 2000, students produced "Studio 13" and. because of the results of the auditions, three black male
leads were paired in romantic scenes
with white redheads.
"No one in the production team for
most of the casting even thought of that
because there's obviously a different sensibility now where students don't even
stop to think about it," Allen said.
Allen said the show was broadcast on
campus and they became concerned with
possible campus reactions to the interracial relationships.
Those involved with "Studio 13" sent
out a survey to determine the reactions of
the audience, Allen said. "But no one responded to those questions or even noticed. It was really a colorblind sense in
that they were just watching couples, and
weren't thinking in terms of color," Allen
said.
"For us, it felt like we really crossed a
bridge as far as looking at things and how
the student population was very open to
seeing people as people and not seeing
people as people of color."
Jordan Blum

j.d.bltini@stitdent.tat.edu
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Star-spangled banner sales hit stores across nation
By Jacque Petersell
STAFF REPORTER

As Americans struggle to grasp
the reality of Tuesday's attacks,
they reach for a tangible symbol
of patriotic pride.
Many local hardware and crafl
supply stores sold out of American Hags Wednesday and Thursday, store employees said.
Julie Flores, an employee at
Ambrister's Wedgwood Hardeware, said her store sold out
Wednesday morning. She said
the store normally carries 12 to
18 (lags of different sizes.
Jeff Cyrier, one of the owners
of Mr. C's Hardeware, said the
store wasn't prepared for such a
rush.
"They were gone first thing
yesterday morning." he said. "(We
were unprepared because) we're
at the end of Hag season. The only
Hag days left are Flag Day, Veterans' Day and Columbus Day. We
normally have many more flags at
the beginning of summer."
Cyrier said his store sold all 13
of the standard 3-feet by 5-feet
Hag kits with poles on Tuesday.
Wednesday he sold out of the rest.
Cyrier said he ordered more
flags from the warehouse. Since
all stores are out of flags, he will
only take one box of 24 flags
when the shipment arrives today.
He said he won't get another shipment of flags until next week.
Dellino Chavez, assistant manager at T&C Ace Hardware, said
several people request him to reserve flags for them until a new
shipment comes in today. In Ihe
meantime, he said he has been
sending customers to other places
to find flags, but have been unsuccessful.
As Wednesday's search and rescue effort continued amid the
smoldering debris of the World

Trade Center, workers said one
symbol of survival helped them
keep going: A flag had been
planted in the rubble, "just to let
then! know that America's not
dead," said firefighter Ronald
Coyne.
The roof of the Pentagon bore
a huge banner of red, white and
blue was draped Wednesday near
the wall demolished by a hijacked
plane in one of the terrorist attacks. The banner was hung for
President Bush's visit.
From the Midwest to Cajun
Country, specialty shops, hardware stores, Kmarts and WalMarts were selling out of flags.
"I wish I had a truckload," said
Barby Fryer, manager of the
Kmart in Schenectady, N.Y.,
which had sold out of flags by late
Wednesday morning.
At the Colonial Flag and Specialty store in Sandy, Utah, customers clutching flags by the
handful waited to pay for their
purchases. Truck driver Bobby
Whiteman planned to drape two
flags from his rig's side mirrors
Don Rosenkrantz, a fire battalion
chief, bought flags to hang on his
fire truck. Even Martin Christensen, who has a flag flying outside his home, was in line. He
wanted a bigger one.
Internet users encouraged the
displays in chain e-mails that were
dispatched to dozens of users at a
time.
"America needs, perhaps more
than ever before, to unite in spirit
— that will give us the strength to
see us through this catastrophe."
one note read.
This article contains reports
from The Associated Press.
Jacque Petersell
j.s.pelerseUQ student.tcu.ettu

Made you LOOK!
Skiff Advertising 257-7426

Er.n Munger/PHOTO EDITOR

A truck parked behind the Moudy Building Thursday displays the American
flag.

CONGRESS
FROM PAGF.
Armey, R-Texas, said $20 billion
was "very clearly designed to fund
the initial response to this horrible
act."
Among the final details to be
worked out on the spending bill
was the flexibility Bush would
have to disperse the money to specific programs without congressional approval.
Under the version administration
officials had prepared on Wednesday, the entire sum would be provided to an emergency response
fund the president controls and he
would be allowed to use it for
broadly defined categories such as
to "counter, investigate or prosecute domestic or international terrorism."
"We are not talking about second-guessing the president." said
Rep. David Obey. D-Wis.. top Democrat on the House Appropriations
Committee.
"We
are
supposed to protect Ihe taxpayers'
interests "Daschle said the separate
hill on the use of force would be to
restate his constitutional powers in
that area. Like spending, the au-

thority over force is a power that
the two branches of government
have contested throughout history.
"We want to give the president
maximum flexibility, but we also
want to recognize the constitutional
responsibilities the Congress has,"
Daschle said.
Sen. John Warner of Virginia, top
Republican on the Senate Armed
Services Committee, said he and
others were trying to reach compromise language on the resolution
on force.
"It is in the best interests of the
United States when faced with a
crisis ... that there be a contemporary expression by the coequal
branch of government, the Congress, that they support him in such
actions as he deems essential for
our national security." Warner told
reporters.
While the thought of spending
billions more this year and likely
tapping into formerly untouchable
Social Security reserves would
have ignited a political firestorm
just a week ago. lawmakers said
Wednesday the request would be
granted now.'If we can't protect
our national security, how can we
protect Social Security'.'" Sen. Orrin Hatch. R-Utah. said.

Merit Parking Company, L.T.D.
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Help Wanted
Evening cashiers for Downtown FW parking facilities
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Presbyterian Church
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The Pultiam Journalism Fellowship
Jump-start >i-ur newspapei journalism careei with a solid program that boasts
tour I'uht/er Prize winners among its alumni the Pulhani Journalism
fellowship. I he fellowship offers myriad career opportunities, tn tact, a Pulliam
fellow foot our lust etui of 1974, Barbara Henry "ow serves as president and
publisher «>l" The Indianapolis Star,
Now entering its 29th vear. the 2002 I'ulliam Journalism I cllnwsfup helps build a
bridge from the classroom to the newsroom, fellows arc assigned to ihe
liuiumofuilis Suitor The .trizoitti Repuhin in Phoemv for 1(1 weeks each summer
is stall'reporters. We award 20 fellowships annually Ihe stipend is So.000.
haditionalK. our I cllow ships have Keen open onk to graduating college seniors
In 2(H)I. we expanded eligibility to include college sophomores and juniors as
well as seniors pursuing a career in new spapei journalism. We will M accepting
application* tor our Sununei 2002 program as of September 2001.
Visit our Web sue 81 htlp: WWW.indyttar.OOffl pjfor e-mail fellowship dircctui
Ruswll Ii. Pulliam II nissell.pulhanv.. iiuhslai com for an application packer
You (rise Itiay request I packet by writing:
Russell B. Pulliam, Director
I ha I'ulham Journalism fellowship
P.O Box 145
Indianapolis. IN 4.>2<-Mi]4>

Your church home while you're at TCU.
Pastors:
William F. Galbraith, Anne E. Clifton
Minister of Music:
Mark Scott
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Church School 9:30 a.m.

2600 Merida Avenue
Fort Worth, Texas 76109
(817) 927-8411
www.stitephen-pcusa.com
Near TCU two blocks south of the Park Hill Bridge
between South University and McCart
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Horoscopes
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O Taurus I April 20-May 20l - When you invest in your
home, you're also investing in yourself. You'll sleep hetter if you make your place just a little more comfortable. And when you sleep better, you're more creative,
and you can make more money.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 221 - How long has it been
since you got a raise? Have you been working hard,
helping everyone stay on track and making sure the
jobs get done on time? Kven if you're quaking in your
hoots, you might get more money or a better job if you
just ask.

■• (■emini I May 21 -June 21) - Did you know that Gemini is the sign of the |>, i |Ktn.il student? You never stop
asking questions. You'd like in know everything. Better
sign up for that class or hu> that book you've been
thinking about. It won't happen through osmosis.

Libra (Sept. 2.1-Oct 22) - Your friends take up all
your time early in the day. and that could cause a few
complaints. Save tonight for your family, just to make
it fair. Or save the evening for the one you'd like to start
a family with.
v Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) - Now Ls the time to ask
for that raise or bonus. After all the money you've
brought in for the business, it should be no problem,
right? Show your supervisors you have their best interests at heart, and they just might return the favor.

>«© ( ancer l.lum- 22-Jul.v 22) - ITiey say it's good to prime
the pump, and you know what that means. Spend a little,
wisely, to get more. Your fortune doesn't come through
blind luck: it conies through skill and daring. Luckily
you've already got one. and vou can acquire the other.

Phil Flickinger

Best of Lex
t

WrWT THE
ARE OF M£
CONSTRUCTING- AM
EWrirtE PAPER- BY"
WONPEP,

OI<P5

Best of Rudy

ABOUT
ONE

fV" ^° you think y°u w'" ^ee' sa^e

Pljf"n|e Poll

i I^o (July 23-Aug. 221 - If you're in a committed
relationship, a discussion about the future will just naturally come up. If you're not in a committed reason but
would like to be, that's an even better reason to approach the topic. Remember: Love finds a way.

Aries (Maivh 21-April 191 - If work days were assigned astrological!}, you and your sweetheart and all
children everywhere would have this day off. And
there'd he husses to take you to the theme park with
the most radical roller coaster. If that's not happening,
do the next hest thing.

X Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Even if you
had the day off, it would be hard to start your weekend trip in the morning. There are too many errands
to be run. But as soon as you can, grab your date
and get outta town. There's fun to be had!

X

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - If you're careful about doling out the money, you might have
enough left over to do something bold. Dinner at
an exotic restaurant? A foreign film? A two-hour
long-distance phone call? Think big.
^v-*^ Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Working with
a strong partner gets you a lot farther than an argument will. Don't object if this other person
wants to take control. If you act as the brains behind the operation, you two will become a dynamic
duo.
"TT" Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) - You're busy all
day, but you sure can get a lot of items checked
off your to-do list. You might get the cupboards
and closets cleaned out, too. Push now, relax tomorrow.

Dithered Twits

Stan Waling

Vou CONFUSE

me FOR eeirV&
/no opnmisT,
SummER

WITH REAU5M,
DCAR L*X . . .

Aaron Brown

Quote of the Day

humorottheday.com

A:

Yes

No

72

28

Dutii collected from an informal [x>ll conducted in TClTl Mitin Oilek'rin This poll is nol a
scientific sampling and should not he regarded as representative of campus puhlic opinion.

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Informal
language
6 Ty of baseball
10 Tab's target
14 Day in
September9
15 Halo
16 Substandard
17 Plane
passageway
18 Keep from
fluctuating
20 Defend
22 Political party's
choice
23 Ashcroft's
predecessor
24 Take on
25 High mountain
27 Italian treat
29 Weepy
32 Sampras of aces
34 Whatever
35 Singer Parton
37 Cursing look
39 Totally disinfected
41 Lube again
42 Full of suft
43 Skunks defense
44 Craving
45 Skulkers
49 UFO crew
50 Provides with
51 Gel out of bed
53 Loving
56 Send a different
way
59 As if in a trance
61 Cove
62 Sing like a
rooster
63 Arabian gulf
64 Post-crucilixion
depiction
65 Part of a shoe
66 Dispatch
67 Chan stand
1
2
3

6 6 The trouble with being
punctual is that no one notices it
when you are.

^^*the next time you choose to fly?

4
5

DOWN
Give a hand, in a
way
Hideaway
State of
concentration
Nick of filmdom
Salad veggies
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All rightt rMarvM

6 Plaster
autographing spot
7 Ott the court
8 Marlon of movies
9 Dog faced
monkey
10 Divide and share
11 Cut of pork
12 Seep
13 Birch or maple
19 Obstruct
21 Amount not
covered by health
insurance
24 Writer Tan
25 Mimicry
26 Flood shield
28 French one
29 Math class aids.
of old
30 Mete out
31 Colorists
33 Lilly or Whitney
36 Spanish gold
38 Actor Gould
39 Wind dir
40 Concise
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42 Approves
46 Over-tongue
danglers
47 Dwell
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50 Dog's warning
52 Greek colony
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Additional
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Tear apart
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Overton Park United Methodist Church
Jabez College Ministry
5001 Briarhaven Road, Fort Worth, TX 76109 • 817-731-0701 • opumc@flash.net
Ministry to Students
Sunday Worship Service 8:45 a.m.
9:30 — 10:00 a.m. FREE Breakfast and
Fellowship
Join us for a lite breakfast, choruses,
and Bible Discovery that provide food
for the body and soul!
10:00 — 10:30 a.m. Bible Discovery
10:50 a.m. Worship Service

Bible Discovery Topics - Fall 2001
September 16 - Reel Faith: Where
Meaning Meets the Movies/ Proof
of Life
September 23 - How to Get Answers
to Your Prayers
September 30 - How to Grow
Through Daily Prayer

Coming January 2002- Contemporary
worship service with a praise band
Adopt—A-Student
Students who would like to be hosted or
"adopted" by a family at OPUMC can
complete an application and be matched
with a family. The family will keep in contact with the student during the semester
and probably invite them to dinner, contact the student by phone or email to
encourage him or her, send care packages, or provide info about Fort Worth if
needed (such as a reputable auto
mechanic or a physician or dentist reference).

Monthly Fellowship Activities
September 29 - Games Night Out
October 27 - Costume Mystery Dinner
November 17 or 18 - Christian Concert

Bible Discovery Teacher — Keith Whitworth — TCU
professor and seminary graduate —
info @freebies4u .com
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Television's most prestigious night
Primetime Emmy Awards honors television's best shows
By David Reese
STAFF REVIEWER

II

II
■

The multiple
personalities
of Ben Folds
New record makes
for intelligent listen
There have always been two
sides to Ben Folds. On the one
hand, he's the sensitive, remorseful relationship killer that shows
up on slow, pathetic songs like the
breakout
hit "Brick."

On
other.
the
cous,
castic
clown

the
he's
rausar-

Rockin' the
Suburbs
BEN FOLDS

who

likes to cuss, beat his piano with
his fists and happily point out
everyone's tragically hilarious
character flaws — including his
own — in song.
The balance that Folds strikes
between these two types has always been a tenuous one; on past
albums, sarcasm and sincerity
wage a knockdown drag-out battle that more than likely ends in a
perplexing draw. So will Mr.
Folds be any different on
"Rockin' the Suburbs," his first album without his old Ben Folds
Five band mates?
Well, the two Bens do make
their customary appearance. But
another Ben Folds turns in an intriguing cameo, as a world-weary
but perceptive tour guide through
the ins and outs of the inanities
that play themselves out in the offices, the bar rooms and the splitlevels of suburbia. There hasn't
been a rogue's gallery of quirky
metropolitans on a rock album
since the heyday of the Kinks.
Some of Folds' creations get
painted with ironic contempt.
Take, for example, the brain-dead
head-banger romance of "Zak and
Sara," whose heroine hears
"voices from inside/the kind of
voices she would soon learn to
deny." The title track, which takes
hilarious digs at the manufactured
angst of rap-rockers like Limp
Bizkit, whom Folds accuses of
"rockin' the suburbs just like Jon
Bon Jovi did/Except that he was
talented."
But there are times on "Rockin'
the Suburbs," as on any Ben Folds
album, when the snark gets toned
down a little in favor of true
poignancy. Folds mines serious
relationship territory in "Losing
Lisa" and the downright morbid
"Carrying Cathy," a song that may
or may not be the logical sequel
to "Brick."
"Fred Jones Part 2," for all its
quirky songwriting, is a downright haunting tale of a middleaged casualty of office politics.
Folds, who has always had a
barely concealed fetish for Billy
Joel and Elton John, truly ups the
musical ante on this album. He's
always been the best (feel free to
read that as a euphemism for
"only") piano rocker of his generation, but on "Rockin' the Suburbs,",
full
orchestras
and
hard-edged guitars join Folds' piano-thumping. Folds even drops a
dead-on Zach de la Rochaimpression during an impromptu rap on
the title track.
So the satirist and the sentimentalist are back for "Rockin'
the Suburbs." But while Ben
Folds' dual songwriting personalities may
ultimately
affect
whether he is considered merely
good instead of great, they still
make for an intelligent, insightful,
very sincere and very funny listen.
— Jack Bullion
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In the world of television, the Emmy
Awards are known as the most prestigious recognition in the field for actors,
directors, writers and technicians. After
numerous years of complaints by industry insiders and viewers that there are a
select few that continue to dominate in
the categories year after year, the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences began
a new voting system last year to allow
more voter participation within the television community. The higher level of
voter participation could be the reason
that a television series such as "Will &
Grace" with two prominent homosexual
characters, a series about the life of a 15year-old boy ("Malcolm in the Middle")
and a sexually-driven series about four
Manhattan women ("Sex and the City")
could be graced with nominations.
In just two short years, the Emmy organization has gone from a group of dying, old conservative men who thought
Angela Lansbury in "Murder, She
Wrote" was cutting edge to a mixed
group of culturally minded citizens who
are open to all lifestyle portrayals on television. Another example that the Emmys are stepping out on the ledge can be
shown by their selection of host. Ellen
DeGeneres, who a few years ago became
one of the first high profile lesbian characters on television. Below are my predictions of winners for some of the
major categories. In observance of Tuesday's tragic events, the Emmys have
been postponed, but a future time will be
determined.
Outstanding Drama Series
"ER" (NBC)
"Law & Order" (NBC)
"The Practice" (ABC)
"The Sopranos" (HBO)
"The West Wing" (NBC)
Should Win: "The Sopranos"
Will Win: "The West Wing"
Although the Emmy Awards are making steps to become cutting edge. 1 will
make sure to mention that they are baby
steps. Many of these nominated series
are past their prime especially in the
cases of "ER," "Law & Order" and 'The
Practice." The most deserving shows are
"The Sopranos" and "The West Wing"
without a doubt. Both have brought new
life back to dramas on television. I think
"The West Wing" will have the upper
hand just because the violent themes of
"The Sopranos" may turn some voters

off.
Outstanding Comedy Series
"Everybody Loves Raymond" (CBS)
"Frasier" (NBC)
"Malcolm in the Middle" (FOX)
"Sex and the City" (HBO)
"Will & Grace" (NBC)
Should Win: "Sex and the
City"
Will Win: "Everybody
Loves Raymond"
Another good season
for comedy series
leaves this reviewer
stumped as to who
might actually win this
category. I think
"Frasier" is a decent series, but I truly believe it is
time for some new blood to
be nominated. "Frasier" has
won the award five times,
more than any other series,
comedy or drama in the history
of the Emmy Awards. In my
opinion, I really enjoy my dose
of the lovely ladies and their es
capades on the streets of New
York in "Sex and the City." but
1 think it will face the same
criticism "The Sopranos" receives due to the series' racier
subject matters. The race will
probably be narrowed down to
next year's champ, "Will &
Grace," "Malcolm in the Middle" and "Everybody Loves Raymond." My bet is on the lovable
Raymond because they have such
an incredible cast with some very
quirky and laughable story lines.
Outstanding Lead Actor in a
Drama
Series
Andre Braugher, "Gideon's Cross
ing"
Dennis Franz, "NYPD Blue"
James Gandolfini, "The Sopranos"
Rob Lowe, The
West Wing"
Martin Sheen,
"The West Wing"
Should Win:
Martin Sheen, 'The West Wing"
Will Win: Martin Sheen, "The West
Wing"
Just a few quick notes: Braugher's series was canceled so that cannot help in
the voting process. Lowe is much more
of a supporting character than a leading

one and Franz is the finest actor on television, but he has won four previous
times. Gandolfini won last year but his
performance was more poignant then
and there is no doubt that Sheen should
and will win this category
Outstanding Lead
Actress in a Drama
Series
Lorraine Bracco.
The Sopranos"
Amy Brenneman.
"Judging Amy"
Edie Falco. "The
Sopranos"
Marg Helgenberger. "CS1"
Sela Ward,
"Once and Again"
Should Win:
Sela Ward, "Once
and Again"
Will Win: Lorraine Bracco or
Edie Falco, "The
Sopranos"
Ward won this
category last year
and deserves to win
again, but I have a feeling
that since her series is not
as hard-hitting as her fellow
nominees, she will lose out.
Brenneman's performance is
decent but it is too lightweight
just as Helgenberger's. who
only received the nomination
on the merits that she was a
previous winner for "China
Beach." 1 think the
fight will come down
to "The Sopranos"
women. Will it be
Tony's wife or psychiatrist? My bet is on
Bracco although in most
cases she is a supporting
character but her performance of a
rape victim could
help her snag the
golden girl.
Gr,pNt by **. ud,w,g
Outstanding
Lead Actor in a Comedy
Series
Kelsey Grammer, "Frasier"
John Lithgow, "3rd Rock from the
Sun"
Eric McCormack. "Will & Grace"
Frankie Muniz. "Malcolm in the Mid-

dle"
Ray Romano. "Everybody Loves Raymond"
Should Win: Eric McCormack, "Will
& Grace"
Will Win: Kelsey Grammer, "Frasier"
or John Lithgow, "3rd Rock from the
Sun"
Even though this category is full of
good actors, I do not believe any of them
were spectacular this year. McCormack's
performance in the "Will & Grace"
flashback episode is deserving of the
Emmy, but he tends to be overshadowed
by the supporting actors. Romano has a
decent shot at the award but he is seen
as a comedian rather than an actor and
that could have an effect. Muniz is full
of life on camera and in a perfect world,
he would win. but he is only 15-yearsold. No one in the history of the Emmys
has been that young and won in a leading actor category. It's sad to say, but 1
think the award will definitely go to one
of the old time multiple winners who
should have been done and buried years
ago. Lithgow may be the winner because
his series finally ended this year. Who
knows'.' This one is up for grabs.
Outstanding Lead Actress in a
Comedy
Series
Calista Flockhart. "Ally McBeal"
Patricia Heaton. "Everybody Loves
Raymond"
Jane Kaczmarek. "Malcolm in the
Middle"
Debra Messing, "Will & Grace"
Sarah Jessica Parker. "Sex and the
City"
Should Win: Sarah Jessica Parker.
"Sex and the City"
Will Win: Jane Kaczmarek. "Malcolm in the Middle"
Parker is absolutely splendid as the
neurotic columnist. Carrie Bradshaw in
"Sex and the City." I think that she will
have a better shot next year when the
season that just ended on HBO is eligible because it is much better than last
year's season. The hilarious supporting
characters on Messing's series overshadow her like McCormack on the male
side. Flockhart was a certain winner
three years ago but Helen Hunt's continuous winning streak kept her from gold.
Her series. "Ally McBeal" made a resurgence this year, which could help her in
the end. Last year's winner. Heaton has
another good shot hut I think Kaczmarek
will have the last laugh on award's night.

Special to the Shifl

'Hardball' hits a home run into the heart
ASSOCIATED PRESS

"Hardball" is a two-hankie
sports soap opera, but don't hold
thai against it. With surprising
melodrama, the film packs some
powerful emotional swings that
will hearten the toughest of jeering crowds.
The title sounds severe for a film
about a down-and-out gambler
goaded into coaching a youth baseball team. After all, isn't this going
to be one of those touchy-feely,
cutely comic family flicks about a
loser who finds direction in his life
as mentor to a misfit bunch of inner-city kids?
The thing is, Keanu Reeves and
director Brian Robbins are playing
hardball here. This is not "The Bad
News Bears" in the ghetto or "The
Mighty Ducks" on the diamond.
"Hardball" has lighter moments
and loads of sentimenf, but that's
all neatly stitched into a package of
somber grittiness, bitter life lessons

and teary tragedy.
The
combination shouldn't
work, but it does. "Hardball"
blends its seemingly disparate elements into a coherent film that's entertaining, funny, sad and even a bit
uplifting and
inspirational.
The movie
was inspired
by
Daniel
Coyle's book
about his time
coaching
a
baseball team
in Chicago's
housing projects. Reeves
plays Conor
O'Neill,
a
chump who
scalps tickets to finance his real occupation: Losing heaps of money
on sports bets.
Early on, "Hardball" establishes
a dark, hopeless tone as Conor spirals further into debt.

"You looking for faith? Forgiveness?" asks a priest who encounters
Conor in deep prayer at a church.
"I'm looking for the Bulls to
cover the spread," Conor replies in
quiet desperation.
In deep to
bookies threatening to rearrange
his
anatomy, Conor
turns for cash to
his
old
pal
Jimmy, an investment
banker. Jimmy
(Mike
McGlone)
helps
out
with
a
weekly check
as
long
as
Conor takes over his coaching
chores for a boy's baseball team in
the projects.
"Jimmy, I ain't no good with
kids," Conor pleads.
But the kids — and the audience

I

review
'Hardball'

— know better.
Conor reluctantly sets out to
mold his little band of Sammy Sosa
wannabes into something resembling a team. The boys, hungry for
a father figure, see decency and determination in Conor that he himself doesn't know he possesses.
Slowly. Conor evolves from a
bench-warmer in the game of human relations to a man who's at
least awaiting his turn in the ondeck circle.
Along the way, "Hardball" trots
out cliche after cliche, yet Robbins
manages to weave them into a credible whole.
Coach Conor bonds with the
boys over pizza. He finds a love
interest in the youths' teacher (Diane Lane). He clashes with a bythe-book league official and an
opposing coach (D.B. Sweeney)
whose players are clad in swanky
uniforms to Conor's boys' skimpy
T-shirts.
And there's nothing terribly orig-

inal about the mean-street milieu
the boys move through.
What is original is how well
Robbins combines engaging comic
interaction among Conor and his
players with stark urban drama.
The film holds together nicely even
as it twists from despondency to
giddy humor to startling calamity
and. finally, to uncertain hope.
Generally a better brooder than
actor. Reeves delivers one of his
best
performances,
infusing
Conor with an effective mix of
seedy street hustle and awkward
paternalism.
The boys, many of them
Chicago natives making their film
debuts, are a delightful gaggle
whose camaraderie captures the
rambunctious team spirit of youths
united in a common cause for the
first time.
"Hardball." a Paramount release,
is rated PG-13 for thematic elements, language and some violence. Running time: 106 minutes.
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Groundbreaking planned for baseball stadium
The amount of seating has not yet been determined, Babb said.
Groundbreaking for the new $7 million
Associate athletic director of facilities Ross
Brown Lupton Baseball Stadium will take Bailey said the original plan was to include
place at 3:30 p.m. Oct. IX
3,500 seats, but the $7 mildespite the challenges the
lion goal was not enough to
"It took us a long time to figvenue presented to TCU's
pay for them. He said the
ure out how to work with the
administration, said Bronson
new number was closer to
city (Fort Worth), more so
Davis, vice chancellor for
2,500 or 3,000 seats.
than any other project."
university advancement.
Officials will also have to
The administration still
talk with neighbors. Davis
—Bronson Davis.
needs more fund raising and
said it was important for the
wee chancellor for university advancement
neighborhood consent, he
stadium's planners to work
said.
with city planners and
"There have been a lot of
neighbors. Planners will be
challenges with this stadium," Davis said. "It meeting with TCU's neighbors soon to discuss
took us a long time to figure out how to work the effect of the stadium on the neighborhood.
with the city (Fort Worth), more so than any Bailey said.
other project."
"You have neighbors in full support, you
The new stadium will be located next to the have neighbors that are concerned," Bailey
Lowdon Track and Field Complex and will said. "We have a track record to show them we
have concessions stands, batting and pitching do things that aesthetically add to the neighcages, locker rooms and a press box, said Davis borhood, not detract from it."
Babb, associate athletic director for advanceBabb said $6.5 million has been raised for
ment.
the stadium and he expects the remaining
By John-Mark Day

STAFF REPORTER

SPECIAL TO THE SKIFF

The new $7 million Brown Lupton Baseball Stadium, pictured in the artist's
rendition, will be located next to the Lowdon Track and Field Complex and
will include fan seating, concessions, batting and pitching cages, locker rooms
and a press box. Groundbreaking for the stadium will be 3:30 p.m. Oct. 18.

$500,000 to come soon.
"With the groundbreaking, we'll get some
added attention and generate new interest,"
Babb said. "We hope to have (the fundraising)
finished by the end of December."
Although the money for the stadium will
come from private donors, it will take time for
all the pledges to come in, Davis said.
"The university is going to be carrying the
costs of this for years," he said. Chancellor
Michael Ferrari said the new baseball stadium
is important in increasing the national prominence of TCU athletics. "The current facility is
totally inadequate for baseball," Ferrari said.
"Many believe it threatens the long-term viability of the baseball program at TCU."
Bailey said the goal to finish the new stadium was late spring. The TCU baseball team
will continue to play in the old stadium this
season.
"You can build buildings during the winter
but you can't grow grass," he said.

Some athletes
face flying fears
after attacks

Cancellation gives
football team rest

By Colleen Casey
SKIFF STAFF

Injured players get time to recuperate
By Kelly Morris
SKIFF STAFF

The TCU football team was supposed to play Marshall Saturday, a
team that has won four straight
Mid-American Conference titles
and has notched a 59-10 record in
the past five seasons.
But the Frogs will not get that
chance this season.
Head coach Gary Patterson said
even though his team will not get
to play one of its toughest nonconference foes as a result of the
cancellation, the Flogs can use a
week off. Several players are hampered with injuries and the team
has played three tough games in a
row, Patterson said.
"We are very saddened by what
happened, but this team needs a
rest," Patterson said. "We played
Nebraska, and then two really
tough ball games. One game was a
rivalry
(against
Southern
Methodist), and the other was
(North Texas') Super Bowl. We're
used to having an off-week between the third and fourth games
anyway."
Sophomore linebacker Josh
Goolsby, who started against Nebraska, will miss the rest of the
season with an injury he sustained
to his right knee against North
Texas.
Junior wide receiver Kevin
Brown injured his posterior cruci-

ate ligament in his right knee
against SMU and will miss 6-8
weeks, Patterson said.
By not playing Marshall, the
Frogs will only have one game,
Sept. 22 against Northwestern
State (La.), to prepare for their
first Conference USA game at
Houston a week later.
Even with one less game on
TCU's schedule, sophomore reserve
offensive tackle Matt Orlovsky said
it shouldn't be a factor.
"We've already played three
games, so I don't think it's going
to have any effect," Orlovsky said.
"But if we had only played two
games, that would be a more of a
problem."
Redshirt freshman defensive
tackle Brandon Johnson said
playing Marshall would have
helped with bowl rankings, but
the team can overcome the
missed game.
"If we have a good conference
win-loss record, we should be all
right as far as bowl rankings go,"
Johnson said. "It really shouldn't
affect us too badly. It is more of a
loss for us just because it's one
week where we don't get to test
ourselves against other competition. We just got to move on and
get ready."
Kelly Morris
k.l.tiiotristp' student.hit edu

Caleb Williams/SKIFF STAFF

Junior defensive tackle John Turntine stands alone on the empty field of Amon Carter Stadium. Saturday's game
against Marshall was canceled in light of Tuesday's terrorist attacks. The Horned Frogs will not get to play one of
its toughest non-conference foes of the season, but will get an extra week off to rest.

McGwire criticizes MLB for delay in making decision
are absolutely meaningless compared with what's going on in
ST. LOUIS - Mark McGwire
Washington and New York." McGcriticized Major League Baseball
wire said. "And why are people
Thursday for taking so long to taking so long to make a decision,
I have no idea."
postpone games
In the wake
the rest of the
of the terrorist
weekend.
"It doesn't take a rocket scienattacks that levMcGwire
tist to figure out sporting
eled the World
launched into
events are absolutely meanTrade
Center
an impromptu
ingless compared with what's
and
damaged
state of the
going on in Washington and
the Pentagon,
game
speech
New York. And why are peoPresident Bush
minutes before
ple taking so long to make a
said Americans
the decision to
decision. I have no idea."
should resume
take the rest of
their
lives.
the week off
—Mark McGwire,
Baseball, McGSt. Lotus Cardinals baseball player
was made pubwire
said,
lic, and after
should not even
the St. Louis
be on the list.
Cardinals
"For people to think it's OK to
worked out at an empty Busch Staplay sports this weekend is abdium.
solutely asinine," McGwire said.
"It doesn't take a rocket scien"This is the worst thing that can
tist to figure out sporting events

ASSOCIATED PRESS

ever happen to the country and
people are worried about making
decisions on playing sporting
events.
"I have no idea where their
minds are, but I guarantee you if
they knew somebody or had a family member in Washington or New
York, they wouldn't even think
about it."
McGwire said the call commissioner Bud Selig made on Thursday was an "easy decision."
"I feel ashamed we're even talking about it." McGwire said. "For
athletes to presidents of universities, general managers, owners of
teams, to even think about taking
a field, they should be ashamed.
It's absolutely asinine."
McGwire, Cardinals first baseman, also ripped educators for
keeping school in session the day
of the attacks.
"1 was really upset when 1

called home to see if my son went
to school that day, that his private
school was in session," McGwire
said. "What are people thinking
about?
"You send everybody home and
you let everybody watch the TV
and take in what's happened."
The Cardinals have been taking
the field this week, except for
Tuesday, the day of the attacks.
NFL teams sent players home
for the weekend on Thursday after
deciding not to play this weekend,
but manager Tony La Russa said
day-to-day contact is important in
baseball because timing is everything.
The Cardinals are taking the day
off Friday, the national day of
mourning, but have a workout
scheduled for Saturday morning.
"The way you keep your timing
is keep repeating as much as you
can," La Russa said. "The boys

(players) have put a lot into these
workouts,
for whatever it's
worth."
It hasn't been easy, for the manager or the players.
"It's hard to concentrate on anything," Cardinals pitcher Dustin
Hermanson said. "1 know you
can't be sad all the time, but it's
hard to crack a smile, especially
when you think about all of this.
It just eliminates all kinds of happiness."
La Russa, speaking before the
decision was announced, agreed
with McGwire about baseball being of no importance right now.
"Sports is entertainment, and
when it's appropriate to be entertained, I'm all for getting our
games going," La Russa said. "But
until that time, I think we're better off holding back.
"This is not an essential part of
living, it's a diversion."

NFL to suspend weekend's 15 games during time of tragedy
By Dave Goldberg
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — The NFL will not play
its 15 games this weekend following the terrorist attacks in New York and Washington.
It said it was undecided whether to reschedule the games or go with a 15-game season.
"We in the National Football league have
decided that our priorities for this weekend
are to pause, grieve and reflect," commissioner Paul Tagliabue said in a statement.
"It is a time to tend to families and neigh-

)

John-Mark Day
j.nt.da\2@ student, tcu.eclu

bors and all those wounded
rifle acts of terrorism."
The postponement was
the first for non-strike
reasons by the NFL,
which played two days
after President John F.
Kennedy was assassi
nated on Nov. 22, 1963.
Commissioner
Pete
Rozelle said that was the
worst decision he made

in 29 years in the job. Tagliabue spent
Thursday morning on a conference call
with team owners to discuss the options. After"It is a time to tend to families
ward,
he
said:
"A
and neighbors and all those
decision on whether to
wounded by these horrific acts
reschedule this weekof terrorism."
end's games or play a
15-game season sched-Paul Tagliabue.
ule is under consideraNFL commissioner
tion
and
will
be
announced as soon as

by these hor

possible."
League spokesman Greg Aiello said
there were several reasons involved, including the logistics of air travel and the
trauma to the New York Giants and Jets and
the Washington Redskins, "who are at
Ground Zero."
Players from those teams and many others have been saying that they haven't been
able to concentrate on football while television was replaying the disaster tapes and
showing workers digging for victims.

Senior golfer Jennifer Patterson
has never liked flying on airplanes.
Now after Tuesday's terrorist attack, Patterson said she's even
more nervous about flying.
"I'm a little apprehensive, but I
will put my trust in the Lord, and
let him take care of everything,"
Patterson said.
Although an athlete's perspective on air transportation could currently be considered a less
important after-effect from Tuesday's hijacking, it is still something that has hit close to every
athlete that flies for competition.
For now, no known changes for
transportation of TCU athletes
have been made public.
At TCU. every athletic team
will board an airplane to attend a
competition at least once in their
seasons.
Patterson said she understands
that traveling is something that
comes with her duty as a collegiate athlete.
"Opponents are not close, we
have to travel to them," Patterson said. "For some reason I'm
more nervous flying, not driving, even though it's probably
just as dangerous."
Just as Patterson is dealing with
the thought of future transportation, men's and women's soccer
associate head coach Blake Amos
said he believes every athlete will
individually determine his or her
perception of air travel.
"Flying again will obviously be
very nerve racking," Amos said.
"We haven't made any official
statement yet about future trips after this weekend, but I really don't
think we are very nervous about
(flying)."
Amos also said he is more concerned with how much longer and
harder the process of traveling will
be for the soccer teams at airports.
"It's going to change how we
do things because of all the increased security," Amos said. "I
hope it won't distract us (from
playing soccer)."
Although not easy, men's soccer
midfielder Dustin Sitar said he is
not allowing Tuesday's events effect
his soccer playing. Also, Sitar said
he is not worried about future travel.
"If I was worried about getting
on an airplane I'd be worried about
going into a certain building or
something like that t(x>," Sitar said.
For an athlete, it's crucial to
have mental peace of mind in order to perform well during games.
"You can't be worried about it,
especially with all the increased
security," Sitar said. "It's not a concern."
Sitar said he thought about the
possibility of him being on the
plane with his teammates, and the
possibility thai perhaps the
women's soccer team could have
been involved.
"We all talked (Tuesday) about
how crazy it was and what the people on the planes must have been
going through and what it would
be like to be one of (those on one
of the planes)," Sitar said.
As crazy as Tuesday was to
some TCU athletes, worries of future air travel seem to exist, but are
being dealt with by each athlete.
Colleen Casey
<', in.cciseyt&slitderit. tctt. edit
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Groundbreaking set

Colorblind

The $7 million Brown Lupton Baseball Stadium
will break ground in October.

For many interracial couples in America, love is a
more complex issue than simply black and white.

See Sports, page 12.

See Issues, page 8.
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Secretary of State Colin Powell named Osama bin
Laden Thursday as the prime suspect in the federal
investigation. See page 5.

Jonathan Wilson/PHILADEL
PHIA INQUIRER (KRT

New York City
Firefighter Patrick
Parrott lights
candles at one of
the makeshift
memorials set up
throughout the city
honoring those
who died in the
terrorist attack on
the World Trade
Center and rescue
workers who were
trying to help them.

Black boxes from two of the hijacked planes have
been located as the search for the terrorists and
their associates continues. See page 7.
Three TCU students and one almna were forced to
delay their return from Germany when international
flights were canceled. See page 9.

Glimmers of hope
Small number of
survivors pulled from
rubble Thursday

Congress expected
to allot $20 billion
in anti-terrorism bill
By Jesse J. Holland
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — In an extraordinary show of bipartisan unity, congressional leaders said they intended
to begin pushing an emergency antiterrorism package through Congress
as early as Thursday with a price tag
that could exceed $20 billion.
But a request by President Bush for
congressional backing for the use of
force against terrorists hit a snag because the White House wanted the
authority to extend to future incidents
as well. The dispute was described by
congressional aides from both parties.
Even so, leaders said they believed
agreement would come by next week
on a measure stating Congress' support for the use of force by Bush
against the terrorists who crashed airliners into New York's World Trade
Center and the Pentagon on Tuesday,
inflicting massive casualties.
Bush sent House Speaker Dennis
Hasten a formal request Thursday for
$20 billion and suggested he could request more money. Quick passage
"will send a powerful signal of unity
to our fellow Americans and to the
world," Bush said.
"If additional resources are necessary, I will forward another request
for additional funding," he said.
Background documents say the
money is needed to provide assistance to victims and address other
consequences of the attack, including
"support to counter, investigate or
prosecute" terrorism and increase
money for transportation.
Emerging from a meeting of Congress' top Democrats and Republicans, Senate Majority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., told reporters:
"There is a unanimous understanding that whatever we do this
week is a very minimal down payment to what will be required and
what we will do in the days and
weeks ahead."
House Majority Leader Dick
SEE

CONGRESS,
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By Larry McShane
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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A New York City firefighter places a cross honoring his fallen colleagues on a makeshift memorial set up on a
fire truck near the World Trade Center ruins Thursday.

NEW YORK — The light of a
new day brought small comfort to
a city in shock, as rescue crews
pulled five firefighters alive from
the smoking ruins of the World
Trade Center in a hunt Thursday
for nearly 5,000 missing people.
President George Bush announced he was coming to New
York on Friday in an effort to calm
the jittery city.
Bush, in a conference call with
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and Gov.
George Pataki, said he was heading to Manhattan. "I'll be there
tomorrow." the president said.
After spending more than 50
hours pinned inside an SUV
buried in rubble, the five firefighters were pulled alive from the
twisted remains of the World
Trade Center, city officials announced.
Three of the five were able to
walk away after the improbable
rescue early Thursday afternoon,
authorities said. There was no immediate word on the condition of
the other two men who cheated
death in the terrorist attack that
left nearly 4,763 people missing.
The missing, if added to the
deaths in Washington and Pennsylvania when hijacked airliners
crashed into the Pentagon and a
grassy field near Pittsburgh,
would bring the death total to near
5.000 — higher than the death toll
from Pearl Harbor (2,390 Americans) and the Titanic (1.500)
combined.
"It could turn out we recover
fewer than that, it could be more."
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani said at a
news conference Thursday morning. "We don't know the answer."
The mayor said that the parts of

70 bodies were also recovered by
workers digging through the rubble left by Tuesday's terrorist attack on that collapsed the World
Trade Center
The total of missing people included all the passengers and crew
on the hijacked planes that hit the
twin towers. "It's as inclusive as
we can make it," the mayor said.
Fire Commissioner Thomas
Von Essen said rescue workers,
now into a third day of their grim
duty, remained optimistic.
"There's a good probability
there are people in thai building
who are alive." Von Essen said.
"This is not (only) a recovery operation.
But earlier, workers at ground
zero had warned of the imminent
report of unprecedented carnage
on U.S. soil.
"Let's just say there was a
steady stream of body bags coming out all night." said Dr. Todd
Wider, a surgeon who was working at a triage center. "That and
lots and lots of body parts."
The city had some 30.000 body
bags available to hold human remains. Giuliani said. Still, he said,
there were just 94 confirmed dead:
less than 30 had been identified.
As authorities hunt for accomplices to the heinous attack, a car
that may have been connected to
the terrorist attack evaded authorities by slipping into Staten Island.
Police
Commissioner
Bernard Kerik said. Officials from
the Joint Terrorism Task Force has
targeted the suspicious vehicle.
And in Queens, a terminal at
LaGuardia was briefly evacuated
as police detained a man at an
American Airlines security check
SEE
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Victim compensation next focus of airlines
By Chrissy Braden
SENIOR REPORTER

David Dunai/SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER

Passengers grounded at Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport Tuesday
wait for taxi cabs to take them to nearby hotels.
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While the country copes with the emotional
repercussions of Tuesday's attack on America,
airlines are beginning to deal with the economic repercussions.
American Airlines said Wednesday that it
will give $25,000 to each victim's family as a
cash advancement to help pay costs they may
be incurring from the accident, according to
MSNBC's Web site (www.msnbc.com).
United Airlines could not be reached for
comment on whether or not they were offering
a similar cash advancement.
After plane crashes, many airlines deal with
such payments as well as settlements and law
suits to compensate victims or their families.
Fort Worth attorney Roger D. Brown handles
personal injury suits and said an airline's neg-

ligence must be proved before the airline is liable to pay.
A representative from the Federal Aviation
Administration said an airline is responsible
for the security of its airplanes, boarding and
concourse areas. He said American and United
airlines are accountable for the hijackings
Tuesday if the airlines are in charge of the concourse areas in which the passengers were
checked.
Brown said when airlines do offer a compensation, the amount of money is a calculation based on several factors.
"It's not just a high compensation, it's a
measure of the danger someone was in, personal injury, any personal suffering, medical
suffering or a loss of income," he said. "If the
victims are living, they have to show costs of
their medical care."

In ors the airspace over
der
to
guarantee
the United States
assis.opens and
tance to
Americans take to the
victims
skies, TCU students and
and their
their
families express
families.
their fears toward flying.
Congress
passed
See page 6.
the Aviation Disaster Family Assistance Act after the Trans
World Airlines flight 800 crash in 1996. The
act requires airlines to reserve hotel rooms,
provide food, provide transportation to and
from the crash site and offer victims crisis

In Tuesday's Skiff:
Americans of all ages are learning to cope with a large-scale tragedy. Children, however,
require special attention to overcome feelings of insecurity and helplessness. Learn how early
education majors are being taught to answer questions from local elementary students.

SEE
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Today in history
1978 — The first show of
Mork & Mindy, starring Robin
Williams as Mork and actress
Pam Dawber as Mindy, aired
on ABC-TV.
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CAMPUS LINES
AlimnmctmnUt of campus events, public meetings and other general campus information ^.
should be bmught to the TCU Daily Skiff office at Moitilv Building South. Room 291, mailed %
to TCU Box 298050 or emailed to (skiffletters<gtcit.edu). Deadline for receiving announcements is 2 p.m. the day before thev are lo run. The Skiff
resenes the right lo edit submissions for style, taste and space available.
■ Olivia Hoggin Eudaly, deputy director of the Tarrant Area Food
Rank, will be speaking to the nutritional sciences department's Fcxxl Issues
in Society classes at 3 p.m. Sept. 19 in the Bass Building, room 107. The
lecture is open to all students, faculty and staff.
■ Puhlic Relations Student Society of America will meet at 5:30 p.m.
Sept. 20 In Moudy Building South rcxim 271. For more information send
an e-mail to (tcuprssaC*holmail.com).
■ Alpha I psilon Delta, the PreHealth professions honor society will be
selling rattle tickets for more than $1,800 prizes from II a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sept. 17 to Sept. 21 and Sept. 24 to Sept. 2X. Raffle tickets will cost $2 for
one ticket, $5 for 3 tickets and $ 10 for 10 tickets. For more information call
(817)257-3949.
■ Student Development Services and S(.A present the University Retreat
and TCU LEAPS. Students, faculty and staff interested in participating may
return registration cards lo Student Development Services in room 220 in
the Student Center or register online at (www.tculeaps.tcu.edu). The last official day to register for the retreat or TCU LEAPS is Sept. 21 if you want
lo register for both the retreat and TCU LEAPS or just the community service day. The University Retreat will be at 6:30 p.m. until 9 p.m. Sept. 28 in
the Student Center. TCU LEAPS will be at 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. Sat. 29 starting at the Rickel Building. For more information call Student Development
Services at (817) 257-7855.
■ Madeleine Jacobs, the first female editor-in-chief of Chemical & Engineering News, will speak at 8 p.m. Sept. 24 in the Sid W. Richardson Building. Lecture Hall 1. The title of her lecture will be "From Sputnik to Gene
Splicing: Attracting the Best and Brightest into Science." She will also give
■ li-Lture at 11 a.m. in the Sid W. Richardson Building. Lecture Hall 3 entitled "The Challenges of Editing the Newsmagazine of the Chemical
World." Both events are free and open to the public. For more information
contact the chemistry department at (817) 257-7195.
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WORLD DIGEST
Israeli forces shell buildings;
three dead, at least 21 wounded
JERICHO, West Bank — Israeli tanks and bulldozers shelled buildings and exchanged fire with
Palestinian gunmen in the West Bank towns of Jenin
and Jericho early Thursday, killing three Palestinians and wounding at least 21 others.
The Israeli army said the latest incursions into
Palestinian territory, which lasted several hours,
were intended to "root out terror." Palestinians accused the government of Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon of exploiting the world's preoccupation with
terror attacks in the United States to escalate its military strikes.
Amid the tensions. Secretary of State Colin Powell called Sharon and Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat late Wednesday.
Arafat agreed to a Powell request that he meet as
soon as possible with Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres. Meanwhile, Peres said there was tentative agreement on a meeting for truce talks, but
details were not yet finalized.
The prospect of truce talks did not calm the
highly charged alniosphere.
Sharon compared Arafat to accused terrorist
Osama bin Laden, a leading suspect in the attacks
against the United States this week.
"Everyone has his own bin Laden. Arafat is our
bin Laden," Israel radio quoted Sharon as saying in
his telephone conversation with Powell.
The prime minister reiterated his assertion that
Arafat is responsible for bombings and shtxiting attacks against Israel during the past year of fighting,
said Sharon spokesman Raanan Gissin.
Palestinians, meanwhile, said Sharon's comment
was intended to give Israel an excuse to escalate
military action against the Palestinians.
"The Israelis are using the tragedy of the events
in New York and Washington, feeling that the attention of the world is elsewhere," said Palestinian
Cabinet minister Saeb Erekat, who lives in Jericho.
The Israeli actions in Jenin and Jericho began in
the early hours of Thursday and the forces pulled
out several hours later, in line with previous Israeli
incursions.
In Jenin, Israeli forces destroyed the rest of a police compound they attacked the day before, and
then withdrew, the army said.
Palestinians said the tanks shelled houses and
tired machine guns, killing three people — a man
and woman in a house and a gunman. Nine other
people were wounded during the Jenin incursion,
they said.
In the desert oasis of Jericho, flares lit up the
night sky as tanks rolled into town. Residents said
several greenhouses were destroyed and at least one
house was damaged by tank fire. The local hospital reported 12 people wounded.
A cloud of smoke and an orange glow could be
seen at the Aqbat Jaber refugee camp area at the
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Runner-clerk needed
for law firm.
Call 817-924-9000.
Part-time Help
Needed The English
Cottage and Designs
for children gift and
toystore. 4802 Camp
Bowie, competitive
pay, flexible schedule,
must work holiday
season.
817-732-6711.
Part-time at
Aquamassage in hulen
Mall. 20-25 hours
including Sunday.
Call Joe
817-423-3855.
Entry and Executive
level Managment
Positions Part or full
time. Flexible schedule. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Pay $12-$19/hr.
Fulltime benefits.Call
888-621-7195.

MEXICO CITY — Mexico and China announced Thursday they had reached agreement on
Chinese membership in the World Trade Organization, clearing one of the last stumbling blocks to the
Asian colossus' entry to the trade group.
Mexico is the last WTO member to strike a deal
with China on joining the rules-making body for
world trade, and the agreement could offer crucial
momentum as the WTO faces a self-imposed deadline next week for ironing out final details on Beijing's entry.
Members meeting at WTO headquarters in
Geneva had set a Thursday deadline, but postponed
it until Monday after the terror attacks in the United
Slates. One sticking point — a timeline for Mexico
to phase out protective duties on Chinese imports
that violate WTO rules — was apparently resolved,
with China agreeing not to challenge such duties for
six years.
"As a result of the agreement, Mexico will have
a six-year period lo adjust its industry and competitiveness in the face of Chinese competition." Mexico's Economy Department wrote in a press
statement.
WTO members are struggling to solve disputes
over the insurance industry and price controls on
products such as cotton and sugar before finalizing
an agreement between the world trade body and
China.
An agreement between China and the WTO
would open the way for China's formal approval at
a November meeting of WTO trade ministers in
Doha, Qatar. China could then become a full member early next year, capping a 15-year effort.
The bilateral agreement between Mexico and
China was signed by Sha Zukang, China's ambassador to the United Nations office in Geneva, and
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Young, healthy, nonsmoking women
neeeded for egg
donation program.
Kxcellent compensation for time.
Call 817-540-1157

China, Mexico reach agreement
about China's WTO membership
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south end of the town, near the Oasis Casino, a main
Jericho attraction that was closed at the beginning
of the Palestinian-Israeli fighting a year ago.
Israeli Defense Ministry spokesman Yarden
Vatikay said the military had information that Palestinian militants in Jericho were preparing attacks
against Israelis, but gave no details.
He noted that on Sunday, two Israelis were killed
in a shooting ambush several miles north of the
town.
Israel started easing restrictions adopted after the
attacks in the United States, gradually opening its
air space, said Pini Schiff, Ports Authority
spokesman.
He said planes would be cleared for landing from
22 foreign airports in the first stage. Most of the airports were in Europe, but they also include Cairo,
Egypt and Amman, Jordan.
Israel's land border crossings would remain
closed until further notice, he said.

Applebee's Now
Hiring Servers and
Bartenders. Great pay,
benefits, and flexible
schedules available.
6600 W. Freeway
Green Oaks 1-30
Ridgmar Mall.

WEB DESIGN
SandoteWebsites.com
"eBusiness solutions
that bring Business"
Designl Strategy +
Consulting, Hostingl
Maintenance!
Marketingl Publicityl
Contact Chris Diggs
817-257-3401
www.sanclolewebsiles.com

CHILDCARE
Child Care Wanted
Live in or out.
Tuesday, Wednesday
off. Weekend
required. Call
for details
817-714-4514.

FOR SALE

FOR RENT
Now Available 2733
Sandage Huge 3000
sq ft. house for rent for
3-6 people; 4bdr,
2bath, Jacuzzi tub, all
appliances, central air,
alarm, gas grill, deck.
Hurry and Call
817-797-6803.
Room-mate needed,
Medical Center area.
Washer and dryer, on
bus line, preferably
female, $375/month
$100 deposit 817992-8322.
Arkatents Outdoor
Gear
www.arkatents.com
Eureka! Camp Trails
501-394-7893
Nice TCU Area
duplex. 2 Bedroom,
plus loft. W/D connection, $90()/mo., $500
security deposit. Call
(817)528-9004.

Call to Advertise
TCU Daily Skiff
(817)257-7426

Queen size mattress
set. Brand new in plastic, retail $500. Will
sell for $160.
(817)907-3600

fax 257-7133
300 per regular word
40c per bold word

R. MALLORY

Attorney at Law
.1024 Sandage Ave.

Fort Worth. TX 76109-1793

(817) 924-3236

Mexican
ambassador to
the
WTO,
Eduardo
Perez
Mota.
By waiti
uting
until the last minute
to reach an agreement with
the Chinese, Mexico asserted it had "achieved the
best treatment of any WTO member by China on
the issue of unfair trade practices."
Mexico imposed antidumping tariffs in the 1990s
against Chinese textiles, clothing, shoes and toys.

Bus carrying Muslim children,
Lebanese church targeted
BRISBANE, Australia — A school bus carrying
Muslim children was stoned and vandals tried to set
fire to a Lebanese church in apparent acts of retaliation for terrorist attacks in the United States, officials said Thursday.
Queensland state Islamic Council chairman Sultan Deen said stones and bottles damaged the side
of the bus Wednesday in the northeastern city of
Brisbane. Nobody was injured.
"The children are quite shaken up," Deen said.
Three Australians are confirmed dead and a further
85 are missing in the wake of the terrorist attacks in
the United States, the government said Thursday.
Deen said public outrage over the attacks had also
led to abusive phone calls to mosques.
"It is very disturbing. They are saying things like.
'You will be held responsible' and 'We'll get you,'"
Deen said.
Suspicion for the terrorist attacks has fallen on
Saudi national Osama bin Laden, who has been accused of numerous attacks against U.S. targets, including the bombing of its embassies in Africa three
years ago. He is believed to be sheltered by the Taliban rulers in Afghanistan.
In Sydney overnight, vandals attempted to set fire
to the St. Mary's Antiochian Orthodox church —
which has a Lebanese congregation — and racist
slurs and swastikas were scrawled on the walls of
another Lebanese church, said police inspector
Norm Russell.
Meanwhile, pro-Islamic slogans were daubed on
a building in Melbourne's central business district
overnight, police said.
Australia's Islamic community condemned the
terrorist attacks.
'Terrorism, the killing of innocent people, is a
crime against God and against humanity," said
Yasser Soliman, chairman of the Islamic Council of
Victoria.
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10:00 a.m. Bible Class
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Security outweighs right to privacy
Freedom in America did not crumble with the World
Trade Center nor burn with the Pentagon.
America is known as a nation of personal freedoms and
as the champion for the rights of an individual, and in the
days ahead, there will no doubt be discussions about what
must be sacrificed to fight and deter terrorism.
We can never go back to the way things were because
our definition of normalcy has been shattered.
Countless questions are being raised about the attacks,
and we must think about the changes necessary to prevent more tragedies.
One question emerges: Are we willing to give up our
freedoms in order to have a safer, more protected country?
We have taken our civil liberties for granted so often,
never imagining the day may come when we must decide
as a nation the price we are willing to pay for them.
Where do civil liberties end and encroachment on another person's right of safe passage begin?
How far will we go to protect ourselves?
How far should we go to prevent another atrocity?
No easy solutions are available to these questions and
the others that will develop as we move forward.
As the country begins to heal and commercial airliners
return to the skies, we must determine the difference between infringing on our freedom and protecting life.
Heightened security at airports, even to the extent of
using guards to search luggage and intensive interrogation sessions, is not an attack on personal freedom.
Rather, these security measures are attempts to increase
safety for all of us.
America has learned some tough lessons this week. Realizing the very freedoms we cherish were the same traits
that made us vulnerable to attack is perhaps the most difficult lesson to endure.
As a nation, we must carefully examine the balance of
security and the right to privacy.
Thorough consideration on the part of all patriots will
lead this nation to the right answer.
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Greek leaders apologize
for inappropriate speaker
On behalf of the Panhellenic and
Interfraternity Council, we would
like to address the concerns expressed in regard to Anka
Radakovich, the speaker our councils brought to campus Sunday afternoon.
Our intention and understanding
was she would be speaking about
relationships and healthy lifestyles.
Unfortunately, her presentations did
not meet our expectations and was
at times inappropriate and even offensive.
In fact, we discussed with her
prior to the presentation our expectations and felt we had a mutual understanding as to the content of her
speech.
Needless to say, we were quite
surprised during her presentation,
as were many of those who attended.
To those who were offended, we
sincerely apologize. We hope you
realize that Panhellenic and IFC
did not intend for this to happen
and are doing everything possible
to rectify this unfortunate situation, including a personal apology
to each chapter. Thank you for
your understanding.
— Katie Urban,
I'linht'lU'iiic president mid
Kyle Gore.
Interfraternity Council

president
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this attack, and to prevent them
from supporting similar actions
against similarly innocent people
May we learn from this event
through the sharing of love across
the imaginary lines that divide
Texas and New York, and America and the rest of the world.
The most peaceful path I can
see is to take a few weeks or
months and make serious
changes in the "American way
of life." No person could seriously believe these people were
implying envy and a desire to
imitate our lifestyle after real
considerations of the lengths to
which these terrors were committed. We attend a school
where some students live on
$50 to $100 a day. where in
some areas of the world individuals live on $1 a day.
Our opulence springs from
theii suffering due to the system
of international finance and
trade, represented by the World
Trade Center. Again 1 cannot
justify the attacks or the disgusting disparity in living conditions around the world. Open
your hearts and minds to the
suffering around the world before you seek to add to it.

On my way to school every
morning for as long as I
can remember, I always
took a second to stand outside
my apartment
building and
Commentary
breathe in the
Judd
new morning.
Kessler
Looking
right, up
Fifth Avenue, the Empire State
Building stared back at me. It
dominates the neighborhood,
casting a long morning shadow
on the buildings below.
Looking left, the twin towers
of the World Trade Center shone
in the morning sun as the jeweled scepters of New York City.
The towers represented achievement, success and prosperity as
they rose high into the city air.
Looking left on windy days,
the expertly engineered skyscrapers of steel and glass would rock
gently in the wind. As a child 1
was afraid that they would fall,
tumbling in the force of the
howling winds. But as I grew
older, I learned the 110-story
buildings were specifically designed to sway so they would
not blow over. Feeling slightly
more at ease, I would imagine
the pair performing a quiet dance
that I watched from a distance in
a silent meditation.
Looking left some mornings. I
would focus on the tops of the
man-made wonders. On these
mornings the buildings reminded
me of an exhibit at the Museum
of Natural History. The exhibit
displayed a model of New York
City after the melting of the polar ice caps, predicted to occur
in 10.000 years.
The image is a frightening
one: a New York swallowed by
water. In the model, tiny men in
boats make their way across an
expansive ocean spotted only by
the tops of the city's tallest
structures: the Chrysler Building,
the Empire State Building and
the monstrous heads of the
World Trade Center's twin towers. Staring at these monstrous
heads, I was reassured by the exhibit's promise that even when
New York is gone, these buildings will remain tall — proof of
the power and history of a fallen
city.
Looking left on foggy days,
there was nothing to be seen. A
cloudy sky veiled downtown
Manhattan, and the twin towers
appeared to be gone. As if
stolen, the magnificent architectural masterpieces were nowhere
to be seen. On these mornings I
wondered if Carmen Sandiego
had plucked the towers out of
the World Trade Center and carried them off to her secret hideout.
Those mornings outside my
apartment building seem far
away Wednesday. Tuesday morning, the buildings fell from their
place in Manhattan's sky. They
were not knocked down by ferocious wind. They were not stolen
by a fictional thief. They were
not hidden in the precipitation of
a chilly New York morning.
The buildings fell, without
giving more than two hours
warning.
They took a city's innocence
and a nation's naivete. Worst of
all. the tumbling buildings took
thousands of lives.
Under the smoke. New York
City remains, choking in soot
and rubble.The city bleeds from
multiple wounds; it has lost a
part of itself.
With the crumbling of these
towers, the city has been made a
victim.
Terror has bonded its citizens
in struggle and hope, but it has
forced them to mourn.
Today, as the television news
shows an aerial view of Manhattan, I can recognize the place I
stood outside my apartment
building on my way to school. I
look left and try to convince myself the towers are just hidden in
fog.

Chris Dobson is a senior history and political science major fnun Arlington. He
can be contacted at tc.p.dobsondpsntdent.tcu.edu).

Juihi B. Kessler is a columnist for the
Harvard Crimson at Harvard University. This column was tlistrihutetl by UWire.
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Now is a time to reflect
We must not give up the ideals we seek to defend
After the events that have held
our nation's focus for the
last few days, let's take a
moment to inhale and then exhale,
slowly.
The tendency now is to want a
quick, sweeping, retaliatory kind of
"justice." We
have been
Commentary
damaged and
want to strike
Tim
back quickly in
Dragga
a misguided attempt to console ourselves and restore some false sense of security.
In this rush for retribution, the inclination is to do whatever it takes
to find who committed this act of
faceless, contemptible cowardice as
quickly as possible and punish them
as severely as allowable.
However, we must be very careful how we proceed because once
certain rights, such as privacy and
protection against search and
seizure, are relinquished, they may
never be regained.
Granting government agencies
unmonitored access to private information and allowing them to perform investigations by turning over
the individual's protection against
unreasonable searches and seizures
may do more damage to our nation
than any terrorist attack could.
When we surrender our rights to
our own government in order to
combat an enemy, our actions are
self-defeating. We are relinquishing
the very things we seek to defend.
We must also be careful not to violate our own principals when con-

ducting our search for these culprits.
We will be doing no great service to
ourselves by striking out irrationally
and disobeying our own ideologies
overseas. We can do equal damage
to our country by betraying the tenants we claim to stand for.
Now is not the time for outrage
and ill-advised revenge, even when
outrage is certainly warranted by
the atrocity we've fallen under.
Now is the time for quiet reflection.
Now is the time when our focus
should be kept on those who died.
Now is when we should work to
help those still alive and console the
families of those who are not.
What we often forget about our
government is that no other nation
in the world is as adept at balancing
the rights of the individual against
the need to maintain and protect the
welfare of the group. There is no
other nation that grants such widespread freedoms and rights to its citizens. We are the greatest tree
society the world has ever seen.
Is limiting these freedoms in order to protect against such tragedies
worth the price? This is a weighty
question and it's difficult to come to
any reasoned conclusion.
What 1 do feel is backsliding on
our convictions in the face of terrorism plays right into the hands that
we seek to wrest ourselves from.
The people who commit these
acts don't understand buildings can
be destroyed, but ideas cannot People cannot be forced to reverse their
stance on the ideologies their country was founded on. A symbol and

many lives may be ruined, but the
essence of our country is not.
Tuesday I watched Catholics and
Protestants join hands with Jews and
Muslims to pray.
Dallas citizens waited four hours
to donate Hood In Fort Worth, the
wait climbed to two hours and people had to be turned away.
Republicans and Democrats tossed
aside debate about the budget and
SUXKI united on the steps of the Capitol singing "God Bless America."
Those actions show our true mettle — people banding together in
the face of great adversity, people
helping in any capacity then can,
people saying to one another "what
little I have you can borrow."
The actions of every member of
our national community are a testament to the greatness and splendor
of this nation.
Despite the mixed reactions from
some Middle-Eastern countries, the
United States has seen an outpouring of support form the global community. Nations such as Cuba and
Libya have pledged whatever resources we may need. These actions
show how quickly people's instinct
to help one another overcomes political and state boundaries.
Now is the time to take solace,
not in vengeance, but in the strength
of our resolve and the undeniable
fact that in times of strife, humankind perseveres.
Tun Dragga (j a junior political science
major from Lubliock. He can lye conlacle/l
at il.c.dragga@studenucu.edu).

America, world needed a big wake-up call
Atrocities of war will now play center stage in a nation previously immune to such violence
I know many of you are upset,
even shocked and appalled,
at the recent destruction in
America. Please don't take this
as a justification of the
Commentary
violence, hut
maybe this
„ \hrls
,
Dobson
is precisely
the tragic incident needed to awaken the
people of America to the death
and destruction inherent in
every use of force the world
over.
I don't think terrorism should
be undervalued as an important
means of bringing people together. In a city such as New
York where people will ignore
pleas for help from rape victims, or step over homeless citizens like so many hurdles, can
anyone deny the beauty of people rushing to help injured
Americans or donating blood?
Imagine the special reports to
come as pictures of missiles
launched against unsuspecting
cities flood our TV stations. We
may use this as a justification to
spread the death and destruction,
visiting upon others what has
happened to us. Or we may seek
to end this fight once and for all
by denying the use of violence
as a means of persuasion.
Some might accuse me of being cruel or uncaring about the

plight of thousands of U.S. families with one or both parents
killed in this tragic incident.
Yes, quite honestly, while my
heart aches for those losing
loved ones, my heart has been
aching for many years.
Imagine the terror felt by
mothers in Iraq, as neither their
government nor ours cared
about their slowly dying infant,
without clean water, baby formula or simple medicines.
Imagine the life-shattering effect upon Japanese citizens who
lost brothers, sisters, mothers
and fathers at Nagasaki and Hiroshima due to the actions of
their government and ours. No
warning shot was given, simply
pure death visited twice in three
days. To say that their government played a role in their
losses is to admit that the policies of our government played a
role in our loss.
Likewise, for those who identify with the human population,
not just the American population, this is perhaps the most
meaningful opportunity in
decades to explain the horrors
of war, which are commonly absent from our nightly television
newscasts.
We must now turn a corner in
the development of this country
and end our position as a superpower, which to me is nothing

more than a grown-up term for
bully.
The other choice is obvious,
as it has been played out many
times before. Everybody puff
out your chest when our brave
and free American soldiers go
off to bring destruction upon
third world countries. While we
bomb them further into the
stone age. proudly salute our
very own American "terrorists"
sending missiles to create civilian unity, economic opportunity
and television specials the world
round.
Don't forget that while
spreading freedom and democracy to all. we are insuring a
new round of attacks continuing
our progress toward the Utopia
of isolation and militarism.
Who can honestly say before
whomever or whatever their
God may be or in front of the
six billion of us on Earth that it
is time to reign down more
death and destruction. After being insulated from the consequences of our actions for so
long, having not fought a war
on our land in nearly two hundred years, who can call in the
spirit of international brotherhood for this same event to be
passed on to others?
I pray fervently, in the ways
that I can, for love and peace to
enter the hearts of all touched by

Looking
left finds
emptiness
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CAMPUS BRIEFS
Provost released from
hospital Wednesday
Provost William Koehler was
released Wednesday evening
from Harris Methodist llospilalFort Worth, said Donna Johnson,
executive assistant for academic
affairs.
Johnson said, according to
Koehler's wife he had fully recovered and was at home resting.
Koehler isn't expected back in
the office until Monday. Johnson
said.
Koehler was admitted to the
hospital Tuesday alter experiencing convulsions while driving
William Slater, dean cadidate
from the College of Communication, to TCU

TCU alum to sign novel on campus Saturday
By Jill Sutton
STAFF REPORTER

Much has changed since Dan
Jenkins graduated from TCU in
1953, the most notable difference
being that Worth Hills is no longer
an 18-hole golf course.
Jenkins, a nationally renowned
sportswriter, will sign copies of his
latest novel, "The Money-Whipped
Steer-Job Give-Up Artist," 2 p.m.
Saturday at Ihe TCU Bookstore.
"I have written many golf books
and this one is about a guy on the
professional lour." Jenkins said. "I
take you to the different courses

around the country, inside the club of the tour." he said. "I wrote these
houses and inside the hotel rooms facts on the stops and club houses,
on the tour."
even the ColoJenkins says he
—
trial."
The Colohad a fun time
Who: TCU Alumni Dan Jenkins
nial
Golf
with this novel
What: Book signing of "The
because he has
Course in Fort
Money-Whipped
Steer-Job
played at many of
Worth is part
Give-Up Artist"
of the Profesthese same stops,
When: 2 p.m. Sept. 15
and has interestsional
Golf
Where: TCU Bookstore
Association
ing facts that
tour.
many
people
Jenkins has
might not know
written 17 books, seven of which
about.
"I added factual and unique in- have become besl-selling novels,
formation about different aspects and has worked for many publica-

lions including the Fort Worth
Press, the Dallas Times Herald and
Golf Digest. He has also written
more than 500 articles for Sports Illustrated.
Jenkins began writing novels full
time in 1995, the same year the
Dan Jenkins Sportswriling Scholarship was established at TCU.
Tommy Thomason, journalism
department chairman, said the
scholarship was generous gift.
"A great number of these sportswriters have gone on to really great
positions as sports journalists," said
Thomason.

Jenkins said he is still proud of
the fact that he graduated from
TCU and enjoyed his time in the
college atmosphere.
"1 formed many friendships at
TCU that I might not have otherwise," said Jenkins. "I was a part of
TCU when Davey O' Brien was
playing, and 1 got to cover those
events."
O'Brien, in 1938, became the
first and only player to win the
Hcisman Trophy.
Jill Sutton
/. m. sutton® student, tcu. edit

Graduate housing home to undergraduates

SWORDPLAY

Bush calls for national
day of mourning

By Aaron Chimbel
STAFF REPORTER

President George W Bush
asked for all Americans to use
their lunch lime Friday as a
time to pray for the victims and
families affected by the attacks
in New York City and Washington.

Chapel open Friday
to students for prayer
John Butler, minister to the university, said Robert Carr Chapel
will be open Friday for people who
wish to use that time for prayer. A
minister will be available in the
chapel during this lime, he said.
ROTC members will also be
posted by the Hag poles outside
Sadler Hall from HOOD to 2 p.m. to
represent American citizenship
and to honor Ihe victims and Iheir
families. Butler said.
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LaVar Veale and Robin Devoe, both senior theater
and RTVF majors, take a stab at fencing Wednesday.

There are 24 undergraduate
women living in the graduate
student apartments due to a lack
of interest from graduate students, said Roger Fisher, director or residential services. He
said they will only live there for
this school year.
The women, all juniors and
seniors, were on the waiting list
to get into the Tom Brown-Pete
Wright Residential Community
for the fall semester. Fisher said.
If space had not been available
in the graduate complex, the
women would have lived in
other residence halls, he said.
Fisher said he anticipates Ihe
apartments to be filled by graduate students next year. He said
many graduate students did not
know about the complex because it is new this year. Twenty
apartments are filled with graduate students and their families

and undergraduates live in the
other 12 apartments.
Junior psychology major
Kristin Holl said she received an
e-mail this summer from residential services saying space
was available in the new complex. She said she enjoys living
with both undergraduates and
graduate students because she is
able lo meet students she might
not otherwise be able to.
"We get the best of both
worlds," Holt said.
Her roommate, junior English major Martha Belden. said
it is different from living oncampus.
"The only thing that is similar is the telephone connection
and TV connection," she said.
"It is very much like living offcampus."
Belden and Holt said because
the Main is so far away they
have been cooking more than
they would if they lived on main

campus.
"If you want to eat at the Main
you have to allow 10-15 minutes
to walk there." Holt said.
Belden said since she has to
travel to visit her friends she has
been studying more.
"I can't go next door and hang
out with my friends." she said.
The building complex is located on McCart Avenue between Bowie Street
and
Lowden Street, two blocks from
Dan Rogers Hall. The three
Liehrock Village buildings in
the center of the complex are reserved for Brite Divinity School
students. The eight outer buildings are for TCU students.
Fisher said. He said three of
those buildings are occupied by
undergraduates. Each building
has four two-bedroom apartments, he said.
Each apartment has two bathrooms and its own washer and
dryer. Fisher said. He said the

bedrooms for undergraduates
were furnished with the same
beds, mattresses, dressers, desks
and chairs as Tom Brown-Pete
Wright apartments. The living
and dining rooms came unfurnished. Fisher said. Graduate
apartments are entirely unfurnished.
Belden said she and her
roommate were worried about
having to find furniture for the
living room. She said Holt was
able to get some furniture from
her parents.
Fisher said the undergraduates in the complex are being
treated the same as residents of
Tom Brown-Pete Wright. They
pay the same rental rate as Tom
Brown-Pete Wright residents
and must purchase the $400
meal plan, he said.
Aaron Chimbel

a. a. chimbel^ student.tcu.edu

2755 S. Hulen St. @ Stonegate
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Powell points to bin Laden as prime suspect
By Barry Schweid
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Report dated a day before attacks says bin
Laden represents a global threat to U.S.
By George Gedda
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The terrorist
organization headed by Saudi exile
Osama bin Laden has cells identified
or suspected in 34 countries or territories, and represents "a global
threat" to the United States, a congressional report says.
"In building this network, bin
Laden has assembled a coalition of
disparate radical Islamic groups of
varying nationalities to work toward
common goals — the expulsion of
non-Muslim control or influence
from Muslim-inhabited lands," said
the report, made available Thursday.
The Congressional Research Service report was dated Monday, the
day before the terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon. Secretary of State Colin Powell

on Thursday identified bin Laden as
a suspect in the attacks.
The assertion that bin Laden's AlQaeda organization has links in
dozens of countries is significant,
given Powell's promise to carry out
a global war on terrorism.
Once the United States has acted
against those responsible for Tuesday's attacks, Powell said, "We will
continue with a global assault on terrorism in general."
The report, written by Middle East
specialist Kenneth Katzman, said bin
Laden is estimated to have $300 million in personal financial assets with
which he funds a network of 3,000
Islamic militants.
The organization presents a
"global threat to U.S. citizens and
national security interests," the report said.

WASHINGTON — Secretary
of State Colin Powell identified
Osama bin Laden as a prime suspect in the terror attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon and was promised by the
president of Pakistan information
on bin Laden's operations.
When the Bush administration
is certain who sent suicidal hijackers on their horrific mission,
Powell said Thursday, "We will
go after that group, that network
and those that have harbored,
supported and aided that network,
to rip that network up."
And, he added grimly, "When
we are through with that network,
we will continue with a global assault against terrorism in general."
At a news conference, Powell
became the first senior Bush administration official to say openly
what many have been saying privately: that bin Laden is suspected of engineering the attacks.
"We are looking at those terrorist organizations who have the
kind of capacity that would have
been necessary to conduct the
kind of attack that we saw," Powell said.
Close to 5,000 people are unaccounted for in the coordinated
attacks that knocked down the
twin towers of New York's World
Trade Center and heavily damaged the Pentagon outside Washington. All three buildings were
rammed by hijacked jetliners.
Powell noted that the administration was not on the record with
the identity of the organization it
believed responsible and added.
"When you look at the list of candidates, one resides in the region."
Asked whether he was referring to bin Laden, the Saudi-born
exile who runs a terrorist network
from Afghanistan, Powell replied,
"Yes."
After the news conference,
Powell telephoned President Pervez Musharraf of Pakistan, a
neighbor of Afghanistan, to seek
"a specific list of things that we
think would be useful for them to
work on with us."

After they talked for nearly 10
minutes.
State
Department
spokesman Richard Boucher said
they had had a positive conversation and Powell had received a
commitment of cooperation.
Deputy Secretary of State
Richard Armitage met separately
with the Pakistani ambassador to
Washington, Maleeha Lodhi, and
the South Asian country's intelligence chief, Mahmoud Ahmed.
Armitage gave them a list of
what the United States wants
from Pakistan, which includes information on terror networks, and
specifying a number of areas
where Pakistan can be helpful, a
senior U.S. official said.
In
Islamabad,
Musharraf
pledged "unstinted cooperation in
the fight against terrorism" and
said it was difficult to describe
his nation's sorrow and grief at a
time of tragedy for the American
people.
Bin Laden, a one-time Saudi
billionaire, has enjoyed sanctuary
in neighboring Afghanistan, most
of which is controlled by the Taliban, a staunchly Muslim fundamentalist movement.
Pakistan has close ties with
Taliban.
Powell's statements indicated
the United States could strike
Afghanistan if it concludes bin
Laden was behind the attacks.
Iraq's role in helping the terror
network also is under scrutiny, a
U.S. official told The Associated
Press.
Powell would not discuss a
connection to Baghdad but spoke
scornfully of President Saddam
Hussein as "one of the leading
terrorists on the face of the
Earth."
Meanwhile, Armitage scheduled a trip to Moscow on
Wednesday for a meeting on
Afghanistan and to follow up on
a Russian offer to help in the investigation.
The Soviet Union fought a 10year war with Muslim fundamentalists after invading Afghanistan
and setting up a puppet government in 1979. The United States
opposed the Soviet invasion and
provided weapons to the insurgents through Pakistan.

Chuck Kennedy'KRT

At a news conference at the State Department Wednesday, Secretary of
State Colin Powell identified Osama bin Laden as the prime suspect in Tuesday's attacks in New York and Washington.

The Central Asian countries
that formed the underbelly of the
Soviet Union have emerged as the
battleground for an Islamic insurgency aided by Afghanistan that
threatens to destabilize the region.
Sen. Richard Lugar. R-Ind.,
said "this support of Russia
against terrorism will be critically important. ... The Russians

have a great deal of experience in
dealing with terrorism."
Sen. Charles Schumer. D-N.Y,
said the support of Russia, China
and the Europeans would influence "nations like Iran, Iraq and
Syria that aid and abet terrorists."
He predicted Armilage's visit
"will deal more with economic,
diplomatic and other kinds of
sanctions."

r v I

Volunteers
of America*
There are no limits to caring.n
jiiuul

Volunteers of America turns obstacles into
opportunities for thousands of homeless
and hungry families, senior citizens, and
at-risk youth in communities across the
country. Your donation can help provide
the opportunity of a lifetime.
Volunteers of America—
changing lives, restoring hope.
Please call us at 1.800.899.0089 or
visit www.volunteersofamerica.org.
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Hijackings have implanted fear
of flying into some students
By Aaron Chimbel
STAFF REPORTER

Christina Hager, a junior English and vocal performance major,
was expecting to have her parents
visit for Family Weekend Sept. 23.
Now she is not sure if they will
make the 550 mile trip from Leawood. Kan
The terrorist attacks Tuesday in
New York and Washington have
forced students and their families
to rethink travel plans.
"I told my mom. 'please don't
feel like you have to come,'" she
said.
Marilyn Hager, Christina's
mother, said she has always heen
fearful of (lying, and in light of
what happened, she is more afraid.
She said right now the trip is on
hold.
"If we give (our plane tickets)
up, we give them up," Marilyn
Hager said. "That is not the concern."
She said her main concern is

safety. She and her husband were
planning to fly on American Airlines.
According to an American Airlines press release, customers
ticketed for travel between Sept.
II and Sept. IX whose flights
have been canceled have three options.
American Airlines will either
re-issue tickets for the next available flight, change reservations for
future travel or customers can receive a full refund, the release
said. American will waive all
ticket change fees. Other airlines
including United Airlines, Delta
Air Lines, Continental Airlines
and US Airways are all offering
similar options to travelers, according to their Web sites.
Monica Kintigh, a licensed professional counselor for mental
health services, said she cannot
advise people to fly or not.
"Each person has to determine
for themselves if things are safe or

not," she said. "In a situation like
this you are talking about a realistic fear."
Kintigh said that for a period of
time people may feel fearful, but
if the fear persists for more than
one year, they should consider
seeking help.
"This is different than a fear of
flying," Kintigh said.
Junior English major Hallie
Cowden was planning to go to
New York to visit a family friend
during fall break. Her friend was
working in the city, but he is going home for a couple weeks, she
said.
Cowden said she would probably have gone to see him if he
were going to be there.
"Right now I'm not planning
another trip up there because in
his words, 'it's a war zone,'" Cowden said.
Aaron Chimbel
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Now Taking Reservations
for Victory Parties!
Stop in for a 20% Discount with TCIIII)
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3516 Bluebonnet Circle
(817)921-3242
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for allegedly making a remark
about a device in bag, which was
later declared unfounded.
A vast section of New York City
was sealed off Thursday, with the
stock markets to remain closed for
the longest stretch since World
War II. Work was slowed by hellish bursts of flame and the collapse
of the last standing section of one
of the towers taken out by twin suicide jets.
On Wednesday, five people
were pulled alive from the
Trade Center rubble — three of
them police officers.
The New York Times reported
that three financial companies
with offices in the complex —
Marsh & McLennan, Keefe
Bruyette & Woods, and Cantor
Fitzgerald, had more than [,300
workers missing. Hundreds of
New York firefighters and police
officers were also lost in the destruction, along with more than
[50 Port Authority employees.
A thick cloud of acrid, white
smoke blew north through Manhattan after the four-story fragment of the south tower fell
Wednesday. Gusts of flame occasionally jumped up as debris was
lifted from the smoldering wreckage.
The vast search to uncover the
terrorist plot stretched from Miami
to Boston to Portland, Maine, and
on to Canada and Germany. Up to
50 people were involved in the attack, the Justice Department said,
with at least four hijackers trained
at U.S. flight schools. Saudi fugitive Osama bin Laden remained a

1

counseling.

Some airlines voluntarily offer
more support.according to the Plane
Crash Attorney Network's Web site
(www.plane-crash-network.com).
"Most of the time, after a plane
crashes, the airline's insurance company will contact survivors or the
families of victims." the Web site
said. 'The insurer may offer a settlement for your loss and pain and
suffering."
But The Plane Crash Attorney

top suspect.
"We're pursuing a couple thousand credible leads and 1 believe
we're making progress on those
leads," Attorney General John
Ashcroft said on ABC's "Good
Morning America."
in Washington, President Bush
worked with Congress on legislation authorizing military retaliation, and officials revealed that
the White House, Air Force One
and the president himself were
targeted a day earlier.
America's NATO allies bolstered Bush's case for military action, declaring the terrorist attacks
an assault on the alliance itself.
Gradually, some sectors returned to normal. Transportation
Secretary Norman Y. Mineta said
commercial and private planes
would be allowed to return to the
air at 11 a.m. EDT Schedules
were expected to be in disarray,
and heavy security was the rule.
In New York, the landscape was
a haze of gray dust, splayed girders, paper and boulders of broken
concrete. Firefighters armed with
cameras and listening devices on
long poles searched for survivors.
German shepherds and golden retrievers clambered over the debris,
sniffing.
A morgue set up in a Brooks
Brothers clothing store received
remains a limb at a time.
Giuliani was among those who
escaped Tuesday's attack uninjured, bolting from a building
barely a block from the site when
the first of the towers collapsed.
More than 3.000 tons of rubble
was taken by boat to a former
Staten Island garbage dump,
where the FBI and other investigators searched for evidence, hoping

to find the planes' black boxes with
clues to what happened in the final terrifying minutes before the
crashes.
Wall Street and the rest of the •
nation's financial center remained
closed for a third day Thursday,
with hopes they may reopen Friday. The shutdown on the New
York Stock Exchange was already
longer than the two-day closure at
the end of World War II; the next
longest was for a week after the
1929 market crash.
Insurance industry experts say
the attack could become the nation's most expensive manmade
disaster, with payouts ranging
from $5 billion to $25 billion.
The densely packed bottom tip
of the island, an area roughly 5
square miles, remained off-limits
to everyone but emergency workers. Volunteers emerged from the
search-and-rescue mission with
grisly tales as they cleared away
the twisted steel and glass wreckage of the twin towers.
One body was carried out
wrapped in an American flag.
When workers hung another
American flag from a piece of a
transmission tower that apparently
survived the collapse, "everybody
stopped and saluted," said Parish
Kelley. a firefighter from Ashburnham, Mass.
Kelley spent the day working in
a crater left by the towers' collapse. As he picked through the

Network's Web site cautions that accepting a settlement or offer can
waive one's rights to a future claim,
which could be millions of dollars.
The potential of high payments to
victims' families sometimes leads to
fraudulent claims.
After TWA flight 800, children in
third-world countries falsely claimed
to be the illegitimate children of
some of the male victims, according
to an MSNBC Dateline report.
Brown said similar claims are
possible after Tuesday's attack.
"Unfortunately there are unscrupulous people who tend to do
that and say they're the product of

the deceased," he said. "But if they
can't prove this, then it's a false
claim."
Brown also warned of problems
with giving settlements to all of the
flight passengers' families.
"What's ironic is that you've got
hijackers that can't yet be identified
and their families may go after the
airlines for compensation," he said.
Brown said most aviation lawsuits
last from one year to five years,
while the memories of the crashes
last forever.

r
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body — a cell phone still clutched
in his hand — was carried out.
"We're looking at a pile of rubble 30 to 40 feet high. Where do
you start?" said sheriff's Sgt. Mike
Goldberg of Hampden County.
Mass.

Chrissy Braden

l.c.bradert@ stuttent. ten. edit
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The College and Young Singles Ministry
at Travis is a place that is committed to
glorifying God through our service to
Him. We have a great time of fun and
fellowship as we serve, I hope you will
come check us out.
Weekly Schedule:
Sunday Mornings -Worship 9:30 a.m.
•Bible Fellowship Groups 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Nights -Fellowships 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Nights • Midweek Worship 9:00 p.m.
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Search for terrorists continues; agents locate two 'black boxes'
By John Solomon
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — U.S. investigators pressed Thursday to identify terrorist collaborators who may still be in
a position to strike more Americans,
and agents located critical "black
boxes" from two of Tuesday's hijacked
planes.
Four U.S. officials, speaking on
condition of anonymity, told The Associated Press that authorities are investigating the possibility that some
terrorists involved with Tuesday's
plots are still at large.
The FBI searched the country and
abroad for possible suspects who had
recent flight training, ties to the hijackers or their backers, or attempted
to enter the United States recently, said
these officials, who spoke only on condition of anonymity.
Agents have been examining manifests of flights that were not hijacked
on Tuesday, to find matches with people who fit this profile, the officials
said.

Mental health
assistance
available to
ARC volunteers

The concerns are also being driven
by fresh intelligence suggesting a continuing threat, the officials added.
The data "suggests we haven't seen
the end of this current threat," one U.S.
official said. He cited concerns terrorists may strike in a different manner
now that airport security has been
beefed up.
Signs of fear were everywhere. The
U.S. Capitol was evacuated for a suspicious package and New York's airports were temporarily closed to
incoming flights. One man was arrested in New York with a fake pilot's
identification. A security ring around
the White House was widened.
In Minnesota, the possibility
emerged that the FBI knew before
Tuesday's attack of at least one Arab
man seeking the type of flight training
the hijackers received.
U.S. officials confirmed that a few
weeks ago the FBI detained an Arab
man in Minnesota when he tried to
seek flight simulator training for a
large jetliner. Those who hijacked the

four airliners received similar training.
Officials said the FBI had no reason
to charge him at the time and instead
began deportation proceedings. Those
proceedings were ongoing when the
attacks took place Tuesday, and he was
re-detained. He was not cooperating
with the FBI.
Investigators recovered a black box
flight recorder from the hijacked plane
that went down in Pennsylvania, and
picked up a signal from the recorder
in the jet that slammed into the Pentagon.
The recorders could contain information about the last minutes of the
hijacked commercial jetliners.
FBI Special Agent Bill Crowley
said the recorder in Pennsylvania was
found at about 4:20 p.m. EDT in the
8-fbot crater caused by the crash.
Crowley said the recorder would be
analyzed by the National Transportation Safety Board.
"We're hoping it will have some information pertinent to what happened
on the plane." Crowley said. 'This de-

velopment is going to help a lot."
Overseas, German authorities said
three of the terrorists who died in the
suicide attacks were part of a group of
Islamic extremists in Hamburg who
have been planning attacks on the
United States.
Hamburg investigators said two of
the terrorists were Mohamed Atta, 33,
and Marwan Alshehhi, 23, whose
training at a Florida flight school has
been the focus of intense FBI interest
this week. The Gentian investigators
said the two were from the United
Arab Emirates.
Acting on a tip from the FBI, police
in Hamburg detained one man and
were seeking another. The police did
not say how the detainee might have
been linked to the attacks.
An FBI official was headed for the
Azores Islands to interview two Iranians detained a week ago after they
tried to travel to Canada with fake
passports, authorities said. Mexican
Defense Secretary Gen. Rafael
Macedo said officials are searching the

"My resolve is steady and strong about winning this
war that has been declared on America."
— President George W Bush

By James Zwilling

James Zwilling
j.X.ZHillinR@stttdent.tcu.edu

www.skitt.tcu.edu

President George W. Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney hold a meeting in the Cabinet Room of the White
House Wednesday with top security leaders to discuss the terrorist attacks.

By Kristin Campbell

Three students and one alumna
visiting Berlin are uncertain when
they will be able to relum to the
United States due to the cancellation
of international flights, but all are
accommodated.
Christa Zimmer. a junior vocal
performance major. Zach Collins, a
junior music performance major, Jason De Water, a junior music performance major, and Nicole
McWilliams. a 2IXK) TCU graduate,
traveled lo Germany to perform
with Ihe Festival Choir.
The students are staying at the
Golden Leaf Hotel in Berlin until international flights are allowed to arrive in the United States.
Zimmer said she and the other
Americans are al the lop of the wailing list for flights returning to the
United States.
"At times like this, you really
want to be with your family," Zimmer said.
Zimmer was scheduled to arrive
al Dallas-Fort Worth International
Airport Wednesday. She said she
hopes to fly home on Air France as
early as Friday nighl. De Water said
he didn't expect to return to the
United States until Sunday or Monday.
The festival's contract with the
Bach-Akademie, the organization

Bush promises to lead the world
to victory in war against terrorism
By David Espo
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Fighting back
tears, President Bush vowed Thursday that America would "lead the
world to victory" over terrorism in a
struggle he termed the first war of the
21 st century. Secretary of State Colin
Powell identified Osama bin Laden
as the prime suspect in Tuesday's attacks in New York and Washington.
"There is a quiet anger in America," Bush said, adding he would
travel Friday to New York, site of the
World Trade Center twin towers
obliterated in fearsome attacks earlier in the week.
Bush spoke as officials said 4,763
people were unaccounted for in New
York, where terrorists on Tuesday
flew hijacked jetliners full of fuel
into first one tower and then the
other. The death toll was likely to
reach 190 at the Pentagon, which
took a similar hit.
The nation's anger rising as the
death count climbed. Congress hastened to vote $20 billion as a first installment
on
recovery
and
anti-terrorism efforts. There also was
discussion about passage of legislation authorizing a military response
to the attacks, although administration officials made clear they believed the president already had the
authority he needed.
There was a jarring reminder of
the events of Tuesday at the White
House. Al midafternoon. streams of
people left the Old Executive Office
Building next to the White House,
saying Ihey had been told to evacuate by the Secret Service. However,
White House press secretary Ari
Fleischer said there was no evacuation. Uniformed officers cleared
people from Lafayette Park across
from the White House in what Fleischer said was an expansion of the security perimeter around
the
presidential compound.
At the same time, spirits were
buoyed in New York when live firefighters, trapped in an SUV since

Tuesday's blast, were rescued from
the World Trade Center debris.
Two days after the terrorists hit,
officials said they believed there had
been 18 hijackers in all on four
planes — one crashed in a field in
Pennsylvania — and were pursuing
thousands of leads in the investigation.
A few hours after Bush spoke,
Powell confirmed publicly what
other officials had been saying privately. He said bin Laden, linked to
the bombing of the World Trade
Center and attacks al American embassies in Africa in the 1990s, was
the prime suspect in Tuesday's attacks. Bin Laden uses Afghanistan as
his base of operations.
"We are looking at those terrorist
organizations who have the kind of
capacity that would have been necessary to conduct the kind of attack
that we saw," Powell said. Asked
later whether he was poinling to bin
Laden, he said, "yes."
The presidenl and Powell both
said the United States had been in
diplomatic conlact with Pakistan,
and wanted to give the government
there an opportunity lo cooperate.
Pakistan has close ties with the Taliban government of Afghanistan.
One senior administration official,
speaking on condition of anonymity,
said some of Ihe military options under consideration by Bush would go
beyond the low-risk unmanned
cruise missile strikes that have been
deployed in past anti-terrorist operations. Among them, bombings from
manned aircraft and Ihe deployment
of special troops on the ground.
At a midday briefing. Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wollowitz said
the administration would mount a
"broad and sustained campaign" in
retaliation for Ihe attacks. "It's not
just simply a matter of capturing
people and holding them accountable, bul removing Ihe sanctuaries,
removing the support systems, ending slates who sponsor lerrorism," he
said.

Asked later to amplify on that
statement. White House spokesman
Ari Fleischer said, "The U.S. will
use all our resources to conquer Ihe
enemy. Anybody who chooses to be
America's enemy will have lo think
aboul what that means."
For all Ihe planning of retaliation,
the nation was struggling lo return to
business Ihree days after the attacks.
The Transportation Department
began giving clearance for airports to
open for the first lime since Tuesday.
The New York financial markets remained closed until Monday. The
National Football League canceled a
full slate of games scheduled for this
weekend.
"My resolve is steady and strong
aboul winning this war that has been
declared on America," the president
said. "It's a new kind of war. ... This
government will adjusl and this government will call other governments
lo join us."
He spoke first in a telephone conference call with New York Gov.
George Pataki and Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani, then later answered questions from reporters.
"We have just seen the first war of
the 21 si century," he said. He said he
had consulted a broad range of foreign leaders, had found "universal
support" for the United Stales and
expected there would be backing for
whatever retaliation he ordered. "I'm
pleased with Ihe outpouring of support — liang Zemin. Vladimir
Putin." he said, referring lo Ihe leaders of China and Russia.
His eyes were red and wet as he
ended his news conference, his head
and hands trembling slighlly as he
made his remarks.
His eyes still moist. Bush walked
a few minutes later into Washington
Hospital Cenler with Ihe first lady to
visit victims. Mrs. Bush held her
husband's right arm.
In earlier comments to reporters.
Bush said firmly. "Now that war has
been declared on us. we will lead the
world to victory. Victory."

posterous," Cohen said.
Al-Hallak appeared before a federal
grand jury in New York in the case of
the U.S. Embassy bombings in Africa
linked to bin Laden. He was never
charged with wrongdoing.
A number of people that could be
involved in Ihe plot were detained
overnight for having false identification, lustice Department spokeswoman Mindy Tucker said.
One focus of the FBI is on flight
schools in Florida and Minnesota that
trained some of Ihe men apparently involved in ihe hijackings. The owner of
a Minnesota flight school said FBI
agents had contacted him asking about
specific people.
In Florida on Thursday, FBI agents
were interviewing three Saudi Arabian
flight engineers who are taking classes
at Flightsafety International's sch<x>l
in Vero Beach, company spokesman
Roger Ritchie said He declined to
name the engineers.
Associated Press writer Karen
Gullo contributed lo this report.

TCU festival ensemble members
unable to return from Germany
STAFF REPORTER

STAFF REPORTER

Mental health of American Red
Cross volunteers responding to
the terrorists attacks on America
will be a top priority in the coming months, said an official from
the North Texas chapter.
Donna Roundsaville, chief development officer for the American Red Cross North Texas
chapter said no area volunteers
had been sent to the disaster sites
as of Thursday, but local chapters
remain on alert in the event that
they are needed.
"Once the disaster scenes are
evaluated and the Red Cross
knows exactly what type of specialties they need, we may have
some volunteers called up," she
said.
Roundsaville said maintaining
morale of the organization's volunteers is a top goal.
"We need to make sure that our
volunteers stay healthy by dealing
with their own emotions regarding
the tragedy," she said.
Susan Weeks, a TCU Harris
College of Nursing instructor and
American Red Cross volunteer,
said training of emergency personnel does not always include
extensive emotional training.
"Typically, training focuses on
preparing to carry out the details
of their specific job," she said.
"Emotional training has not always been a part of it."
Roundsaville said the Red
Cross developed an entire division
of support for volunteers in the
wake of the 1995 Oklahoma City
bombing.
Weeks said this group of disaster mental health volunteers,
which she belongs to, are trained
and qualified to offer support.
"Sometimes the most important
thing we do is provide a box of
Kleenex and a shoulder to cry
on," she said.
Weeks said one of the most important aspects of her job as a
mental health volunteer is to simply be available when workers
finish their shifts.
By being available at break
times, mental health volunteers
are able to discuss the emotions
other volunteers are experiencing
by performing what they call a debriefing. Weeks said.
Weeks said everyone is susceptible to mental health strains
caused by the terrorists attacks,
not just the volunteers directly involved with the rescue efforts.
"One of the most important
things people should do is shelter
themselves from some of the media," Weeks said. "Some people
are so saturated with news that it
is becoming dangerous."
Weeks said one of the things
mental health volunteers try to do
is urge people to return to a normal routine following a tragedy.
TCU Counseling Center staff
psychologist John Koechel said
the Center is prepared to help anyone at TCU who may be having a
difficult time with the recent terrorist attacks.
The Center has one psychiatrist, four psychologists and two
licensed counselors ready to assist
students, Koechel said.

country for at least nine people who
may have helped plan the attacks.
Attorney General John Ashcroft
said a total of 18 hijackers look over
the four planes. The Justice Department had planned to release the hijackers' names and pholos, bul pulled
back late Thursday.
All were ticketed passengers but
some may have used aliases, officials
said.
Elsewhere, authorities were lexiking
for a Muslim cleric who previously
was questioned by prosecutors in the
1990s embassy bombings case linked
to bin Laden.
The cleric, Moataz Al-Hallak, left
the Northeast on Monday, the day before the attacks, andtraveled to Texas,
according to authorities and his
lawyer.
Al-Hallak's lawyer. Stanley Cohen,
said FBI agents want to question his
client about whether he told people
aboul the attacks before ihey occurred.
"I asked Moalaz about it, and he
was shocked and just laughed. It's pre-

they were working for in Germany,
expired Tuesday.
However. Zimmer said the academy continues to fund the choir and
orchestra member's hotel accommodations and food expenses. She
said she was amazed at their hospitality because the academy is not obligated lo help them.
"I thought we were going to be
kicked out onto the street." Zimmer
said. "We owe so much to (the
Bach-Akademie)."
De Water was equally grateful.
"(Bach-Akademie) assured us
that we would be taken care of. no
matter what." he said.
For now. ihe ensemble members
are waiting in Iheir hotel until ihey
have more flight information.
"We sil in the hotel and watch
CNN all the time." McWilliams
said "We're still a little leery."
Festival Choir artistic director.
Helmuth Rilling, asked the audience
of over 3.0(X) lo stand in silence instead of clapping after the last song
of their final concert, in memory
those killed in the tragic attacks on
the United States, Zimmer said.
Zimmer said she tried unsuccessfully lo fight tears, but seeing the audience standing in memorial was
extremely moving and powerful.
Kristin Campbell
k.u.campbeU® stitdent.teu.edu
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Sean Grose said he posted 150 handwritten signs across campus to release his emotions after Tuesday's attack.

Student handwrites signs to
release 'pain for humanity'
By Erin LaMourie
STAFF REPORTER

"We must live together as brothers or perish together as fools," Martin Luther King Jr. said years ago.
Sean Grose, a senior English and
history major, said he posted King's
words and similar signs around
campus Wednesday lo inspire people to rethink their beliefs.
He spent two hours Tuesday nighl
creating 150 signs with markers until he ran out of paper. He said he did
not want any recognition for the
signs.
Grose said Ihe signs was a way for
him to deal with Tuesday's events.
"1 felt this intense pain for humanity and 1 felt that was the only
way to release it," he said. "I thought
I had things figured out until this
happened Tuesday."
Keith Whitworth. sociology instructor, said Grose was likely attempting to reconstruct his values in
reaction to Ihe terrorist attacks.
"Catastrophic events such as this
one (the terrorist attacks) cause individuals to question their belief system and the belief system of Ihe

society they are within," Whitworth
said.
Whitworth said the attacks made
our society feel powerless. He said
in an altempl to regain control, people often become activists.
Maria Adamczyk. a junior speech
communication major, said she was
impressed someone look the time lo
put up signs.
"Our nation does need to change,
especially spiritually, because I think
Ihe moral decline in America is being exposed," she said. "But I have
seen America come together through
this, which is something I have never
seen before."
Justin Seabourn. sophomore
criminal justice major, said he read
the signs, bul he did nol think the
signs had a large effect on students.
'They were very visible bul the
lime between classes jusl wasn't
enough time lo absorb what they
meant," Seaboum said. "I think they
are great signs, but you have to put
some action behind them."
Erin LaMourie
e.m.Utmouriet& stitdenl.lcu.edu
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Family worst
obstacle for
interracial duo
I must admil lhal I deeply regret not
being able to date until I turned IX.
I am glad to say, however, that the
extremely low number of beaus I have
had are due to the
fact that I was
Commentary
kept under lock
and key by my
parents.
The issue of
dating is a very
touchy topic
within my Chinese
household. Being
a first generation
Angie
American, there
Chang
were many things
that I could not do
and my strict father made sure he laid
down plenty of rules.
The crowning rule was the "no-dating-until-you-are-18-years-old" rule.
While my friends were just experiencing the tingly joy that comes from the
emotions of puppy love, I was eating
chips and watching "Saved by the
Bell" in front of the living room television after school.
But even before I had the delight of
experiencing my first love, my father
laid down yet another rule. I was told
that I could date whomever I wanted,
but that if I ever married outside of my
race I would face disownment.
That is a big price to pay for love.
Over the years, his thoughts have
changed. Before I came to TCU, he
said he would not disown me. but he
would never meet my husband nor
ever see my children. He stuck to this
claim much to my anguish.
Regardless of his threats, I came to
TCU and within three months of my
freshman year I started dating my current boyfriend, Richard McReynolds,
now a TCU alumnus.
Thankfully, we live in a nation that
embraces diversity. Richard and I have
not encountered any prejudice, nor
have I ever noticed people staring or
glaring at us.
It was within my very own family
that I feared rejection for dating a
Caucasian. For the first six months of
our relationship, I didn't tell my father
or my mother who I was dating. I
feared their reaction, yet I felt they
were being prejudiced because they
are minorities themselves. Even my
younger sister, then 14-years-old, told
me that she didn't think that it was
right to marry anyone that was not
Chinese. I cared about what they
thought, but I believed more in the fact
that I deserved to be happy and my
happiness was with Richard. Moreover, it made me ashamed of my family and my race because they were so
narrow-minded. Richard's family never
had a problem that I was Chinese.
I should have put more faith in my
family.
Much has happened in the past three
years. Richard has spent every New
Years at my home with my sisters and
my mother. My mother is always
happy to see Richard and even though
they cannot communicate because of
the language barrier, my mom always
tries to carry a conversation. Acceptance was not so easy from my father.
It took until July for my father to finally meet Richard at a family wedding. They had very little contact
during the wedding, but at the reception my father asked the both of us to
lunch the next day.
I was so relieved. Finally my entire
immediate family had met someone
that was a huge part of my life. I am
very content now and 1 am very proud
ill the way my family has grown.
Richard and I are still learning in
our relationship about our different
cultures. To this day Richard is still
curious about my culture and why we
do the things we do. He will never understand how disownment of children
is so easy for the Chinese. He will
never understand why children in my
family are expected to be malleable to
their parent's wishes Richard once
told me that sometimes he feels that I
resent being Chinese and that I am
ashamed of my culture. I am still trying to figure this out. I consider myself
an American, but 1 know that upon
looking at me one would not immediately think so. I know stereotypes still
follow me wherever 1 go.
In America, we are taught to be colorblind, but I fear that day will never
come. Tuesday's events have put us
several step backward from that goal.
But on an individual basis, my family
has given me hope that at least love
still prevails over color and race
boundaries.
Feature* editor An/fie Chang is a broadcast
journalism major fnnn Sugar Land. She may
be contacted at ta.o.chang@yahoo.com)
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Interracial couples still not fully accepted, some say
By Jacque Petersell
STAFF REPORTER

At one lime, interracial relationships
were thought of in terms of black and
white, but Linda Moore, the associate dean
of the College of Health and Human Sciences, said the issues involving interracial
dating extend further than two skin colors.
"It is interesting that our focus tends to
be on whites." Mixire said. "When we
think of interracial dating we often think
in terms of whites and people of color such
as African-Americans. Hispanics and
Asians, but rarely we think about or discuss Hispanic and African-American (couples) or Asian and Hispanic (couples)."
In 1%(). interracial couples made up 0.4
percent of married couples in the Unites
States, according to census information. In
1992. the number of interracial couples
rose to 2.2 percent of the married population, according to the report. Only information on interracial couples consisting of
black and white partners was available.
Numbers for the 2(XX) census won't be released until 2(X)2, according to the census

Web site.
Despite the slight increase of interracial
marriages, couples still may face problems
due to their race. M<x>re said issues surrounding interracial dating comes from society's unwillingness to see beyond skin
color.
"There are a lot of issues related to interracial dating that stem from our fear and
ignorance about people different from us,"
Moore said. "There are so many social
class differences that lead to larger issues
for couples, but our society is very focused
on skin color and ethnicity."
Darron Turner, associate dean and director of intercultural education and service, said the manner in which ethnic
groups view the couple is important to interracial dating.
"In terms of how society is going to look
at (interracial couples), it believes different
ethnic groups shouldn't mix," Turner said.
Moore said, for the most part, society
sees interracial dating as a bad thing. She
said it seems many students do as well.
"It will depend on the friendship group.

but there are many students who believe
interracial dating is a bad thing," Moore
said. "On the TCU campus I have seen students place a lot of pressure on (other) students who date outside their cultural
group. It means, for some couples, that
they will be isolated."
Moore's husband, who died a year ago,
was black. She said she has had no major
problems on campus regarding her
choices.
"I have found TCU to be a very accepting place and even students who are
uncomfortable with the topic are open to
learning something new," Moore said.
"My friends, professional colleagues and
family were all supportive and did not see
(the relationship) as an issue. In restaurants, there were looks and occasionally
hostile glances, but for the most part, it was
ignored."
Another aspect of interracial couples is
biracial children. Turner said children of interracial couples usually run into the same
discriminations their parents have. However, he said biracial children have another

problem to deal with, where they fit in.
"They aren't allowed to claim both ethnic groups," Turner said. "People try to
(place) them into a certain area.
Moore said children's problems are typically related to identity. Moore said her
son has run into problems when identifying himself in school.
"My son now considers himself biracial.
but the Fort Worth (Independent School
District) does not have that category, so he
must choose one or the other in the
process, deny one or the other," Mixire
said.
Moore said her son's classmates are diverse and she hopes this will move more
children to becoming comfortable with
other biracial children.
Turner said as people are educated
about different races, they begin to realize
that couples, regardless of color, have
something in common.
Jacque Petersell

j.s. petersellQ stttdent.lcii.edu

For many interracial couples in America today,
love is a more complex issue than simply

Television, movies portraying more biracial couples
By Jordan Blum
STAFF REPORTER

For years, interracial relationships
were forbidden on television — in dramas, comedy sitcoms and even advertisements.
But now, things are changing.
Derek Kompare, a radio-TV-film professor, said media representations of interracial relationships have improved
somewhat, but not necessarily as much
they should have, and not always for the
right reasons.
"International relationships are not
represented a whole lot in the media
compared to what it could be and maybe
what it should be." Kompare said. "On
lop of that, the interracial representatives
almost always seem to be between white
people and black people only."
Kompare said people in interracial relationships are often defined solely by
their color, while personalities and the
other areas of their lives are left ignored.
The decisions and investments of studios and television stations are made
with money and ratings in mind and that
is the reasoning for studios attempting to
connect to other markets that demographers feel need to be reached, he said.
"(Studios) still think through dollar

signs and demographics and that's why a
lot of those relationships are done,"
Kompare said. "They'll basically follow
the money and that's why you get these
increased representations. If there's no
money, there's no market.
"Also, to an extent, you can look back
at instances and say this (increase in interracial relationships) is a calculated reaction to criticism, and warranted
criticism, from groups such as the
NAACP and others," Kompare said. "But
in other instances, it could be producers
just wanting to expand their boundaries
and think outside the box."
The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People is one of
several groups in the nation devoted to
ending discrimination.
He said the lack of mixing of races
originated from the young, upscale audience in the early 1990s and the television
stations, particularly NBC, that pitched
shows like "Friends," "Seinfeld" and
"Frasier" that were very successful, but
all existed in a universe that rarely included color.
He said with teen movies, there have
been films like "Save the Last Dance"
where stereotypes are still portrayed to a
degree, but the race aspect doesn't en-

tirely define the story line, and he said
that's where the future is.
However, Richard Allen, a radio-TVfilm professor, said media representations of interracial relationships have
been able to change along with society
recently and become more accepting.
"I think we've seen more of these relationships (in the media) because it's
more the norm now," Allen said. "Before,
in a story line, people could only be
paired with others of that race, but now
writers have much more freedom because they don't have to worry about
that.
"Now, it's really refreshing because
actors of all races can have stories told
about the characters and not just about
their colors. It went from being a very
touchy issue to a non-issue."
In the time he has taught here, student
productions screened on campus have illustrated the change in opinions regarding interracial relationships, he said.
Allen said that in the first student production in 1995, "Close to Home," there
were no major interracial couples at all.
One interracial couple had just a few
scenes together. He said he thought there
was definitely some unspoken tension
between the actors when they just had a

few simple pecks on the cheek.
In the spring of 2000, students produced "Studio 13" and, because of the results of the auditions, three black male
leads were paired in romantic scenes
with white redheads.
"No one in the production team for
most of the casting even thought of that
because there's obviously a different sensibility now where students don't even
stop to think about it," Allen said.
Allen said the show was broadcast on
campus and they became concerned with
possible campus reactions to the interracial relationships.
Those involved with "Studio 13" sent
out a survey to determine the reactions of
the audience, Allen said. "But no one responded to those questions or even noticed. It was really a colorblind sense in
that they were just watching couples, and
weren't thinking in terms of color," Allen
said.
"For us, it felt like we really crossed a
bridge as far as looking at things and how
the student population was very open to
seeing people as people and not seeing
people as people of color."
Jordan Blum
j.d. bltttn @ student, tea. edit
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Star-spangled banner sales hit stores across nation
By Jacque Petersell
STAFF REPORTER

As Americans struggle to grasp
the reality of Tuesday's attacks,
they reach for a tangible symbol
of patriotic pride.
Many local hardware and craft
supply stores sold out of American flags Wednesday and Thursday, store employees said.
Julie Flores. an employee at
Ambrister's Wedgwood Hardeware, said her store sold out
Wednesday morning. She said
the store normally carries 12 to
18 flags of different sizes.
Jeff Cyrier, one of the owners
of Mr. C"s Hardeware, said the
store wasn't prepared for such a
rush.
"They were gone first thing
yesterday morning," he said. "(Wc
were unprepared because) we're
at the end of Hag season. The only
Hag days left are Flag Day. Veterans' Day and Columbus Day. We
normally have many more flags at
the beginning of summer."
Cyrier said his store sold all 15
of the standard 3-feet by 5 feet
flag kits with poles on Tuesday.
Wednesday he sold out of the rest.
Cyrier said he ordered more
flags from the warehouse. Since
all stores are out of flags, he will
only take one box of 24 Hags
when the shipment arrives today.
He said he won't get another shipment of Hags until next week.
Delllno Chavez, assistant manager at T&C Ace Hardware, said
several people request him to reserve flags for them until a new
shipment comes in today. In the
meantime, he said he has been
sending customers to other places
to find flags, but have been unsuccessful.
As Wednesday's search and rescue effort continued amid the
smoldering debris of the World

Trade Center, workers said one
symbol of survival helped them
keep going: A flag had been
planted in the rubble, "just to let
them know that America's not
dead," said firefighter Ronald
Coyne.
The roof of the Pentagon bore
a huge banner of red, white and
blue was draped Wednesday near
the wall demolished by a hijacked
plane in one of the terrorist attacks. The banner was hung for
President Bush's visit.
From the Midwest to Cajun
Country, specialty shops, hardware stores, Kmarts and WalMarts were selling out of flags.
"I wish I had a truckload," said
Barby Fryer, manager of the
Kmart in Schenectady, N.Y.,
which had sold out of flags by late
Wednesday morning.
At the Colonial Flag and Specialty store in Sandy, Utah, customers clutching flags by the
handful wailed to pay for their
purchases. Truck driver Bobby
Whiteman planned to drape two
Hags from his rig's side mirrors.
Don Rosenkrantz. a fire battalion
chief, bought (lags to hang on his
fire truck. Even Martin Christensen, who has a flag flying outside his home, was in line. He
wanted a bigger one.
Internet users encouraged the
displays in chain e-mails that were
dispatched to dozens of users at a
time.
"America needs, perhaps more
than ever before, to unite in spirit
— that will give us the strength to
see us through this catastrophe."
one note read.
This article contains reports
from The Associated Press.
Jacque Petersell
j. s.peter sell <0> student, tcu.edu
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A truck parked behind the Moudy Building Thursday displays the American
flag.
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Armey, R-Texas. said $20 billion
was "very clearly designed to fund
the initial response to this horrible
act."
Among the final details to be
worked out on the spending bill
was the flexibility Bush would
have to disperse the money to specific programs without congressional approval.
Under the version administration
officials had prepared on Wednesday, the entire sum would be provided to an emergency response
fund the president controls and hewould be allowed to use it for
broadly defined categories such as
to "counter, investigate or prosecute domestic or international terrorism."
"We are not talking about second-guessing the president." said
Rep. David Obey. D-Wis . top Democrat on the House Appropriations
Committee.
"We
are
supposed to protect the taxpayers'
interests."Daschle said the separate
bill on the use of force would be to
restate his constitutional powers in
that area. Like spending, the au-

thority over force is a power that
the two branches of government
have contested throughout history.
"We want to give the president
maximum flexibility, but we also
want to recognize the constitutional
responsibilities the Congress has."
Daschle said.
Sen. John Warner of Virginia, top
Republican on the Senate Armed
Services Committee, said he and
others were trying to reach compromise language on the resolution
on force.
"It is in the best interests of the
United States when faced with a
crisis ... that there be a contemporary expression by the coequal
branch of government, the Congress, that they support him in such
actions as he deems essential for
our national security," Warner told
reporters.
While the thought of spending
billions more this year and likely
tapping into formerly untouchable
Social Security reserves would
have ignited a political firestorm
just a week ago. lawmakers said
Wednesday the request would be
granted now.'if we can't protect
our national security, how can we
protect Social Security?" Sen. Orrin Hatch. R-Utah. said.

Merit Parking Company, L.T.D.

www.skiff.tcu.edu

Help Wanted
Evening cashiers for Downtown FW parking facilities
Starting pay $7.00/hour
Full time and part time available
Call (817)415-3713 •EEOC

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
OF FORT WORTH
A caring downtown church with a heart for mission

tanged Edge

Sunday worship--8:15, 9:00 & 10:55 a.m.
College church school c!ass--9:45 a.m.
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WANT IX) HAVE YOUR Bl(. BKKAK ANDFARN CAM?!

Come as you are-you're always welcome!

Of course >'»u do...
So audition for ramih Weekend's Variety shim.
Mil K Hit. BKKAK!!

7th ST

h> - "iii fasorite band or performer and have
Mil K Bit, BKI.AK!!

IfcXAS

Auditions arc September P and IH in the
student t enter Ballroom from 6-°pm
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If interested |ik»v call (h. Pi nlTi. . at 52J3 and
itop by thr Information desk and sign up
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1000 Penn Street
817-335-1231
www. 1 stpcfw.org
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St. Stephen
Presbyterian Church
a welcoming community of believers

The Pulliam Journalism Fellowship
Jump-start your newspaper journalism career with a solid program that boasts
four PulM/ei Pri«e » inners among its alumni the Puiliam Journalism
I cllowship. I he fellowship offers myriad career opportunities, in tact, a Pulliam
I L'IIOH from our first class of 1974, Barbara Henry, now serves as president and
publisher of The Indianapolis Star.
Now entering its 29ttl year, the 2002 Pulliam Journalism I cllowship helps build a
bridge from the classroom to ihc MWtfDOffl fellows are assigned to I hi'
fttdtmiapotti Star a Ihc \rtnma Hcpublu in Phoeni\ for 10 weeks each summer
as staff reporters. Wc award 20 fellowships annualK Ihc stipend ts $6,000.
Traditionally, our I cllow ships have been open onl> to graduajjag college seniors
In 2001. we expanded eligibility to include college sophomores and juniors as
well as seniors pursuing a career in newspapei |ourualism. We VMII be accepting
applications loi our Mmiiiiei 2002 program as of September 2001.
Visit our Web sire at http: www.uulystar.com pjfor e-mail Fellowship director
Russell B. Pulliam ai iiissell.pulliann.indystar.com for an application packet.
You also niiiv request B packet by writing:
Russell B. Pulliam. Director
I he Pulliam Journalism fellowship
PO Box 145
Indianapolis, IN 46266-0145

Your church home while you're at TCU.
Pastors:
William F. Galbraith, Anne E. Clifton
Minister of Music:
Mark Scott
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Church School 9:30 a.m.

2600 Merida Avenue
Fort Worth, Texas 76109
(817) 927-8411
www.ststephen-pcusa.com
Near TCU two blocks south of the Park Hill Bridge
between South University and McCart
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Horoscopes

PurDiC Poll

f Aries (March 21-April if) - If work days were assigned astroloKkalK, you and your sweetheart and all
children even where would have this day off. And
there'd he husses to take you to the theme park with
the most radical roller coaster. If that's not happening,
do the next nest thing.

^O !■**» (July 23-Aug. 22) - If you're in a committed
relationship, a discussion about the future will just naturally come up. If you're not in a committed reason but
would like to be, that's an even better reason to approach the topic. Remember: love finds a way.

q

O Taurus (April 20-\la> 20) - When you invest in your
home, you're also investing in yourself. You'll sleep better if you make your place just a little more comfortable. And when you sleep better, you're more creative,
and you can make more money.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - How long has it been
since you got a raise? Have you been working hard,
helping everyone stay on track and making sure the
jobs get done on time? Kven if you're quaking in your
boots, you might get more money or a better job if you
just ask.

-W- (iemini (May 21-June 211 - Did you know that (Jemini is the sign of the \n 11>< -dial student? Vou never stop
asking questions. You'd like to know everything. Better
sign up for that class or buy that hunk you've been
thinking about. It won't happen through osmosis.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22) - Your friends lake up all
your time early in the day, and that could cause a few
complaints. Save tonight for your family, just to make
it fair. Or save the evening for the one you'd like to start
a familv with.

ni.' Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) - Now is the time to ask

sP Cancer (June 22-.|uly 22)- fheysay it's good to prime
the pump, ami you know what that means. Spend a little.
wisely, to get more. Your fortune doesn't come through
blind luck; it comes through skill and daring. Luckily
you've alread) got oia*. and you can acquire the other.

for that raise or bonus. After all the money you've
brought in for the business, it should be no problem,
right? Show your supervisors you have their best interests at heart, and they just might return the favor.

Phil Flickinger

Best of Lex
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X^ Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Even if you
had the day off. it would be hard to start your weekend trip in the morning. There are too many errands
to be run. But as soon as you can, grab your date
and get outta town. There's fun to be had!

J5

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - If you're careful about doling out the money, you might have
enough left over to do something bold. Dinner at
an exotic restaurant? A foreign film? A two-hour
long-distance phone call? Think big.
*** Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) • Working with
a strong partner gets you a lot farther than an argument will. Don't object if this other person
wants to take control. If you act as the brains behind the operation, you two will become a dynamic
duo.
"^^ Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) - You're busy all
day. hut you sure can get a lot of items checked
off your to-do list. You might get the cupboards
and closets cleaned out, too. Push now, relax tomorrow.

Dithered Twits

Stan Waling

Vow CoNFUSt
PrSSlffn5(V\
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ACROSS
1 Informal
language
6 Ty o( baseball
10 Tabs target
14 Day In
September?

63
64
65
66
67

humoroftheday.com

1
2
3

6 6 The trouble with being
punctual is that no one notices it
when you are.

1

"
'
'"

15 Halo
16 Substandard
17 Plane
passageway
18 Keep from
fluctuating
20 Defend
22 Political parry's
choice
23 Ashcroft's
predecessor
24 Take on
25 High mountain
27 Italian treat
29 Weepy
32 Sampras of aces
34 Whatever
35 Singer Parton
37 Cursing look
39 Totally disinfected
41 Lube again
42 Full of. suft
43 Skunk's defense

59
61
62

Quote of the Day

No

72

28

Crossword

45
49
50
51
53
56

Best of Rudy

Yes

Data collected from an informal |x>ll conducied in TCU'l Main Cafeteria. This poll is not a
scientific sampling and should nol be regarded as representative of campus public opinion.

44 Craving

Aaron Brown

("}* Do you think you will feel safe
^* * the next time you choose to fly?

4
5

Skulkers
UFO crew
Provides with
Get out of bed
Loving
Send a different
way
As if in a trance
Cove
Sing like a
rooster
Arabian gulf
Post-crucifixion
depiction
Part of a shoe
Dispatch
Chart stand
DOWN
Give a hand, in a
way
Hideaway
State of
concentration
Nick of filmdom
Salad veggies
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6 Plaster
autographing spot

7 Off the court
8 Marlon of movies
9 Dog faced
monkey
10 Divide and share
11 Cut of pork

12 Seep
13 Birch or maple
19 Obstruct
21 Amount not
covered by hearth
insurance
24 Writer Tan
25 Mimicry
26 Flood shield
28 French one
29 Math class aids,
of old
30 Mete out
31 Colorists
33 Lilly or Whitney
36 Spanish gold
38 Actor Gould
39 Wind dir

40 Concise
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42 Approves
46 Over-tongue
danglers
47 Dwell
48 Rank indication
50 Dog's warning
5? Greek colony
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60

Foot part
Additional
Woodwind
Tear apart
French head
& others: Lat.
Barbie's beau

55

Overton Park United Methodist Church
Jabez College Ministry
5001 Briarhaven Road, Fort Worth, TX 76109 -817-731-0701 •opumc@flash.net
Ministry to Students
Sunday Worship Service 8:45 a.m.
9:30 — 10:00 a.m. FREE Breakfast and
Fellowship
Join us for a lite breakfast, choruses,
and Bible Discovery that provide food
for the body and soul!
10:00 — 10:30 a.m. Bible Discovery
10:50 a.m. Worship Service

Bible Discovery Topics - Fall 2001
September 16 - Reel Faith: Where
Meaning Meets the Movies/ Proof
of Life
September 23 - How to Get Answers
to Your Prayers
September 30 - How to Grow
Through Daily Prayer

Coming January 2002- Contemporary
worship service with a praise band
Adopt-A—Student
Students who would like to be hosted or
"adopted" by a family at OPUMC can
complete an application and be matched
with a family. The family will keep in contact with the student during the semester
and probably invite them to dinner, contact the student by phone or email to
encourage him or her, send care packages, or provide info about Fort Worth if
needed (such as a reputable auto
mechanic or a physician or dentist reference).

; •

Monthly Fellowship Activities
September 29 - Games Night Out
October 27 - Costume Mystery Dinner
November 17 or 18 - Christian Concert

Bible Discovery Teacher — Keith Whitworth — TCU
professor and seminary graduate —
info@freebies4u.com

ARTS
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The multiple
personalities
of Ben Folds
New record makes
for intelligent listen
There have always been two
sides to Ben Folds. On the one
hand, he's the sensitive, remorseful relationship killer that shows
up on slow, pathetic songs like the
breakout
hit "Brick."
On
the
Rockin' the
other, he's
Suburbs
the
rauBEN FOLDS
cous. sarcastic
clown who
likes to cuss, beat his piano with
his fists and happily point out
everyone's tragically hilarious
character flaws — including his
own — in song.
The balance that Folds strikes
between these two types has always been a tenuous one; on past
albums, sarcasm and sincerity
wage a knockdown drag-out battle that more than likely ends in a
perplexing draw. So will Mr.
Folds be any different on
"Rockin' the Suburbs," his first album without his old Ben Folds
Five band mates'?
Well, the two Bens do make
their customary appearance. But
another Ben Folds turns in an intriguing cameo, as a world-weary
but perceptive tour guide through
the ins and outs of the inanities
that play themselves out in the offices, the bar rooms and the splitlevels of suburbia. There hasn't
been a rogue's gallery of quirky
metropolitans on a rock album
since the heyday of the Kinks.
Some of Folds' creations get
painted with ironic contempt.
Take, for example, the brain-dead
head-banger romance of "Zak and
Sara," whose heroine hears
"voices from inside/the kind of
voices she would soon learn to
deny." The title track, which takes
hilarious digs at the manufactured
angst of rap-rockers like Limp
Bizkit, whom Folds accuses of
"rockin' the suburbs just like Jon
Bon Jovi did/Except that he was
talented."
But there are times on "Rockin'
the Suburbs," as on any Ben Folds
album, when the snark gets toned
down a little in favor of true
poignancy. Folds mines serious
relationship territory in "Losing
Lisa" and the downright morbid
"Carrying Cathy," a song that may
or may not be the logical sequel
to "Brick."
"Fred Jones Part 2," for all its
quirky songwriting, is a downright haunting tale of a middleaged casualty of office politics.
Folds, who has always had a
barely concealed fetish for Billy
Joel and Elton John, truly ups the
musical ante on this album. He's
always been the best (feel free to
read that as a euphemism for
"only") piano rocker of his generation, but on "Rockin' the Suburbs,", full orchestras and
hard-edged guitars join Folds' piano-thumping. Folds even drops a
dead-on Zach de la Rochaimpression during an impromptu rap on
the title track.
So the satirist and the sentimentalist are back for "Rockin'
the Suburbs." But while Ben
Folds' dual songwriting personalities may ultimately affect
whether he is considered merely
good instead of great, they still
make for an intelligent, insightful,
very sincere and very funny listen.
— Jack Bullion
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Television's most prestigious night
Primetime Emmy Awards honors television's best shows
By David Reese

off.

STAFF REVIEWER

Outstanding Comedy Series
"Everybody Loves Raymond" (CBS)
"Frasier" (NBC)
"Malcolm in the Middle" (FOX)
"Sex and the City" (HBO)
"Will & Grace" (NBC)
Should Win: "Sex and the
City"
WiU Win: "Everybody
Loves Raymond"
Another good season
for comedy series
leaves this reviewer
stumped as to who
might actually win this
category. I think
"Frasier" is a decent series, but I truly believe it is
time for some new blood to
be nominated. "Frasier" has
won the award five times,
more than any other series,
comedy or drama in the history
of the Emmy Awards. In my
opinion, I really enjoy my dose
of the lovely ladies and their es
capades on the streets of New
York in "Sex and the City," but
I think it will face the same
criticism "The Sopranos" receives due to the series' racier
subject matters. The race wi
probably be narrowed down to
next year's champ, "Will &
Grace," "Malcolm in the Middle" and "Everybody Loves Ray
mond." My bet is on the lovable
Raymond because they have such
an incredible cast with some very
quirky and laughable story lines.
Outstanding Lead Actor in a
Drama
Series
Andre Braugher, "Gideon's Crossing"
Dennis Franz, "NYPD Blue"
James Gandolfini, "The So
pranos"
Rob Lowe, 'The
West Wing"
Martin Sheen,
"The West Wing"
Should Win:
Martin Sheen, 'The West Wing"
Will Win: Martin Sheen, "The West
Wing"
Just a few quick notes: Braugher's series was canceled so that cannot help in
the voting process. Lowe is much more
of a supporting character than a leading

In the world of television, the Emmy
Awards are known as the most prestigious recognition in the field for actors,
directors, writers and technicians. After
numerous years of complaints by industry insiders and viewers that there are a
select few that continue to dominate in
the categories year after year, the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences began
a new voting system last year to allow
more voter participation within the television community. The higher level of
voter participation could be the reason
that a television series such as "Will &
Grace" with two prominent homosexual
characters, a series about the life of a 15year-old boy ("Malcolm in the Middle")
and a sexually-driven series about four
Manhattan women ("Sex and the City")
could be graced with nominations.
In just two short years, the Emmy organization has gone from a group of dying, old conservative men who thought
Angela Lansbury in "Murder, She
Wrote" was cutting edge to a mixed
group of culturally minded citizens who
are open to all lifestyle portrayals on television. Another example that the Emmys are stepping out on the ledge can be
shown by their selection of host, Ellen
DeGeneres, who a few years ago became
one of the first high profile lesbian characters on television. Below are my predictions of winners for some of the
major categories. In observance of Tuesday's tragic events, the Emmys have
been postponed, but a future time will be
determined.
Outstanding Drama Series
"ER" (NBC)
"Law & Order" (NBC)

"The Practice" (ABC)
"The Sopranos" (HBO)
"The West Wing" (NBC)
Should Win: "The Sopranos"
Will Win: "The West Wing"
Although the Emmy Awards are making steps to become cutting edge, I will
make sure to mention that they are baby
steps. Many of these nominated series
are past their prime especially in the
cases of "ER," "Law & Order" and 'The
Practice." The most deserving shows are
"The Sopranos" and "The West Wing"
without a doubt. Both have brought new
life back to dramas on television. I think
"The West Wing" will have the upper
hand just because the violent themes of
'The Sopranos" may turn some voters

one and Franz is the finest actor on television, but he has won four previous
times Gandolfini won last year but his
performance was more poignant then
and there is no doubt that Sheen should
and will win this category.
Outstanding Lead
Actress in a Drama
Series
Lorraine Bracco.
"The Sopranos"
Amy Brenneman.
"Judging Amy"
Edie Falco. "The
Sopranos"
Marg Helgenberger, "CSI"
Sela Ward,
"Once and Again"
Should Win:
Sela Ward, "Once
and Again"
Will Win: Lor
raine Bracco or
Edie Falco, "The
Sopranos"
Ward won this
category last year
and deserves to win
again, but I have a feeling
that since her series is not
as hard-hitting as her fellow
nominees, she will lose out.
Brenneman's performance is
decent but it is too lightweight
just as Helgenberger's. who
only received the nomination
on the merits that she was a
previous winner for "China
Beach." 1 think the
fight will come down
to "The Sopranos"
women. Will it be
Tony's wife or psychiatrist? My bet is on
Bracco although in most
cases she is a supporting
character but her performance of a
rape victim could
help her snag the
golden girl.
Graphic by Kent Ladewi
Outstanding
Lead Actor in a Comedy
Series
Kelsey Grammer. "Frasier"
John Lithgow, "3rd Rock from the
Sun"
Eric McCormack. "Will & Grace"
Frankie Muniz. "Malcolm in the Mid-

dle"
Ray Romano, "Everybody Uives Raymond"
Should Win: Eric McCormack, "Will
& Grace"
Will Win: Kelsey Grammer, "Frasier"
or John Lithgow, "3rd Rock from the
Sun"
Even though this category is full of
good actors, I do not believe any of them
were spectacular this year. McCormack's
performance in the "Will & Grace"
flashback episode is deserving of the
Emmy, but he tends to be overshadowed
by the supporting actors. Romano has a
decent shot at the award but he is seen
as a comedian rather than an actor and
that could have an effect. Muniz is full
of life on camera and in a perfect world,
he would win. but he is only 15-yearsold. No one in the history of the Emmys
has been that young and won in a leading actor category. It's sad to say, but I
think the award will definitely go to one
of the old time multiple winners who
should have been done and buried years
ago. Lithgow may be the winner because
his series finally ended this year. Who
knows'.' This one is up for grabs.
Outstanding Lead Actress in a
Comedy
Series
Calista Flockhart. "Ally McBeal"
Patricia Heaton. "Everybody Loves
Raymond"

Jane Kaczmarek. "Malcolm in the
Middle"
Debra Messing, "Will & Grace"
Sarah Jessica Parker. "Sex and the
City"
Should Win: Sarah Jessica Parker.
"Sex and the City"
Will Win: Jane Kaczmarek. "Malcolm in the Middle"

Parker is absolutely splendid as the
neurotic columnist, Carrie Bradshaw in
"Sex and the City." I think that she will
have a better shot next year when the
season that just ended on HBO is eligible because it is much better than last
year's season. The hilarious supporting
characters on Messing's series overshadow her like McCormack on the male
side. Flockhart was a certain winner
three years ago but Helen Hunt's continuous winning streak kept her from gold.
Her series. "Ally McBeal" made a resurgence this year, which could help her in
the end. Last year's winner, Heaton has
another good shot but 1 think Kaczmarek
will have the last laugh on award's night.

'Hardball' hits a home run into the heart
ASSOCIATED PRESS

"Hardball" is a two-hankie
sports soap opera, but don't hold
that against it. With surprising
melodrama, the film packs some
powerful emotional swings that
will hearten the toughest of jeering crowds.
The title sounds severe for a film
about a down-and-out gambler
goaded into coaching a youth baseball team. After all, isn't this going
to be one of those touchy-feely,
cutely comic family flicks about a
loser who finds direction in his life
as mentor to a misfit bunch of inner-city kids?
The thing is, Keanu Reeves and
director Brian Robbins are playing
hardball here. This is not "The Bad
News Bears" in the ghetto or "The
Mighty Ducks" on the diamond.
"Hardball" has lighter moments
and loads of sentiment, but that's
all neatly stitched into a package of
somber grittiness, bitter life lessons

and teary tragedy.
The combination shouldn't
work, but it does. "Hardball"
blends its seemingly disparate elements into a coherent film that's entertaining, funny, sad and even a bit
uplifting and
inspirational.
The movie
was inspired
by
Daniel
Coyle's book
about his time
coaching
a
baseball team
in Chicago's
housing projects. Reeves
plays Conor
O'Neill,
a
chump who
scalps tickets to finance his real occupation: Losing heaps of money
on sports bets.
Early on, "Hardball" establishes
a dark, hopeless tone as Conor spirals further into debt.

"You looking for faith? Forgiveness?" asks a priest who encounters
Conor in deep prayer at a church.
"I'm looking for the Bulls to
cover the spread," Conor replies in
quiet desperation.
In deep to
bookies threatening to rearrange
his
anatomy, Conor
turns for cash to
his old pal
Jimmy, an investment
banker. Jimmy
(Mike
McGlone) helps
out with
a
weekly check
as
long
as
Conor takes over his coaching
chores for a boy's baseball team in
the projects.
"Jimmy, 1 ain't no good with
kids." Conor pleads.
But the kids — and the audience

"I

review
'Hardball'

— know better.
Conor reluctantly sets out to
mold his little band of Sammy Sosa
wannabes into something resembling a team. The boys, hungry for
a father figure, see decency and determination in Conor that he himself doesn't know he possesses.
Slowly, Conor evolves from a
bench-warmer in the game of human relations to a man who's at
least awaiting his turn in the ondeck circle.
Along the way, "Hardball" trots
out cliche after cliche, yet Robbins
manages to weave them into a credible whole.
Coach Conor bonds with the
boys over pizza. He finds a love
interest in the youths' teacher (Diane Lane). He clashes with a bythe-book league official and an
opposing coach (D.B. Sweeney)
whose players are clad in swanky
uniforms to Conor's boys' skimpy
T-shirts.
And there's nothing terribly orig-

inal about the mean-street milieu
the boys move through.
What is original is how well
Robbins combines engaging comic
interaction among Conor and hi.-,
players with stark urban drama.
The film holds together nicely even
as it twists from despondency to
giddy humor to startling calamity
and. finally, to uncertain hope.
Generally a better brooder than
actor. Reeves delivers one of his
best performances, infusing
Conor with an effective mix of
seedy street hustle and awkward
paternalism.
The boys, many of them
Chicago natives making their film
debuts, are a delightful gaggle
whose camaraderie captures the
rambunctious team spirit of youths
united in a common cause for the
first time.
"Hardball," a Paramount release,
is rated PG-13 for thematic elements, language and some violence. Running time: 106 minutes.
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Groundbreaking planned for baseball stadium
The amount of seating has not yet been determined, Babb said.
Groundbreaking for the new $7 million
Associate athletic director of facilities Ross
Brown Lupton Baseball Stadium will take
Bailey said the original plan was to include
place at 3:30 p.m. Oct. IX
3,500 seats, but the $7 mildespite the challenges the
lion goal was not enough to
"It took us a long time to figvenue presented to TCU's
pay for them. He said the
ure out how to work with the
administration, said Bronson
new number was closer to
city (Fort Worth), more so
Davis, vice chancellor for
2,500 or 3,000 seats.
than any other project."
university advancement.
Officials will also have to
The administration still
talk with neighbors. Davis
—Bronson Davis.
needs more fund raising and
said it was important for the
vice chancellor for university advancement
neighborhood consent, he
stadium's planners to work
said.
with city planners and
"There have been a lot of
neighbors. Planners will be
challenges with this stadium," Davis said. "It
meeting with TCU's neighbors soon to discuss
took us a long time to figure out how to work
the effect of the stadium on the neighborhood,
with the city (Fort Worth), more so than any
Bailey said.
other project."
"You have neighbors in full support, you
The new stadium will be located next to the have neighbors that are concerned," Bailey
Lowdon Track and Field Complex and will
said. "We have a track record to show them we
have concessions stands, batting and pitching do things that aesthetically add to the neighcages, locker rooms and a press box, said Davis
borhood, not detract from it."
Babb. associate athletic director for advanceBabb said $6.5 million has been raised for
ment.
the stadium and he expects the remaining
By John-Mark Day
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The new $7 million Brown Lupton Baseball Stadium, pictured in the artist's
rendition, will be located next to the Lowdon Track and Field Complex and
will include fan seating, concessions, batting and pitching cages, locker rooms
and a press box. Groundbreaking for the stadium will be 3:30 p.m. Oct. 18.

$500,000 to come soon.
"With the groundbreaking, we'll get some
added attention and generate new interest,"
Babb said. "We hope to have (the fundraising)
finished by the end of December."
Although the money for the stadium will
come from private donors, it will take time for
all the pledges to come in, Davis said.
• "The university is going to be carrying the
costs of this for years," he said. Chancellor
Michael Ferrari said the new baseball stadium
is important in increasing the national prominence of TCU athletics. "The current facility is
totally inadequate for baseball," Ferrari said.
"Many believe it threatens the long-term viability of the baseball program at TCU."
Bailey said the goal to finish the new stadium was late spring. The TCU baseball team
will continue to play in the old stadium this
season.
"You can build buildings during the winter
but you can't grow grass," he said.

Some athletes
face flying fears
after attacks

Cancellation gives
football team rest

By Colleen Casey
SKIFF STAFF

Injured players get time to recuperate
By Kelly Morris
SKIFF STAFF

The TCU football team was supposed to play Marshall Saturday, a
team that has won four straight
Mid-American Conference titles
and has notched a 59-10 record in
the past five seasons.
But the Frogs will not get that
chance this season.
Head coach Gary Patterson said
even though his team will not get
to play one of its toughest nonconference foes as a result of the
cancellation, the Frogs can use a
week off. Several players are hampered with injuries and the team
has played three tough games in a
row, Patterson said.
"We are very saddened by what
happened, but this team needs a
rest," Patterson said. "We played
Nebraska, and then two really
tough hall games. One game was a
rivalry
(against
Southern
Methodist), and the other was
(North Texas') Super Bowl. We're
used to having an off-week between the third and fourth games
anyway."
Sophomore linebacker Josh
Goolsby, who started against Nebraska, will miss the rest of the
season with an injury he sustained
to his right knee against North
Texas.
Junior wide receiver Kevin
Brown injured his posterior cruci-

ate ligament in his right knee
against SMU and will miss 6-8
weeks, Patterson said.
By not playing Marshall, the
Frogs will only have one game,
Sept. 22 against Northwestern
State (La.), to prepare for their
first Conference USA game at
Houston a week later.
Even with one less game on
TCU's schedule, sophomore reserve
offensive tackle Matt Orlovsky said
it shouldn't be a factor.
"We've already played three
games, so I don't think it's going
to have any effect," Orlovsky said.
"But if we had only played two
games, that would be a more of a
problem."
Redshirt freshman defensive
tackle Brandon Johnson said
playing Marshall would have
helped with bowl rankings, but
the team can overcome the
missed game.
"If we have a good conference
win-loss record, we should be all
right as far as bowl rankings go,"
Johnson said. "It really shouldn't
affect us too badly. It is more of a
loss for us just because it's one
week where we don't get to test
ourselves against other competition. We just got to move on and
get ready."
Kelly Morris
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Junior defensive tackle John Turntine stands alone on the empty field of Amon Carter Stadium. Saturday's game
against Marshall was canceled in light of Tuesday's terrorist attacks. The Horned Frogs will not get to play one of
its toughest non-conference foes of the season, but will get an extra week off to rest.

McGwire criticizes MLB for delay in making decision
are absolutely meaningless compared with what's going on in
ST. LOUIS - Mark McGwire Washington and New York." McGcriticized Major League Baseball wire said. "And why are people
Thursday for taking so long to taking so long to make a decision,
I have no idea."
postpone games
the rest of the
In the wake
of the terrorist
weekend.
It doesn't take a rocket scienattacks that levMcGwire
tist to figure out sporting
launched into
eled the World
events are absolutely meanan impromptu
Trade
Center
ingless compared with what's
and
damaged
state of the
going on in Washington and
game
speech
the Pentagon,
New York. And why are peoPresident Bush
minutes before
ple taking so long to make a
said Americans
the decision to
decision, I have no idea."
should resume
take the rest of
the week off
their
lives.
—Mark McGwire.
was made pubSt Loius Cardinals baseball player
Baseball, McGlic, and after
wire
said,
should not even
the St. Louis
be on the list.
Cardinals
worked out at an empty Busch Sta"For people to think it's OK to
play sports this weekend is abdium.
"It doesn't take a rocket scien- solutely asinine," McGwire said.
tist to figure out sporting events "This is the worst thing that can
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ever happen to the country and
people are worried about making
decisions on playing sporting
events.
"I have no idea where their
minds are, but I guarantee you if
they knew somebody or had a family member in Washington or New
York, they wouldn't even think
about it."
McGwire said the call commissioner Bud Selig made on Thursday was an "easy decision."
"I feel ashamed we're even talking about it," McGwire said. "For
athletes to presidents of universities, general managers, owners of
teams, to even think about taking
a field, they should be ashamed.
It's absolutely asinine."
McGwire, Cardinals first baseman, also ripped educators for
keeping school in session the day
of the attacks.
"I was really upset when I

called home to see if my son went
to school that day, that his private
school was in session," McGwire
said. "What are people thinking
about'.'
"You send everybody home and
you let everybody watch the TV
and take in what's happened."
The Cardinals have been taking
the field this week, except for
Tuesday, the day of the attacks.
NFL teams sent players home
for the weekend on Thursday after
deciding not to play this weekend,
but manager Tony La Russa said
day-to-day contact is important in
baseball because timing is everything.
The Cardinals are taking the day
off Friday, the national day of
mourning but have a workout
scheduled for Saturday morning.
"The way you keep your timing
is keep repeating as much as you
can," La Russa said. "The boys

(players) have put a lot into these
workouts,
for whatever it's
worth."
It hasn't been easy, for the manager or the players.
"It's hard to concentrate on anything," Cardinals pitcher Dustin
Hermanson said. "1 know you
can't be sad all the time, but it's
hard to crack a smile, especially
when you think about all of this.
It just eliminates all kinds of happiness."
La Russa, speaking before the
decision was announced, agreed
with McGwire about baseball being of no importance right now.
"Sports is entertainment, and
when it's appropriate to be entertained, I'm all for getting our
games going," La Russa said. "But
until that iime, I think we're better off holding back.
"This is not an essential part of
living, it's a diversion."

NFL to suspend weekend's 15 games during time of tragedy
By Dave Goldberg
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — The NFL will not play
its 15 games this weekend following the terrorist attacks in New York and Washington.
It said it was undecided whether to reschedule the games or go with a 15-game season.
"We in the National Football league have
decided that our priorities for this weekend
are to pause, grieve and reflect," commissioner Paul Tagliabue said in a statement
"It is a tjme to tend to families and neighI
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bors and all those wounded
rifle acts of terrorism."
The postponement was
the first for non-strike
reasons by the NFL,
which played two days
after President John F.
Kennedy was assassinated on Nov. 22, 1963.
Commissioner
Pete
Rozelle said that was the
worst decision he made

by these hor

in 29 years in the job. Tagliabue spent
Thursday morning on a conference call
with team owners to discuss the options. After"It is a time to tend to families
ward,
he
said:
"A
and neighbors and all those
decision on whether to
wounded by these horrific acts
reschedule this weekof terrorism."
end's games or play a
15-game season schedPaul Tagliabue.
ule is under consideraNFL commissioner
tion
and
will
be
announced as soon as

possible."
League spokesman Greg Aiello said
there were several reasons involved, including the logistics of air travel and the
trauma to the New York Giants and Jets and
the Washington Redskins, "who are at
Ground Zero."
Players from those teams and many others have been saying that they haven't been
able to concentrate on football while television was replaying the disaster tapes and
showing workers digging for victims.

Senior golfer Jennifer Patterson
has never liked flying on airplanes.
Now after Tuesday's terrorist attack, Patterson said she's even
more nervous about flying.
"I'm a little apprehensive, but I
will put my trust in the Lord, and
let him take care of everything,"
Patterson said.
Although an athlete's perspective on air transportation could currently be considered a less
important after-effect from Tuesday's hijacking, it is still something that has hit close to every
athlete that flies for competition.
For now, no known changes for
transportation of TCU athletes
have been made public.
At TCU, every athletic team
will board an airplane to attend a
competition at least once in their
seasons.
Patterson said she understands
that traveling is something that
comes with her duty as a collegiate athlete.
"Opponents are not close, we
have to travel to them," Patterson said. "For some reason I'm
more nervous flying, not driving, even though it's probably
just as dangerous."
Just as Patterson is dealing with
the thought of future transportation, men's and women's scx:cer
associate head coach Blake Amos
said he believes every athlete will
individually determine his or her
perception of air travel.
"Flying again will obviously be
very nerve racking," Amos said.
"We haven't made any official
statement yet about future trips after this weekend, but I really don't
think we are very nervous about
(flying)."
Amos also said he is more concerned with how much longer and
harder the pr<x:ess of traveling will
be for the s<xxer teams at airports.
"It's going to change how we
do things because of all the increased security," Amos said. "I
hope it won't distract us (from
playing soccer)."
Although not easy, men's soccer
midfielder Dustin Sitar said he is
not allowing Tuesday's events effect
his soccer playing. Also, Sitar said
he is not worried about future travel.
"If I was worried about getting
on an airplane I'd be worried about
going into a certain building or
something like that too," Sitar said.
For an athlete, it's crucial to
have mental peace of mind in order to perform well during games.
"You can't be worried about it,
especially with all the increased
security," Sitar said. "It's not a concern."
Sitar said he thought about the
possibility of him being on the
plane with his teammates, and the
possibility that perhaps the
women's soccer team could have
been involved.
"We all talked (Tuesday) about
how crazy it was and what the people on the planes must have been
going through and what it would
be like to be one of (those on one
of the planes)," Sitar said.
As crazy as Tuesday was to
some TCU athletes, worries of future air travel seem to exist, but are
being dealt with by each athlete.
Colleen Casey
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